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Lock and Load!
CENTRALLY MANAGING, SECURING, AND
DELIVERING AN OS/2 DESKTOP OVER ANY LAN
OS/2 has become a corporate workhorse
since its inception several years ago. Yet many
questions have arisen on how to manage the
workplace shell and, most important, secure
it and the applications it helps launch.
There are a few tools which advocate
their ability to manage the shell - most work
best in a stand-alone mode. Still, the corporate environment demands efficient centralized management and security optimized for
networks. This requirement, combined with
my background in development of the OS/2
workplace shell, has led to a careful examination of OS/2 security and commitment to
The Desktop Observatory by Pinnacle Technology. This paper discusses the requirements
and the features built into Pinnacle's unique
technology.

BY ERIC OSMANN

"events" (programs, etc.) with objects and the
pure speed at which it builds desktops.

Network Design
The Desktop Observatory was designed
with networks in mind. Administrators will
appreciate Pinnacle's small file size of less
than 10k per desktop and its ability to work
over any protocol and NOS . With this bandwidth, lap tops can be secured over a phone
line!

LJ

ACCESS DENIED!

1r oK

Requirements
Although pure file level security requires
IBM 's Security Enabling Services (Pinnacle
has been a member of Beta efforts and is
architected to support these key features already available for 2.11), there are critical
elements in OS/2 security that go well beyond the simple ability to restrict right mouse
button options. These include: 1) ease of
creating desktops; 2) network design; 3) additional security elements; and 4) flexibility.

Ease
Pinnacle has developed a powerful SOM
based tool called "Finder". Finder allows an
administrator to quickly create a desktop,
snap a picture of it (including all of those oblique DOS settings) and save it to Pinnacle's
bandwidth-sensitive file (patent pending).
Files can, of course, be saved anywhere on
the network and instantly be built at any machine. There is no need for an administrator
to know REXX, although those who do will
appreciate Pinnacle's ability to associate
Eric Osma1111 was a member of OS/2 Workplace Shell development team at IBM and
left in late /995 to lead development at Pi1111acle Technology, Inc. He resides with his
family in Colorado Springs a11d ca11 be
reached through electronic mail at
helpdesk@pi111wc/etech.com.

The Desktop Observato,y is able to limit usen to a centrally 11u111aged specific list of applications. User attempts to cleverly create
objects via ProgMa11, word processors, or
REXX will result i11 a security violatio11!

Another feature of the Desktop Observatory is that it allows administration of
OS/2 clients with the current security server
for network based applications. Regardless
what NOS is bei ng utilized by a firm, The
Desktop Observatory will not build an object unless it can resolve its security checks.
It cannot resolve these check unless users are
correctly authenticated. The result is a user
gets his/her appropriate desktop whenever
and wherever they log on and the administrator does not have to redundantly maintain
rights. No desktop need be provided until
after a user has been authenticated (those interested in Single Sign-On should contact
Pinnacle).

More on Security
Auditing is a common requirement for
the security conscious. A full capability is
built into The Observatory. This is integrated
with the security daemon which includes the
ability to restrict clever users from building
their own objects to violate client security.
Also, great pains are taken to reduce all exposures between power-on and the workplace
shell . A special program was created to start

The above is an advertisement, Copyright / 995, Pinnt1cle Technology Inc.

Circle #21 on reader service card .

the shell (dskshell.cmd), insure networking
starts correctly, and inhibit user's ability to
interrupt the process via a cntl-break. Disabling the Alt-Fx function is a feature that
can be engaged, if desired. Users can enable
their hardware boot protection in the bios or
call Pinnacle for a centrally distributable software solution.

Flexibility
There are circumstances where corporations do not need high security and only
need the ability for users to get the appropriate desktop. In fact, this may be combined
with the need for users to be able to modify
their own desktop yet move from machine to
machine--0r what some customers refer to as
a "follow me" desktop. Pinnacle uses MID
(Mobile Independent Desktops) to provide
this flexibility. MID simply utilizes the Finder
function mentioned earlier to "snap" the desktop at log off and save the appropriate file to
the network so it can be delivered at the next
log on . This process applies to PowerPC
desktops as well (the Observatory is provided
on the PowerPC- OS/2 Application Sampler).
End Users should not care what type of OS/2
machine they log onto and with Pinnacle's
technology they don't have to.

Summary
Whether you are interested in security
or centralized management and delivery of
OS/2 desktops, the technology available
through Pinnacle can save a great deal of
heartache and headaches.
Pimwcle Technology, Jue. was fo1111ded i11
/992 to bri11gfo11r key elements to OS/2: I)
Centralized Ma11ageme11t; 2) Security; 3)
user-proof; a11d -I) bandwidth sensitivity.
Pimwcle's 1111iq11e means of efficieutly delivering desktops (patellf pe11di11g) is used 011
over 100,000 OS/2 workstations worldwide.
Current products i11c/11de The Desktop Observatory V-1 (ce11trali~ed desktop mwwgemellf a11d security), The Desktop Commander (centralized desktop 11w11ageme11t),
a11d Kid Proof/2 (for sta11d-a/011e 111achi11es).
They ca11 be reached at (800)-525-/650,
(3 / 7)-279-5157, 11·11•w.pi111wc/etech.com, or
ehe1111i11g @pi1111ac/etech.co111.

IBM and the Internet
Go to the Olymp ics
For the 1992 Olympic Games, the much-talked-about
innovation was the broadcast of the Games in their
entirety on cable TV. Oh, sure, people would pay to
watch hours of "milling around" and "also-rans"!
Well, that was one idea that didn't fly.
What's the biggest, most visible advance in information technology since 1992? If you didn't answer
"the Internet" or at least "the information superhighway," then you've been in some sort of news
warp for the last four years. You'll be able to get upto-the-minute information on all the 1996 Olympic
Games on the Internet!
IBM, the worldwide information technology sponsor
of the 1996 Olympic Games, in partnership with the
Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games (ACOG),
has developed the official Olympic Web site
(http://www.atlanta.olympic.org). Billed as a
"virtual venue" for Olympic fans, the Web site today
contains information on the upcoming events,
including participating athletes, schedules for team
competitions, pictures of Olympic sporting and cultural events, and other breaking pre-Olympic news.
In addition, using a secure electronic commerce
application developed by IBM, you can now purchase tickets through the Web.
IBM is also working with ACOG to plan and implement one of the most advanced information technology infrastructures ever built. With reliability and
usability critical, the specifications for this solution
are far more stringent than for most of IBM's commercial clients. The systems have to work. And they
have to work for the thousands of volunteers who
will be using them. OS/2 Warp and OS/ 2 Warp
Connect PC clients and servers are responsible for
calculating, ranking, and distributing scores to
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scoreboards, TV commentators, satellite feeds,
other venues, and the entire Olympic community.
Whew! That's a lot of requirements for something
that is only going to last a little over two weeks!
The amazing thing to me is that what we didn't
even dream four years ago, we take for granted
today.
Think ahead four years-"the year 2000," "the turn
of the century," "the millennium"-whatever you
want to call it. What we only dream of now will
have long been a reality, while the completely
unimaginable will be emerging technology. I don't
know about you, but I am breathless with anticipation. We are truly living in the greatest of times. So
let's celebrate this summer as the world comes
together in Atlanta to compete, to make friends,
and to anticipate the future.

The Future for Personal Systems
In the coming months, we are planning to bring
you more information on developing applications,
on client/server products, and on network-centric
computing. If we aren't covering your interest
areas, let us know. You've got my phone number,
my Internet ID, and my promise to pay the postage
on the survey card found between pages 52 and
53. Personal Systems is also on the Internet at
http: // ps cc. d fw. i bm. com/ psma g /. Visit our
home page-you can connect from there to the
Olympic home page and check up on the Games!

Betty Hawkins, Editor

The only things you
need to link your Database
to the Web.

R: WEB ... the first easy--to--use, affordable
Internet database solution. And now it's
available for OS/2 Warp !
Leave y our CGI a nd PERL scripts at the door. Why? Because
R:WEB will quickly write all of the code to seamlessly link your
database to your web site. You knew it would come to this. All
of those late nights studying , those days crafting the ultimate
script. For what?
With this new R:WEB software, it's easy to gather and post
real - time data on your web site . And don 't panic about having
to mess with your current database - R:WEB links your web site
to any ODBC-compliant database.
Oh yeah , it' s affordable too. We 'll even throw in the other
thing you 'll need for free - - the powerful 32- bit development
tool , R:BASE. *
Check out the FREE CD- ROM offer. You
can even download a demo of R: WEB from
our web site at http://www.microrim .com .
* R:BASE and R:WEB are available for 05/2
and Windows .

®M!SJ~Q.~!!Y'.

I 539 5 SE. 30th Place, Be ll evu e , WA 9 8007
(206) 6 4 9-9500

Nsn. Tested

R.: W EB avail able th rough your local re se ll e r or d istrib u tor.
Copyrig ht © 1996 M ic ro rim . Inc .. a su bsi d iary of A bac us Soft wa re G ro up. A ll ri g h h reserved . R:B ASE. R:W E B and Mi c rorim a n· 1radc marb and reg iste red trndcm :i rl-. s of Microrim . OS/2 and WA RP
arc rcg is tc rcd tradem a rl...s o f I B M Coq >ora1i o n . M il.: ro rim re..,e rvc.., the rig ht to c ha nge p rod uc 1 and :-.c rv icc" o ffcn:d a l any time w itho ut p.-io,· no tice.
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ABOUT THE COVER

A systems administrator, like an orchestra conductor, strives to keep disparate components working
together in harmony. With management, the individual parts operate as a harmonious system.
Noted Dallas artist Bill Carr's whimsical cover
illustration reflects this analogy.
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Managing a Systems Management Merger
This article, reprinted from IBM's SQ magazine, describes the benefits of the IBM Tivoli
merger to the technology industry.

IBM's OS/2 Warp Server is HOT. . .HOT. . .HOT!
Nick Marc of Sausilito, Calif., a self-proclaimed OS/2 supporter at Chauvet & Company in
San Francisco, expresses his thoughts after attending IBM's demonstration of OS/2
Warp Server.

What's New?
This issue's "What's New?" highlights a variety of products, including calendaring and
scheduling, anti-virus security, authoring and development, and year 2000 solutions.
Also find out what's in print to help you with visual application development, multimedia
networking , and more.

Personal Systems
Advertising Representatives

Personal Systems accepts paid advertising for applications, products, or services that run on or complement IBM's
personal computer hardware and software products. To obtain a media kit
and advertising rate information, contact one of the Personal Systems advertising sales representatives at the
address below.
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366 Wall Street
Princeton , NJ 08540-1517
(800) ADS-4PSM
Winfield Boyer ........ .Ext. 124
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26

33

40

winfield@edgeassoc.com
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Peter Griffin ......... .Ext. 126
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44

Joseph Tomaszewski ... .Ext. 125

joseph@edgeassoc.com
Fax

SystemView in OS/2 Warp Server
SystemView, included in OS/2 Warp Server and also sold separately as SystemView for
OS/2, provides a robust set of functions to help administrators manage their PC workstations and servers. This article covers SystemView's major capabilities.

Implementing PC SystemView (NetFinity) in Real-World Environments
This article discusses factors to consider when implementing PC SystemView (recently
NetFinity) in large- and small-scale environments. It also briefly discusses SystemView's
architecture, features , and new functions , plus lists additional resources for PC
SystemView and other SystemView products.

Lotus Notes-Based Meetings
This article discusses using Lotus Notes in support of meetings, including face-to-face ,
telecons, and videocons. Find out how you can improve information-sharing and reduce
paper waste by conducting meetings using Lotus Notes.

OS/2 Warp Server: An Architectural Primer
If you are an existing LAN Server user or are considering moving to a local area network
(LAN), IBM OS/2 Warp Server has many appealing features and benefits. This article
reviews basic LAN architecture and then discusses unique features of OS/2 Warp Server.

(609) 497-04 12

CompuServe 72457,3535
Voice (609) 683-7900

*

Printed on partially recycled paper using
soy-based inks and may be recycled.
Printed in U.S.A.
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Corrective Service Information
Refer to this section for the latest maintenance release levels and other software service
information.
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Avarice Preview: Software Development as an Audience Participation Sport
Game enthusiasts won't want to miss this review of Avarice Preview, an interactive multimedia game from Stardock Systems. Find out what's hot about this precursor to the final
game, how it works, and what's in store for the final version.

PartitionMagic 2.0-Now Even More Magical
Personal Systems asked Steve Schneer to take a look at the latest version of
PartitionMagic and tell you about the product's new functions and features.
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Managing a Systems
Management Merger
By Alan E. Hod el
"IBM and Tivoli can provide an unmatclled line of systems management solutions tllat are open, easy to customize, and scale from small
departments to tile largest global enterprises."- Lou Gerstner, IBM CEO
"Demand for distributed systems management products is exploding."
- Frank Moss, Tivoli CEO
So said IBM's and Tivoli's CEOs about tlleir merger earlier tllis year.
Tile following article is reprinted from IBM's SQ magazine and
describes tile benefits of tllis merger to tile tecllnology industry.

'' W

ith the IBM/Tivoli merger, our
customers will be able to look to
one company to provide systems
management solutions from the desktop,
to the host, to the Internet," says John M.
Thompson, IBM's top software executive.
"We'll do it across all major vendors' platforms and at all levels of software,
whether it's operating systems or databases or applications. And we'll provide
the professional services needed to support customers around the world."

That's how Thompson, IBM senior vice
president and software group executive,
sums up the impact of a $743 million
deal between IBM and Tivoli Systems Inc.
that's putting in place a family of offerings that are the industry's most comprehensive open systems management solutions for network-centric computing.
IBM 's merger with Austin, TX-based Tivoli
combines advanced, object-oriented technology from Tivoli with IBM's industryleading host-based systems management
products and an unparalleled global sales,
service, and support operation. Tivoli is a
leading provider of systems management
software and services that helps users
reduce the cost and complexity of managing distributed client/server networks of
personal computers and workstations.
"IBM and Tivoli can provide an unmatched line of systems management solutions
and services that are open, easy to
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customize, and scale from small departments to the largest global enterprises,"
says Lou Gerstner, IBM chairman and
chief executive officer (CEO). "The merger
greatly strengthens our position in the
emerging network-centric computing
opportunity."
Systems management software helps companies control their increasingly complex
networks of PCs, servers, workstations,
host computers, and the applications that
run on them. Key functions performed by
the software include network management, performance monitoring, problem
determination, and administrative tasks
such as new user authorization and software distribution.
"Our customers want the flexibility of
choice that's offered by open systems,"
says Thompson. "IBM's success in this
market is based on providing customers
with the ability to manage very diverse
environments composed of many different vendors' products and doing it in a
simple way."
"Demand for distributed systems management products is exploding," says Tivoli
CEO Frank Moss, who will lead the
combined companies' systems management efforts. "Customers are enthusiastically adopting the Tivoli Management
Environment. With IBM's global reach and
complementary products for hosts and

networks, this merger represents a terrific
opportunity for our customers."
The Tivoli Management Environment
(TME) set of systems and management
applications provides a broad range of
easy-to-use, automated systems management and administrative tools that simplify the management of widely dispersed
UNIX and PC clients and servers. TME is
built on object technology, and because
it's open, it runs on a wide range of
industry platforms such as Sun, HP, and
Windows NT. Tivoli also works with major
application and database products such as
SAP, PowerBuilder, Oracle, Informix, and
Sybase.
IBM's flagship SystemView Series systems
management product line provides extensive network control functions for managing host-based, UNIX, and PC systems.
"If you write down a list of what TME provides and then another list of all the
things that System View provides," says
Thompson, "there is very, very little overlap." Thompson points to IBM's NetView
offerings as an example.
"NetView is an operations piece of software, running down to the network
level," Thompson says, "much like
Open View or other operational platforms
do. TME sits above that level, taking information that comes out of the network,
turning it into a single interface for
administrators to manage the entire network.
"So NetView does not change," Thompson
stresses. "We will continue to invest in it
as we go forward, and it [NetView]
becomes a very important base that will
integrate tightly with TME."
According to Moss, the merger will "cross
fertilize " IBM technologies like NetView
with Tivoli's TME. "We'll also look at how

a common platform, if it proves desirable,
could be created out of the two," Moss adds.

Alan E. Hodel has edited and produced both regional and national industry
magazines. He is editor and publisher of /AIXtra: IBM's Magazine For AIX
Professionals and editor in chief of SQ: IBM's Magazine of Software
Technologies. With IBM more than 11 years, Alan serves on the Advisory
Board for UNIX Expo, is a member of the Society for Technical
Communication and the American Society of Business Press Editors, and
has a BS in Journalism from West Virginia University.

"Our customers tell us effective systems
management is critical to their success, as
they increasingly rely on distributed
cl ient/server and network-centric computing to run their businesses," says
Thompson. "They need to automate systems operational control with sophisticated tools to reduce the cost of managing
their information systems."
Citing industry analysts who estimate the
cost of managing a distributed or network-centric environment is triple the
cost of managing a host environment,
Thompson says: "Combining our technologies will help our mutual customers sim·
plify and reduce the cost of managing
their systems, networks, and applications."

Good Business Sense
"The merger of IBM and Tivoli makes
good business sense for IBM, for
Tivoli, and for all our customers," says
Thompson. "Tivoli gets the full advantage
of IBM's global reach and the broad functionality of our enterprise management
solutions. IBM takes a dramatic step forward with distributed systems management solutions on multiple platforms,
including the Internet. And customers
worldwide can take advantage of an
end-to-end, integrated line of systems
management products and solutions
that are open, easy to customize, scalable
from small departments to large enterprises, and available on multiple industry
platforms."
According to Moss: "Our objective is to
create instant, decisive leadership in the
management of network-centric comput•
ing on a global scale. Tivoli was founded
with a single-minded mission of solving
the systems management puzzle-the last
great barrier for the widespread adoption
of networked and client/server computing. This merger is designed to gain the
scale required to propel Tivoli and IBM to
worldwide leadership in the shortest possible time.
"Now is the right time," adds Moss, "and
this merger is the right move."

Editor 's note: You can find this and other
articles from SQ: IBM's Magazine of
Software Technologies on the Internet at
http://www.software.ibm.com/sq/.
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IBM's 0S/2 Warp Server is
HOT .. .HOT .. .HOT!
By Nick Marc

Nick Marc of Sausilito, California, is a self-proclaimed OS/2 supporter
at Chauvet & Company in San Francisco. He expressed his thoughts
after attending IBM's demonstration of OS/2 Warp Server and posted
them to the OS/2 advocacy newsgroup.

T

he boss took us to the St. Francis
Hotel for IBM's kickoff of OS/ 2 Warp
Server, and they gave a great demonstration (and lunch)! Blew Microsoft's
Windows NT away! We knew it was good,
but when you see it compared directly to
NT's server, you can understand why NT
doesn't sell. OS/ 2's Warp Server is much
faster, easier to install and run, and has
many more features than NT. Everything
about it is drag and drop; it makes efficient use of existing resources; it runs
faster; it is more responsive and flexible;
and it costs less than NT. You don't need a
system administrator-I mean almost anybody can run and maintain it (including
me), and it has that great-looking OS/ 2
interface, which is so much better than NT's.

During the demonstration, this guy from
IBM installed it at the same time another
guy (an NT expert, believe it or not)
installed NT's server. OS/ 2's server was
done in about 20 minutes. The other guy
had to feed a bunch of disks and sit there
answering all those questions and setting
up all those profiles, finding drivers, and
doing all kinds of configuration stuff.
OS/ 2 Warp Server comes on a CD and has
an easy install button (it has a custom
install button too, if you want to "design
your own"). The crowd loved it and
cheered as the NT guy struggled to set up
group profiles and had to use a bunch of
security access codes to shift stuff around.
OS/ 2's Warp Server can use just one security code per user no matter where you
move them, even if it's clear across the
state. And you can install it remotely right
from the server machine.
OS/ 2 Warp Server will support Windows,
Windows for Workgroups, Windows 95,

8
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Windows NT, AIX, and Mac. It offers file,
directory, and printer security; has file
backup, third party support, and remote
node dial-in support; you can have 1,000
users on it at once, 32 printers, and
unlimited directory entries; you can have
as many as 64,000 files open at once
(although you're limited to 2 gigabytes
per file!) and 64 gigabyte partitions; it
has peer support; you can use the OS/ 2
graphical user interface (GUI) or a command line; and it's completely Internetready!
We've had OS/ 2 Warp Server running now
for about three months (at the time of
this writing), and it's solid as a rock.
We've got DSS (IBM's Directory Security

Service, currently beta code) installed; it
makes the entire system super secure and
eliminates the need for our staff to have
multiple IDs and passwords, even when
used remotely from an employee's home.
We've also got AskPSP, a neat little tool
for troubleshooting-all I do is supply a
basic description of the problem (and I do
mean basic), and up pops the answer. And
the best part is that it tells me how to fix
it. I love that! People here think I'm a
genius!
We have a program called Mobile File
Synchronization that automatically synchronizes the files of home users when
they reconnect to the network by caching
all files touched while connected. This
allows users to work on files when disconnected and have the files updated when
they reconnect. Staff are now doing more
work from out in the field and from their
homes.

When I set up a new workstation, I don't
have to go to the physical location of that
workstation to install the software. I can
configure and maintain it all right from
my server machine. This is called CID
(configuration/ installation/distribution).
Installing TCP/IP was so easy because
the server acts as the central address
source and distributes TCP/ IP to staff on
demand, so I don't have to go to their
workstations and assign a permanent IP
address. Do you know how much time
this saves me?
I don't need additional software or third
party software to back up the system,
either-something that I schedule to do
automatically in the dead of night when
I'm not at work. The backup is also auto·
matically compressed. It's all so easy
because I use this great OS/ 2 interface
with graphical "pipes" that work like
plumbing, so I know where I'm going and
what I'm backing up. I love that!
We get drag-and-drop printing, we can run
14 printers at once, and we can do high-

speed, high-volume print jobs, such as catalogs, and send them all over the place. I
have remote setup, configuration, and
management from my server machine for
all those printers. The users have direct
display of actual print jobs and printer
status so they don't have to run back and
forth to the group printers to check their
print jobs.
We also get bi-directional printer support,
meaning I can get instant information on
every printer's status. So when one of my
users tells me the printer's broken, I can
tell without having to go to that particular printer that it's just a paper jam, out
of paper, or low on ink instead of seeing
the print job sitting in the print queue
and wondering why.
Hey! Here's a big one: Printer drivers are
all on my server machine so I don't have
to set up separate drivers for each printer.
I love this feature!
With OS/ 2 Warp Server, it's silly and a
waste of money to even think of buying NT.

Editor's note: To see Nick's comments
plus those of other OS/ 2 enthusiasts, visit
the OS/ 2 advocacy newsgroup at
comp.os.os2 . ad vocacy .

Nick Marc is the office manager for Chauvet
& Company, a financial investment firm in
San Francisco. Established in 1981 , Chauvet
& Company is a group of 25 professionals
who manage financial investments for a variety of individuals and organizations.
Nick is also the system operator for Warp
City BBS , which originally began as an inhouse communications system for Chauvet
& Company, then opened to the public in
January 1993. The BBS now supports some
1 ,500 registered members and offers any
O S/2 user free access to approximately
6,000 OS/2 files, shareware/public domain
applications, demos, and programs.
Chauvet & Company employees are dedicated OS/2 users and use all the native OS/2
applications they can find. Many staff members work out of their homes or while traveling, where OS/2 Warp Server's remote capabilities are a real plus. Nick took the job at
Chauvet & Company in 1991 because the
company uses OS/2 exclusively-he feels
there is no finer operating system .
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by Creative Assistance Software
Fast LAN Server 3.0/4.0 management locally
and remotely. Install as a network applicat ion, manage the domain from any 05/2
workstation. Gives performance monitoring
and domain configuration reports.

CSS43 MSRP $299 .00

$289.00

#fl011lo10S/Z rf.Z
by Markham Computers
Give 05/2 workstations control of any remote
05/2, Windows 3.x, 95, NT, or DOS workstat ion via network or modem. Cross-platform
support for TCP/IP, NetBIOS, IPX, APPC, ISDN,
and/or asynchronous. Ideal fo r help desk use.

MCCSO MSRP $495.00

$295.00
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DevTech, maker of the award-winning
DeskMan/2, has created the powerful
DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack. Combined with
DeskMan/2 v.1.51 (and a free upgrade to
v2.0, when available), an outstanding selection of invaluable 05/2 utility products, and
money-saving coupons for product upgrades.The Productivity Pack includes:
DeskMan/2, DCF/2 Lite, The Graham Utilities*,
Relish v2 .12, & CPU Monitor Plus* .
*(special version created exclusively for this package)

DEV SO MSRP~

Save $25.95
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OS/2 Warp Server, the comprehensive server
software solution, turns an ordinary i486 (or
higher) PC into a file, print and application
server. Provides compatible and comprehensive networked services.
25H8002 0S/2 Warp Server V4 $559.00

&ollll #01'1.t
by Lotus
The Lotus Notes client/server environment
enables users to communicate over LANs
with document databases on shared Notes
servers. Simultaneous access of Notes
databases is also possible by remote dial-in.

NOT25

StarterPack

$885.00

CALL FOR NEW 68 PAGE
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~
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http://-.indellble-blue.com/ib

OS/2 and IBM.,. reglste!ec!1rademar1<sol IBMCo!pomloo. Allother1rademarl<s belong totllelr respectlv9 OWOOIS. Pricesnsut,ject to change. This ad designed 0111 PCnmlng lastandc:nsMnoon OSftNwp.
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What's New?
Calendaring and
Scheduling Across and
Beyond the Enterprise
IBM and Lotus Development
Corp. have unveiled a comprehensive calendaring and
scheduling (C&S) strategy, based upon
Lotus Notes Release 4 and the awardwinning Lotus Organizer user interface,
that will include fully functional C&S support in all Notes Release 4 clients: Notes
Mail, Notes Desktop , and full Notes.
Lotus will also provide complete connectivity and interoperability between Notes
and Organizer calendars and IBM
OfficeVision calendars to enable C&S
users to confirm and schedule group meetings across the enterprise. Scheduling
between Organizer and Notes users across
the Internet will be provided through the
SMTP/ MIME gateway for Notes Release 4.

~

Users will have a choice of clients, including any Notes client that supports OS/ 2
Warp, Windows 3.1 , Windows 95,
Windows NT, Macintosh PowerPC, AIX,
HP-UX, and Sun Solaris; or an Organizer
client that supports OS/ 2 Warp, Windows
95, Windows NT, or Macintosh System 7.5.
These clients will be available in the second half of 1996. Calendaring and
scheduling functionality in Notes clients
will be identical with core C&S functionality in Organizer 2.1. The C&S data will be
stored inside the user's mail database and
will appear as a calendar folder as part of
the user's Notes mail database. This will
provide Notes and Organizer clients with
a common look and feel for daily, weekly,
and monthly calendar views, as well as
common terminology for creating appointments or scheduling meetings.
In the Notes environment, Notes and
Organizer clients will be fully interoperable through the Notes data store and common scheduling services, providing users
and administrators with the benefits of
Notes Release 4's scalability, security, and
mobile enhancements. All Lotus C&S users

10
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receive the benefits of scheduling meetings, synchronizing their calendars, or
making appointments remotely using the
Notes client, thus eliminating the need for
a real-time connection. When a user replicates his or her Notes client with the
Notes server, the other C&S users are
automatically notified about the meetings.
Lotus will provide a full-featured C&S
client for cc:Mail users, taking advantage
of the next generation cc:Mail DBS message store as the back-end database for
C&S data. In addition to the integration of
Organizer with the cc:Mail client and the
cc:Mail DBS message store, cc:Mail users
will have C&S interoperability with Notes
through the use of the cc:Mail Connector
running on the Lotus CommServer.
Lotus' advanced, messaging-based calendaring and scheduling architecture will
allow connectivity and integration across
enterprise and inter-enterprise networks.
Notes and Organizer users will be able to
schedule meetings with their colleagues,
vendors, customers, and suppliers across
the Internet via the SMTP/MIME gateway,
a high-fidelity Notes messaging gateway
being designed for the Lotus CommServer.
For more information, circle 1 on the
reader service card. Check out Lotus'
Internet home page at
http://www.lotus.com .

Remote Print Manager
RPM Remot,e Print Manager,

a server software package that
lets you print to a personal
computer across the Internet and enterprise networks, is now available from
Brooks Internet Software, Inc. RPM is a
state-of-the-art LPD server available
separately from bundled networking
suites. Potential RPM users include sites
with mainframes, UNIX, and AS/400
workstations on networks with PCs running Windows.

RPM fully supports the LPD protocol for
Internet printing, including l pr , pr , l pq ,
l prm, and l psta rt commands. It also
accepts requests from mainframes running MYS, CMS, and CICS applications.
RPM supports multiple, independent
queues. Each queue can be configured
with its own printer, printer setup, fonts,
and margins. RPM can suppress blank
pages, remove null characters, wrap lines
with several options, and scale the font
down to support a given line length. RPM
can print to local and networked printers,
either formatting the text or sending it
directly to the printer. RPM can also run a
local program, making possible new and
innovative methods of information management on a network without creating
custom client/server applications.
RPM's extensive graphical user interface
includes windows to monitor print queues
and requests, printing activity, and event
logs; toolbar, dialogs, and menus to control queues and printing; context sensitive
help to easily access program features;
and an online operations guide.
Circle 2 on the reader service card for
more information, or see the demo version of RPM on the World-Wide Web at
http://www.brooksne t.com/.

Authoring
Development Tool
Highly rated in a recent computer-based training (CBT)
report published by Patricia
Seybold Group, C,·eative Course Writer
(CCW) for OS/2 from Creative Approaches, Inc. allows you to create powerful
CBT for the exciting OS/ 2 environment
with your favorite word processor (DOS-,
OS/ 2-, or Windows-based). A recent
enhancement to this product now speeds
the creation of mainframe screen simulations in the OS/ 2 environment.

,...

Desktop Observatory'"
Create and manage OS/2™
desktops from a server or host.
Advanced security features
let you monitor application
launches, restrict opening
and editing of files, and record
security triggers to a log file.

Perfonnance PLUS'"V3
Performance improvements,
PLUS utilities you'll use every
day. Enhance your OS/2™
system without buying new
hardware. Named one of
1995's Best Products by OS/2
Magazine.

ilI

Object Desktop'"
The next generation desktop
environment. With features
such as virtual desktops, viewing files and running programs
from ZIP files, resource monitoring, Hypercache, Object
Navigator and much more!

System Commander'"
Run both Windows™ 95 &
OS/2 Warp'" on one PC! With
System Commander you can
have any combination of x86
operating systems on your PC.
._"Highly recommended."
John C. Dvorak PC Magazine

___________
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/
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Hyper Access'"
Get online fast with the hottest,
most graphical 32-bit communications software around!
Setup is effortless. Includes
fast file transfers and terminal
emulators. Now going online
is easier than ever!

BackAgain/2'" Pro
The Ultimate Backup &
Recovery for OS/2™ Warp.
Includes "drag & drop," unattended operation, and full
disaster recovery. Supports
virtually all SCSI and
ATAPI/IDE tape drives.

IBJI

OS'2~
-----

OS/2'" Warp Connect
The new, 32-bit, multitasking,
multimedia, Internet-accessed,
crash-protected, Windows'"
friendly, totally cool way to run
and network your computer.

~

=i:;--

(.;oruat

You may have heard about a certain famous program that's a completely new, 32-bit
"operating system'.' But one quick look behind the curtain shows it's merely an
application running on DOS technology that dates back to the early '80s. ff you want a
\1able 32-bit operating system "'ith true multitasking designed from the ground up to
run the next generation of 32-bit software, it's time to move up to OS/2 Warp. Run
your DOS, Windows'" and OS/2 software on the OS that runs more PC software than any
other. Choose from these featured programs or from the more than 2,CXXJ other OS/2
Warp programs. Don't be led a\1ray on the old yellow brick road-get OS/2 Warp.

OS2.~

am=

Brought to you by the letters O,S, the number 2 and:

The 32-BIT Alliance

FREE

* 3M™PRECISE
MOUSING
SURFACE

Get the most advanced, high-performance mousing
surface available, when you buy one of the most advanced,
high-performance programs available. Just call APS
toll-free to order one of these programs and get a 3M
Precise Mousing Surface (a $15 value) FREE!

For information on the 32-Bit Alliance, call: 612 /730-4156
All product names mentioned are trademarks of their respective holders.

Technologies

1-800-257-4765
Circle #25 on reader service card.

•while supplies last.

With full-motion video and audio, CCW
supports all screen types by providing
customizable "shells." Additional features
include the following:
■

Includes customizable global navigation
buttons (forward, backward, menu, etc.)

■

Provides full support for hypertext
links and links to the IPF help facility

■

Contains "master" application screen
images in only one place

■

Provides true conditional branching,
allowing you to establish multiple student paths based upon student organization code, job, test results, etc., thus
eliminating duplicate screens, simplifying maintenance, and saving disk space

■

Captures actual OS/ 2 application
screen components and supporting
data for integration into the CBT (scroll
bars, pushbuttons, spin buttons, radio buttons, check boxes, list boxes, etc.)

Now Get

In Charge!

In Charge! is a full function personal and
small business finance system for OS/2.
In Charge! supports:
• Multiple sets of financial books
• All types of accounts, from checking to stock margin
• Multiple currencies
• Securities portfolio management system
• Powerful check printing facility
• CheckFree electronic bill payment
• Graphical reports
• Special small business functions
And much more!

In Charge!

is available
through dealers, or directly from
Spitfire Software for only

$79

Circle #29 on reader service card.

u
Unite CD• Maker" lets you ere
desktop. Unite CD• Maker 2.0 includes
v Audio CD reading and writing
Device drivers for many popular
CD-recordables
~ Multi-session capability
~ Beta OpenDoc1 M interface
~ 32-bit APis
upon request
Long file name support
Unite CD• Maker combines a multi-threaded design and drag-and-drop
features for a powerful and easy-to-use CD mastering tool.
Cirrus Technology
FourthAoor.5301 BuckeystownPike,Frederick.Ma,yland2170l .

1-301-B'na
::,u _,nna
:JUI

Circle #8 on reader service card.
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http://www.lotus.com/bpprog/ 25f2.
htm.

+Shipping

(404) 257-0187 • Fax: (404) 255-8032

email: 10240t3643@compuserve.com mll'met: http://www.orurute.com

For more information, circle 3 on the
reader service card or visit Patricia
Seybold Group's Web page at

Real-Time Data
Acquisition and Control
□

Microstar Laboratories, Inc.
has announced a new OS/2
~ ACCEL driver that enables
OS/ 2 users to develop and operate realtime data acquisition and control systems
based upon Microstar Laboratories Data
Acquisition Processor (OAP) boards for
PCs. All of these OAP boards-from the
entry-level OAP 800 up to the 486-based
OAP 3200e-have their own on-board
intelligence implemented as DAPL, a
multitasking real-time operating system
optimized for high performance data
acquisition and control. DAPL runs applications free from any delays imposed by
OS/2 or whatever software may be running.
In measuring or controlling a real-time
process, computing power has to be available when it is needed. If it isn't, readings
are lost and measurements are corrupted
or a process goes out of control. On-board
intelligence-DAPL-deals up front with
the critical parts of any application: the
parts that run in real time.

OS/2 ·wARP SERVER
So Much Ability Packed Into a Single Package!
OS/2 Warp Server is a complete server softw are solution for businesses of all sizes!
I
·
, ·
Benefits of O S/2 W 9 rp Server include: -

'

Provides Internet services with
enhanced TCP/IP t upport

Concurrent user access to files,
applications, printers and modems from a single LAN server
•

Provides all the server/client software
needed to install a 10-user network
with First Step edition

A flexible , integrated installation
process that lets you choose the
services you need
,

Advanced function print services
that support high-speed printers and
Postscript jobs on non-Postscript
printers

A complete set of systems management tools
that provide unattended software distribution,
software/hardware auto discovery
and alert management

Provides full, secure access to your
LAN and all the resources on it
from any location

Ensure compatibility with new servers added
to your network and to your existing network
hardware and software, including Novell
Netware and Microsoft Windows NT

An advanced version is available that
provides disk fau lt tolerance and
support for up to 1000 users

SPECIAL SOFTMART BONUS!
Order now and get" the OS/2 Warp Server Technical SelfStudy CD, a $1500 value FREE!
The Technical Self-Study CD prr/J'iiTcies you with all the materials that are discussed at the
IBM 4 1/2 day '{1/arp Server training workshop, which makes you eligible for certification as
Warp Server S~ecialist. Hurry! CDs av~i lable only whi le supplies last.

When ordering, don't forget these Macmillan books from So~mart ...
I

Inside TCP/IP
This tu torial will give administrators a resource for using TCP/IP networking and maintaining existing sites that are currently obtainable only through expensive workshops or word of mouth. The book covers connecting to NetWare;
Microsoft's new Windows 95 platform ; DHCP; the next generation of IPng; and name services, suc!)'as DNS and BIND.

Internet Security Professional Referea&e
This complete reference shows how Internet and network security is implemented and details ways to keep it from
being violated. Inadequacies in current security products are pointed out and strategies to overcome them are
explained. The book also includes a CD-ROM which enables you to build your own firewalls, SATANs and SAINTs.

UGOSIBM1560
UGOSIBM1562
UGOSIBM1570
OSIBM1638
OSIBM1637
OSIBM1639
BKOUE999

Call Softmart at

OS/2 Warp Server Upgrade - Upgrade from LAN Server 4.x and OS/2
OS/2 Warp Server Upgrade - Upgrade from LAN Server 3.x and OS/2
OS/2 Warp Server Competitive Upgrade
OS/2 Warp Server First Step (includes fo users)
OS/2 Warp Server
OS/2 Warp Server Advanced
Inside TCP/IP
Internet Security Professional Reference

$254.00
$328.00
$411 .00
$682.00
$518.00
$1069.00
$27.95
Call for pricing

800-272-6 519

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Prices do not include shipping and handling. All other product or company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Softmart is a registered service mark of Softmart. Inc. Copyright ©1996 by Softmart, Inc.

Circle #26 on reader service card .

The Microstar Laboratories OS/ 2 ACCEL
driver supports OS/ 2 2.0 and later and
allows:
■

Native OS/ 2 applications to control a
OAP directly

■

OAP-based DOS and Windows applications to run unchanged

The new driver supports multitasking and
multithreaded applications. It includes
32-bit support for IBM C/C++ tools and
for Borland C++ for OS/ 2.
A wide range of DOS and Windows software that can now run under OS/ 2 is
available from Microstar Laboratories and
from third parties. For more information,
circle 4 on the reader service card.

Multimedia Mystery
Software
Billed as "the most unique
interactive multimedia product ever to be released," Sirius
Publishing, Inc. recently released its
new, stand-alone multimedia mystery,
"Treasure Quest." A key element of the
game is the unprecedented $1 million
grand prize awarded to the first player to
successfully solve the clues and unravel
the mystery behind "Treasure Quest" in
accordance with official contest rules.

[51

Using broad-sweeping security measures
at its disc duplication facilities and corporate headquarters to prevent breaches,
Sirius Publishing wanted to eliminate the
possibility that the reward might attract
hackers to attempt to find a short cut to
the solution.
The company emphasizes that the $1 million prize is only one of the many elements that make "Treasure Quest" unique.
Combining new technology with old-fashioned human interactivity, "Treasure
Quest" is laden with clues comprising
rich, unique, and original graphics and
video never before seen. It also includes
an original sound track on an audio CD.
Players are challenged to solve the mystery with clues hidden throughout the
CD-ROM. Some clues motivate players
to search beyond their computer for
answers. Others, both visual and verbal,
will be contained within the disc itself.
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Its nonviolent action makes it the ideal
family game.

fonts, line styles, line widths, fill patterns,
drop shadows, and more.

"Treasure Quest" also contains free
SiriusNet software and a Web browser
that allows players to link to a special
"Treasure Quest" Web site at

For more information, circle 6 on the
reader service card.

http://www.treasurequest.com .

Applications for the
Year 2000 and Beyond

Although players don't have to use the
Internet to solve the mystery, players may
want to share clues with other treasure
hunters.
For more information, circle 5 on the
reader service card.

Programmable Report
Writer for OS/2
With HockWare, Inc.'s release
of VisPro/Reports 2. 0 for
OS/ 2 you can easily print
invoices, form letters, personnel reports,
financial reports, and more from any
ODBC-enabled database. VisPro/Reports'
VisPro Database Designer is the same
full-featured entity/ relationship diagramming tool found in VisPro/REXX Gold,
VisPro/C++, and VisPro/C. You can create database reports by dragging database
tables from a database diagram and dropping them onto the VisPro/ Reports editor.
Drag-and-drop report creation instantly
creates joins and drill-downs to easily present related data in different tables. You
can visually design a new database or
reverse-engineer an existing database diagram. The Database Designer supports
DB2, Watcom SQL, and all ODBC-enabled
databases. The VisPro/ Reports preview
window allows you to view report queries
as the report is being designed. Reports
can be viewed or exported to various file formats, including BMP, MET, and ASCII text.

[51

Like all the VisPro products, VisPro/
Reports is fully integrated with the OS/ 2
Workplace Shell. This includes the dragand-drop features pioneered by HockWare
in VisPro/ REXX. VisPro/ Reports also
includes object settings notebooks, pop-up
menus, and direct editing. A rich selection
of objects, including field, bitmap image,
business graphics, multiple line text, line,
rectangle, rounded rectangle, and ellipse,
let you create reports in a way never
before possible with OS/ 2. VisPro/Reports
includes numerous object attributes,
including 16 million colors, OS/ 2 ATM

Micro Focus has announced
Micro Focus Challenge
2000 2.0, a comprehensive,
enterprise solution for addressing the
year 2000 date-change challenge faced by
most business organizations. The Micro
Focus Challenge 2000 solution provides
the tools necessary for assessing and
implementing the unavoidable conversion
and maintenance activities the millennium change is imposing upon IS shops.
Challenge 2000 2.0's new features provide
increased performance and greater functionality. Specific enhancements include
Micro Focus Revolve Year 2000 AddOn, which exploits Revolve's assessment,
analysis, and modification features to provide a single, comprehensive offering for
year 2000 analysis. The TransCentury
Calendar Routines have been modified to provide new date functions and
formats as well as new routines for
calculating a person's age. Additionally,
the inventory and organizer tool, MVS
Application E:tpress Offloader (AEO),
has been enhanced to provide performance improvements of up to 400 percent, as well as remote execution from a
workstation.
The genesis of the millennium datechange dilemma started with programmers' efforts to save expensive disk space
by designing two-digit date fields, not
anticipating that their programs would
still be in use in the year 2000. Now, as
that date quickly approaches, applications
that base calculations on higher year values, such as the simple calculation of a
person's age in the year 2000, will come
up with the wrong answer. This type of
error has the potential to affect thousands
of applications, resulting in major billing
disputes, investment miscalculations,
and millions of unhappy customers.
Companies with applications that use
future dates, such as banking and insurance, have already begun to experience
these problems.

We Have The Largest Selection of

Micro Cha nne l Pro duc ts

SYSTEMS

S OUND C ARDS

MPE G CARDS

VIDEO ACCELERATORS

S ERIAL/ PARALLEL PORTS

GAME PORTS

CD-ROMs

SC SI A DAPTERS

NETWORK CARDS

IDE AND EIDE

D ATA/ FAX M ODEMS

EMULATION CARDS

IN DUSTRIAL CO NTROLLERS

MEMORY UPGRADES

IMAGE CAPTURE CARDS

If We Don't Have It, You Probab ly Don't Need It!
Visit us o n the Internet at http://mic rochanne l.inter.net /mi croch a nne l

Call 1-800 -GET- MCDA
The MCDA is an independent worldwide organization dedicated to serving developers and users of Micro Channel-based
products. Our services include product sales, specification s, seminars, technical support, product catalogs , and newsletters .

169 Hartnell Avenue, Suite 200, Redding, CA 96002 Tel (916)222-2262 Fax (916)222-2528
Circle #27 on reader service ca rd.

According to Gartner Group estimates, in
1996 as many as 20 percent of all business applications will fail because of
invalid date computations, and up to 90
percent will fail by 1999 if corrective
measures are not taken.

computing strategy. IBM infoSage at
http://www. i nfosage. i bm. com filters
thousands of information sources to pinpoint and deliver industry-specific news
and information that business professionals need to stay competitive.

The complete Micro Focus Challenge 2000
solution incorporates a range of tools
and development facilities to take IS
organizations through every step of
their millennium conversion project.

Using leading-edge topic profiling technologies and drawing resources from a
comprehensive array of content providers,
IBM infoSage provides up to 30 stories
twice each business day on topics ranging
from news and business information to
entertainment and sports. Information is
tailored to suit your individual needs, and
the service offers you a choice in the
method of delivery-via either your personalized World-Wide Web page on the
IBM infoSage Web site or your Internet
e-mail.

For more information, circle 7 on the
reader service card.

OS/2 Warp CD-ROM
and Audio CD
Mastering Software
,rt, Cirrus Technology, Inc. has
n..::;f announced Unite CD· Maker
2.0, an innovative CD-ROM

and audio CD mastering package for the
OS/ 2 platform. As an extension of the
Workplace Shell, Unite CD· Maker lets you
create CDs right from your desktop.
Unite CD • Maker lets your CD-recordable
device both read and write data and has a
simulated burn option and a visual buffer
meter to monitor your burn. Unite
CD · Maker supports many popular CDrecorder vendors such as Hewlett-Packard,
Kodak, Philips, Pinnacle, Pioneer, Ricoh,
Smart and Friendly, Sony, and Yamaha.
Unite CD • Maker's newest features include:
■

Support for digital audio, XA form 1,
mixed mode, ISO 9660 level 1 and 2,
multi-session, and enhanced CD
formats

■

32-bit application programming interfaces (A Pis)

■

Ability to copy from existing CDs

For more information, circle 8 on the
reader service card.

Online News and
Information Service
IBM has introduced an online
news and information delivery service that will play an
integral part in its network-centric
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IBM has established relationships with
important content providers to provide
rich information resources-ranging from
news wires and newsletters to magazines
and journals-for the infoSage service. The
content providers who will initially provide content for the service include:
■

COMTEX

■

Dun and Bradstreet Corporation

■

Information Access Company

■

PAWWS, a division of Security APL

■

The Reference Press

■

Reuters NewMedia Inc.

■

Standard & Poor's

■

Weather Services Corp.

How IBM infoSage Works
Through the use of a powerful topic profile editor, subscribers to IBM infoSage
specify and personalize the topics of
interest to them-choosing from more
than 2,300 industry-specific categories.
IBM infoSage also allows you to create
your own topic, making it possible to
select from an infinite number of subjects.
The service then uses filtering technologies to identify the stories that are most
relevant based upon your profile. Twice
each business day, up to 30 stories are
delivered via either your personal Web
page or Internet-connected e-mail and
soon, Lotus Notes. The full text of each
story is available at the click of a button
through the Web or upon request through
e-mail.

IBM infoSage also features a unique "alert
service," which provides quick delivery of
breaking news stories that are of special
interest to you. The alert feature sends
special full-text "alerts" via e-mail anytime-day or night-whenever the news is
received.
IBM infoSage will continue to add features and functionality over timeincluding transaction-based services and
industry-specific resources. The service's
goal is to increase business professionals'
productivity by leveraging technology to
effectively assess and integrate the vast
quantity of information resources available.

Anti-Virus Security
Software
SecureNet Technologies, Inc.
has launched version 2.0 of its
V-Net Gold software that protects PCs from viruses that can be
received via the Internet or floppy disks.
Your in-house staff can implement V-Net
Gold to an unlimited number of PCs via a
simple, one-time installation on the network server. It cannot be bypassed or
undermined by users of individual PCs.
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The Internet is a source of viruses carried
on programs-such as games, screen
savers, word processing, or any executable
file-downloaded into a user's PC. V-Net
Gold 2.0 protects against these viruses
by authorizing disks and programs and
automatically cleaning "boot" viruses
without user intervention. It's compatible
with any virus scanner and can be used
with multiple scanners. Thunderbyte Inc.'s
1BScan software is bundled into each copy.
For more information, circle 9 on the
reader service card.

LAN Reporting Tool
•

Lieberman and Associates
has announced "LAN

Intensive Care Database
and Reporting Tools ," a new product

for IBM Warp Server that extracts all
account and resource information from
LAN Server and exports it into industrystandard databases for easy relational
analysis.

Using the extracted information, you can
track such items as assignments, definitions, logon failures, resource usage,
access permissions, and error logs. Everything in your LAN is now available in
standard database formats.
This package was created to provide critically needed information to keep you
informed about what has changed in your
LANs from day to day.
For more information, circle 10 on the
reader service card.

Support for APA
Print Files
SPOOLVIEW, DataTrade's
C.O.L.D. system or optical storage and retrieval system for
reports now supports
generated
computer
indexing, viewing, and printing of native
all points addressable (APA) print files,
including IBM's advanced function print
(AFP) files. SPOOLVIEW's ability to directly process APA files eliminates the need
for expensive preprinted forms and the
long and laborious process of scanning
documents into an imaging system. Plus,
optical storage space requirements for
these reports are at least 50 percent less
than that of images.

SPOOLVIEW is a multi-platform client/
server application that collects reports
from all IBM host systems (ES/9000,
AS/400, and RISC System/6000) and PCs
via file transfer or tape input. The reports
are then automatically indexed and transferred to IBM 3995 optical media. You can
view, print, fax, and export data via LANbased PCs running OS/ 2, Windows, or
DOS character-based user interfaces or via
5250, 3270, and ASCII terminals.
The APA codes create the form along
with the text and pass it to high speed
laser printers. Modules within SPOOLVIEW's server engine have the ability to
find and index information and recognize
fonts and graphics used in the forms
generation. The APA reports can then be
stored in their native formats on magnetic, optical, or CD-ROM media. When you
request report pages, the system retrieves
the pages to the SPOOLVIEW server where
they are decoded and sent to the client
PC. The client PC decompresses and

displays the pages, all within a matter of
seconds. You can print or fax any of the
returned output.
For more information, circle 11 on the
reader service card.

Lotus Notes Extension
for JBA Guidelines
Software applications and
development tools supplier,
JBA International, has introNotes extension for its
Lotus
a
duced
application development toolJBA
Guidelines. The new offering provides
considerably improved document access
and manipulation functionality, particularly for applications on multiple client
and host platforms.
JBA Guidelines is a complete software
development environment for generating
GUI-based workgroup to enterprisewide
client/server applications. It uses a high
level language called JOT that lets you
code event-driven applications that utilize
the flexibility and graphical nature of personal computers while providing easy and
direct access to server technologies.
Previously, Lotus Notes users often needed programming support to access data
on different platforms because of the
nature of the Lotus APL Using JOT in
Guidelines, you can set up your own
GUI-based applications, across platforms,
without having to program in C++. The
Guidelines Notes extension allows
databases and their component records
and fields to be created, deleted, interrogated, written to, and processed in a number of ways. Guidelines modules may be
called up to conduct operations on any
combination of databases, notes, and
items that can be defined by the Notes
macro language and/or custom filters
written in Guidelines. It uses standard,
documented Lotus APis while the same
source code creates stand-alone .Ex E files
in OS/ 2 and Windows environments.
JBA, a full Lotus Business Partner, is
working alongside Lotus to extend and
enhance Guidelines functionality in
response to the increasing use of Notes.
For more information, circle 12 on the
reader service card.

Programmer
Productivity Tools

Micro Focus has developed

Micro Focus COBOL Workbench 4.0 for OS/ 2,

Windows, Windows NT, and Windows 95.
Workbench is a comprehensive , integrated
suite of programmer productivity tools
designed to facilitate developing and
maintaining high-quality, industrialstrength enterprise applications. Workbench now delivers a true 32-bit programming environment, providing a 32-bit
compiler that supports both traditional
mainframe COBOL dialects as well as
object-oriented COBOL. Additionally, Micro
Focus has announced new 32-bit versions
of several Workbench tools including
Micro Focus CICS Option 4.0, Micro
Focus Transaction System 4. 0, and
Micro Focus Operating System
Extensions (OSX) 4.0.

A wide range of Workbench tools is
now enabled to fully exploit the power
of 32-bit operating systems, providing a
powerful environment for developing and
maintaining mainframe or workstationbased applications. Key benefits of the
32-bit environment include improved
memory management, increased performance, and multitasking capabilities.
The 32-bit environment lets you maintain
applications that previously would have
been too large for a workstation because
of the number of programs within the
application, the size of data or linkage
sections, or pointer manipulation problems. You will now realize significant performance improvements, particularly
with computation or call-intensive applications. Additionally, it is easier to access
other languages from COBOL, such as C
for interoperability with GUI environments and third-party tools or PL/ 1 for
enhanced mainframe emulation.
For more information, circle 7 on the
reader service card.

Visual Application
Development
TechBridge Technology Corp.
is now shipping Visual TriO
for Smalltalk 2.1 , a visual
4GL application development tool,
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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available on OS/2 and Windows, as an
add-on to ParcPlace-Digitalk's Visual
Smalltalk.
GUI 4GL visual development power tools,
characterized by smart GUI builders with
data awareness and built-in query intelligence, have been popularized by tools
such as Powersoft's PowerBuilder.
Before Visual TriO for Smalltalk, development of a Smalltalk application was a twostage process: parts creation and then a
separate applications assembly from the
parts. However, by following the simpler
GUI 4GL model of application development, Visual TriO for Smalltalk eliminates
complexity and shortens the Smalltalk
learning curve.
The technology is packaged as a Smalltalk framework of more than 500 programming-smart classes, presented in a
desktop metaphor as a comprehensive,
integrated tool suite.
For more information, circle 14 on the
reader service card.

Oracle Developer's
Guide
Help has been scarce for
database developers who wish
to write powerful Oracle applications and design fast, effective Oracle
systems for their companies. Now, there is
a guide that irons out Oracle7's complexities and teaches developers everything
they need to use this full-featured
database management system. Published
by Oracle Press, Orack Developer's
Guide by David Mcclanahan is a musthave for developers who want to program
in Oracle7.

Oracle Developer's Guide: ISBN 0-07-

882087-1. For more information, circle 15
on the reader service card.

LAN Times Guide to
Multimedia Networking
LAN Times Guide to
Multimedia Networking
from Osborne/McGraw-Hill
helps administrators and anyone who
works with multimedia technology build,
maintain, and maximize the potential of
networks that use multimedia.

The authors discuss the basic concepts
and advanced issues involved in the
sometimes daunting task of creating
multimedia presentations and distributing
them over internal or public networks.
Step by step, they cover file formats, compression techniques, and transmission
over the Internet, ISDN, LANs, and X4.00.
Storage issues, interoperability, ATM, and
security are addressed for the network
manager, as well as current and future
trends, hardware, software, and cabling.
LAN Times Guide to Multimedia: ISBN

0-07-882114-2. For additional information
about Osborne/McGraw-Hill publishing,
circle 16 on the reader service card.

C++ Nuts & Bolts:
For Experienced
Programmers

into perspective with useful, complete
information. When it comes to learning
how to build effective Oracle7 applications and develop fast, powerful, and
secure systems, this is the first and only
guide to bring it all together for the
database developer.

C++ Nuts and Bolts: For
Experienced Programmer s
from Osborne/McGraw-Hill is
the third title in their new Nuts & Bolts
series. Offering experienced programmers
the information they need without
restating basic concepts they already
know, this series enables developers to
get up to speed rapidly on new software.

Author Mcclanahan, a recognized expert
in database design and analysis, demonstrates how to write peak-performance
database applications and supply the code
that developers require for numerous

Written by renowned C++ expert Herbert
Schildt, C++ Nuts & Bolts is packed with
valuable programming know-how. Schildt
offers clear explanations and extensive
code examples to help developers master

Oracle Developer's Guide puts Oracle7
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specific tasks. Written primarily for those
with a C background and some understanding of structured query language
(SQL), this rich resource is ideal for
Oracle newcomers and whizzes alike.
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concepts quickly and easily. In addition,
special "Fast Track Tips" and "Nuts &
Bolts" boxes show programmers how to
apply what they're learning.
Schildt begins with a thorough discussion
of C++ programming essentials, including
variables, operators, and expressions; control statements; functions; pointers and
arrays; and structures, unions, and enumerations. He then moves on to provide
in-depth coverage of C++'s object-oriented
features.
With C++ Nuts & Bolts, developers with a
background in any language will be able
to quickly convert previous programming
experience into C++ expertise!
C++ Nuts & Bolts: For Experienced
Programmers: ISBN 0-07-882140-1. For

additional information about Osborne/
McGraw-Hill publishing, circle 16 on the
reader service card.

Scanning the
Professional Way
The first in Osborne/McGrawHill's Digital Pro Series,
Scanning the Professional
Way, covers complex issues of scanning
images for print. Intermediate to advanced creators of print publishing materials,
including graphic designers, advertising
agency personnel, photographers, corporate
marketing communications professionals,
print production workers, educators, and
service bureau employees will find
Scanning the Professional Way is tightly
focused and contains straightforward, nononsense information on scanning images
successfully and painlessly.
Authors Sybil and Emil Ihrig draw on
their vast professional expertise in
publishing, design, and digital prepress to
help readers become proficient in:
■

Choosing the best scanning device

■

Evaluating source images

■

Calibrating and managing color

■

Scanning and color reproduction for
print, multimedia, and video output

■

Professionally adjusting color, tone, and
sharpness

■

Determining optimum image size and
resolution

■

Selecting the most appropriate file
format

Scanning the Professional Way: ISBN
0-07-882145-2. For additional information
about Osborne/McGraw-Hill publishing,
circle 16 on the reader service card.

Digital Images:
A Practical Guide
Digital Images: A Practical
Guide covers everything
readers need to know to
begin working with digital images. Once
solely the realm of graphics professionals,
creating, manipulating, and enhancing
computer images can now be done by anyone with a computer and the right software. But where do you start?

Authors Adele Droblas Greenberg and
Seth Greenberg cover this complex process by discussing the following and more:
■

How digital images are used today

■

Computer art basics-including the difference between bitmap and vector
programs

■

Creating your own digital images

■

Scanning and video capture

■

Getting started with 3-D and multimedia

Additional features include an interview
with the creators of the best-selling computer game, Myst; a foreword by Kai
Krause, creator of Kai's Power Tools; and
"Tips of the Trade"-special tricks and
techniques shared by digital imaging
experts. Digital Images shows how anyone can immediately start generating
attention-grabbing computer art.

Digital Images: A Practical Guide: ISBN
0-07-882113-4. For additional information
on Osborne/McGraw-Hill publishing, circle
16 on the reader service card.

Get Rid of the "Sneaker Net"
The life of every network administrator is still filled with "sneaker net"
activities-running from office to
office, building to building, trying to
support your users. The problem is
simple-lack of automation. Without
tools that automate systems management and reduce the human time element, systems management will
remain a labor intensive and time
consuming task.
To create an effective systems management tool, CleverSoft analyzed the
day-to-day activities of network administrators. A substantial portion of their
time is spent running around installing new software and updates.
Thanks to many fourth generation languages, developers can now crank out
new applications faster than ever
before, so updates are frequent.
Then there's the troubleshooting. "My
machine is locked up." "Why doesn't
this application do anything when I
click here?" Sound familiar? Today's
method of problem resolution too frequently involves putting on your
sneakers and making a trip to the
unhappy user. You've painfully learned
that once you solve a problem for one
user, you usually have to make a configuration change for all your other
users. So you tighten up your shoe
laces and set out on another "sneaker
net" excursion to every machine.
At last there is a tool that can really
help you manage your OS/2 and
Windows PCs; a tool that doesn't
require weeks of learning at a systems
management boot camp; a tool that
works the way you work in a taskoriented fashion-a tool called

Software distribution-Install software
or distribute updates to designated
machines on the network. Initiate distribution interactively, at scheduled
times, or when users connect to the
network.

Application metering-Ensure software
license compliance by monitoring and
optionally limiting the number of
copies of a given software package that
can be used at one time.

Asset/ inventory management- Keep
track of what software is installed on
every machine. Create inventory
reports. Spot unauthorized applications.

Remote system configuration
changes-Make changes to
CONFIG.SYS, WIN. INI , or other configuration files on every machine in
the network with a single click of a
button. Instantly compare configuration changes.

Resource monitoring and event log·
ging-Monitor and log important system events occurring on every
machine. Produce a chronological
report of the events that led up to
a problem.

Automate problem correction-Create
management rules that automatically
take corrective actions when problems
develop. Automatically restart failed
applications, launch corrective application, or reboot machines.

Administrator notification- Alert
administrators of impending problems
via alphanumeric paging, e-mail,
sound, windows, and SNMP messages
(traps).

CleverManage.

Here are some of the highlights of this
new tool from CleverSoft:

For more information, circle 17 on the
reader service card.
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Avarice Preview:
Software Development as an
Audience Participation Sport
By Joel Canon

Personal Systems asked Joel Canon to review Avarice Preview from
Stardock Systems. Ifyou 're like the editor, you won't finish reading
this review before you 'II want to rush out and buy a copy. This game
is sure to be another big hit from Stardock.
o, you've got that brand-spankingnew Pentium PC unwrapped,
Warped, and now you're looking for
something cool to show off your new toy.
Got a few hours to kill? Well, give Stardock Systems (or Indelible Blue) a call
for a copy of Avarice Preview.

S

Avarice Preview is a new game from the
same guys that brought you Star Emperor,
Galactic Civilizations 2, and Object Desktop. It's not the full game, though, and it's
not yet complete. But Avarice Preview
gives you a chance to play a limited version of what will no doubt be another
best-seller like Galactic Civilizations.

disappeared, leaving only a blood-stained
hat behind. The game begins as Gareth
enters the O'Hara mansion to unravel the
clues to Uncle Kindel's fate.

Playing the Game
When you play Avarice, you see a virtual
world (well, a virtual mansion) through
Gareth's eyes. You view a scene within
the mansion that covers the upper threefourths of the screen. The bottom of
the screen displays several informational
items, including a log of your activities
and a display of Gareth's personal

Avarice is billed as a "virtual reality" game,
but that term doesn't do justice to the
beauty and complexity wrapped up on
Avarice's CD-ROM. Let's take a closer look
at what makes Avarice Preview such a
neat diversion. We'll start by looking at
the game itself and then go into some of
the technology that makes it happen. And
finally, we'll take a look at what's planned
for the final version.

The Plot
Avarice is a role-playing game that allows
you to assume the character of Gareth
O'Hara. Gareth has received a letter from
his fabulously wealthy uncle, Kindel, inviting him to the O'Hara mansion in Hawaii.
There are only two problems: First,
Gareth never heard of his uncle before
receiving the letter, but the offer of an
"opportunity of a lifetime" tempts him to
visit. Second, when Gareth arrives at the
mansion, he finds that his uncle has
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Figure 1. Sample Menu Choices for an Orange

inventory. The log keeps a text version of
your activities and, optionally, any results
of your interactions with objects in the
mansion. The results of your interactions
include both sounds and visual clues.
As you use your mouse to move about the
O'Hara mansion, animated cursors give
clues as to where you are allowed to move.
For instance, if the cursor becomes a
large arrow pointing "ahead" on the
screen, you can click the mouse to move
forward-down a hall or into a room,
for example. If the cursor points "backward" (actually it points down on the
screen), you can move backward without
turning around. For other moves, an animated cursor consisting of a circle with a
flashing line at an angle indicates the
direction, or legal moves, you can make.

Other cursors indicate the types of actions
that can be performed on an object. One
becomes a pair of eyeballs when the
mouse pointer is over an object that could
use some further inspection. For example,
when the cursor moves over a fireplace,
eyeballs indicate that you can look into
the chimney. Another cursor shows a
crosshair pattern when you can work
with an object in the room. For example,
a crosshair cursor appears when the
mouse pointer is within a doorway that
you may enter.
There are many objects lying around the
mansion, and the curious player can use
them in many ways. Any object that can
be used works like any OS/ 2 object. A
click of mouse button 2 (the politically
correct way of describing my right-hand
mouse button) shows a list of things that
you can do to that object. (See Figure 1.)
For example, clicking on a buffet shows
that you can either "approach" it or "look
. . ." at it. The ellipses following the second choice indicate that secondary
actions are possible. For an object that
shows "look ..." on its pop-up menu, you
may be able to look on the object, inside
the object, or under the object. And
objects can contain other things. The buffet's drawers can be explored, for example. And the bricks on the fireplace ...
well, you'll just have to see for yourself.
You can also examine objects to see a
close-up of the object in place of the current scene's view. You can examine the
contents of a note, for example. And since
some notes arrive wadded up into a ball,
you have to "unwad" them. You can pick
up objects to add them to Gareth's inventory. You never know when you'll need
that can opener!
The potential for this game is obvious,
and Stardock gives us hints of what it
can really do. Among the "teasers" in
Avarice are the various pieces of fruit
lying around for Gareth to peel and eat.
It's not obvious what the oranges do for
the virtual player's status or to advance
the game, but it makes for a nice break in
the hunt for clues.
During the game, you move Gareth
throughout different parts of the O'Hara
mansion. Several areas are obviously
accessible and easy to enter. Other rooms
require you to collect certain objects or
information before you can enter.

Sometimes you must use information
(clues in some form or another) to manipulate objects that allow entry into other
areas. For example, to enter through certain doors, you need a key. And, kindly
Uncle Kindel did not leave his keys lying
around for just anyone to pick up!
While it's certain that Stardock will
change much of this for the final gamefor example, they've promised that the
mansion will be much bigger-don't look
to this review for too many clues. There's
no cheat guide for Avarice, and we're not
going to create one here.
Now that we've taken a spin around the
O'Hara mansion, let's briefly look at what
makes the game tick.

Avarice's lush graphics
are a nonfattening
feast for the eyes.
Avarice is Warped
Avarice is a native, 32-bit, multithreaded
OS/ 2 game. It uses the heck out of OS/ 2
Warp to interact with you and your computer. For example, as you're thinking
about your next move, you may notice
disk activity. Avarice is busy caching more
beautiful graphics in anticipation of your
next move. The sound runs on a separate
thread so that- unlike games like Mystyou can do something while the sound
keeps running in the background. This
sounds like a nit (or simple Warp fanatic
techno-bragging), but it isn't. One of the
charms of a game like Myst or Avarice is
its ability to draw you into another world,
one that exists only in your head. This
world exists only in your imagination and
is constructed from your involvement
with the game. Nothing will burst your
bubble faster than waiting for the game to
catch up with your CD-ROM or hearing
the music stop during a scene change. If
your car ran like that, every time you
shifted gears, your radio would stop!
Performance is always a trade off in
computer games. Greater detail or highquality graphics almost always mean an
equivalent decrease in performance.
Through some clever programming,

Stardock has neatly sidestepped that
issue. In the first update (see details
below on how to get updates), Stardock
added a multithreading function that
decodes the high-resolution graphics.
When you change scenes, Avarice will
quickly paint the screen with a low-resolution version of the current view. Then,
if you pause to look at the scene, it
continues to generate the high-resolution
version of the scene, which appears after
a brief delay. You can configure the duration of the delay from "right away" to
10 seconds.

Avarice is Beautiful
The graphics for Avarice are absolutely
gorgeous. Nothing can really quite
prepare you for the atmosphere, artistry,
and attention to detail this game provides. When you enter the O'Hara mansion, you enter a main hallway lined with
interesting paintings. (Actually there are a
lot of them in the mansion.) In front of
each painting is a green marble pedestal.
The pedestals and the polished marble
floor gleam (see Figure 2). And as you
begin to explore the mansion, you'll find
the dining hall adorned with exquisite
green wallpaper, complete with fleur-delis, as shown in Figure 3. Wooden items
have real wood-grain patterns. And everything is textured-whether it's the smooth,
shiny marble, wooden doors, or the stucco walls in the atrium.
If necessary, Avarice could serve as more

than a game. It's conceivable that
Stardock could add a few more rooms,
more paintings and a tour guide, then sell
it as a virtual art gallery. In fact, it
already has a virtual library (but we
wouldn't want to spoil the game by telling
you where it is!).
One thing is certain about the Avarice
Preview: You won't get hung up on the
video problems that plague the graphics
of much of today's commercial software.
Many games (and CD-based reference
material) depend upon your computer
running at a specific video resolution and
color depth. Myst, like many Windows
games, runs at a resolution of only 640 by
480 at 256 colors, regardless of the
machine's actual capabilities. Avarice can
handle just about any common SVGA resolution and can even run in gray scale for
extra speed on lower-end hardware. But
at 1024 by 768, the graphics are truly
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Figure 2. The Main Hallway

gorgeous and will justify spending the
extra money for a 17-inch monitor.
Avarice supports a wide variety of resolutions and color depths. If your system
can't show 65 million colors or you don't
have a 17-inch monitor, that's fine. You'll
still like Avarice. But if you've made the
investment in high-end graphics or a
larger monitor, Avarice will be your
reward. Friends and relations will look
over your shoulder with comments like
"ooh" and "aah." Avarice's lush graphics
are a non-fattening feast for the eyes.

Figure 3. The Dining Hall

What's Coming in the
Final Version?
Brad Wardell, Stardock president, has
been very active in cyberspace to keep us
informed on some of the features that
will be added to the full version:
■

An updated version of the O'Hara
mansion-"The only thing the final
version will have in common with the
Preview is that part of the house will
be the same," Wardell says.

■

NPCs or non-player characters-For
Avarice Preview, you are alone in the
house. For the final game, you'll have
some friends to deal with. Or maybe
they're not really friends .. .

■

DART (IBM's high-speed audio interface for OS/2 games).

■

Much smaller memory requirements.

■

Better performance.

■

More complex and challenging puzzles and clues.

Should You Buy Avarice Now?
Avarice Preview is not the full Avarice
game-it is a "prequel" to the full game,
which Stardock bills as "Avarice: The
Complete Saga." In other words, it is a
limited-function version of the complete
game and even includes a coupon that's
good for $30 off the final version.
Stardock has also promised that before
the final version's release, they will issue
some updates to the game that will add
function and/or complexity. (As of midFebruary 1996, Stardock issued the first
update and one small patch.) Updates will
be available electronically through several
sources:
■

22

The Stardock home pagehttp://www. s ta rd oc k. com

■

The Stardock BBS-(313) 453-1845

■

CompuServe-GO STARD0CK
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No release date for the final version has
been announced. Instead of committing to
a date, Wardell has indicated that they'll
release the final version "when we're
happy with it."

Summary
Avarice follows in the footsteps of the
original Adventure game and its PC-based
successors like Zork. It takes a cue from

the graphics and sounds of Myst. And it
uses OS/ 2's power to make it one of the
most beautiful interactive games to hit
your screen. Not bad for a "prequel!"
If you like mystery games and have access
to any of the electronic sources for
Avarice updates, then the Avarice Preview
is for you. I've beta-tested several
Stardock software titles, including Object
Desktop. Stardock has done a good job of
soliciting feedback from users of their
software. There is no doubt this game will
only get better. I expect Avarice: The
Complete Saga to be Stardock's follow-up
hit to Galactic Civilizations 2.

For more information on Stardock
Systems, circle 19 on the reader service
card.

Joel Canon is a
software sales
specialist for IBM
in Winston-Salem,
N.C. His job includes
software sales to
large corporate customers. Canon likes
to beta-test software
and has the hardware bills to prove it!
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PartitionMagic 2.0
Now Even More Magical
By Steven P. Schneer
Personal Systems asked Steve Schneer to take a look at the latest version of PartitionMagic and tell you about the product's new Junctions
and features.
owerQuest Corp.'s PartitionMagic
2.0 proves you can make a good
product even better. The winner of
Byte Magazine's Best of COMDEX/Fall '95
award, PartitionMagic 2.0 has been
enhanced to include some nice features
and now runs on the Windows and
Windows 95 platforms in addition to DOS
and OS/ 2. Since my review of version 1.0
in Personal Systems' September/October
1995 issue, PartitionMagic has become a
mainstream product that solves the problem of fixed partitioning.

P

Product Overview
PartitionMagic makes resizing partitions
on a hard drive easy and quick. In the
past, changing a partition layout or size
required that you fully back up your hard
drive, reformat the hard drive, then
restore your data and applications. Now,
PartitionMagic lets you resize a hard drive
without destroying data and without
worry as long as you have a reliable
backup solution.
Significant improvements in PartitionMagic's new version include a new interface and a significantly expanded, informative, and helpful user guide, plus the
ability to resize the cluster of a FAT file
system partition to more efficiently use
the space, modify the root directory size
for Windows 95 long file name support,
and hide one or more partitions for safety
when testing new software.

Improved Interface
The first improvements you'll notice in
version 2.0 are its updated main screen
(Figure 1) and enhanced interface. The
addition of context menus to almost all
objects on the main screen is a nice
touch. Version 2.0 also lets you create,
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Figure 1. PartitionMagic's Main Screen

delete, and format partitions from within
PartitionMagic. This means that one application can replace two or three command
line or stand-alone programs for most
partition maintenance and modification.

Selected Partition:

166.941.81;7
1,085,685

O (HPfS) Sena( Number A69◄:f814
byU!S ln ◄,811 Illes (32R.8ZI sectors)

bytes unused lo file sector,

I.IJ◄.592

bytes In 455 dit"ector~ (1.llll sec1ors)

1,191,112

bytes In lllc>ldlf fll<>dPs (•U76 ~IOl'S)

4,91 2.~

byte$ reset11ed by system (9,595 sectors)

1>y1es used disk spac~ (J-44,368 sectors)
87,486,592 bytH !too dlslt •p~e (178,116 1ec1ors)
8 byte$ bat! cllsk ,pace (9 secton)
:z&J,692,l!J8 bytes total dl1« space (515,824 sectors)
176,285,tiSti

Further enhancements were made to the
Check (Figure 2) and Information (Figures
3a and 3b) functions to provide you with
more thorough and useful information.

1.725,952

bytes lo extended "ttributes

CD

Help

Figure 2. HPFS Partition Check Results

Resizing Clusters
for Fun and Profit
When DOS formats a FAT partition, the
maximum number of clusters is 65,525.
Therefore, to accommodate the larger
drives that are becoming standard on all
PCs, the cluster size has to increase if a
single partition is used. This, however,
increases the space wasted when saving a
small file, since the minimum allocation
unit for any file is one cluster. If a FAT

Selected P.wtltlon,
Fonnattf!d type
Hm~1ea1sec:1or

Lastp~jtlulse.:;tor
Total phljslcal sectors

0: (HPFS) SerlM Murnht•t" Ati94f814
HPfS

<.. 4 Gflytes
515.151

1,8JtU75
515.825

Used l&CIOfl:

344,388

Free sectors
Bad sector,
total sect<1rs·

178.716

CD

•

515,824

!:IO<•

(Cyl 511. Hd I Sect I)
(Cy! 1,821. Hd 15, Sect tiJ)
(251.5 MB)
(168.1 MO)

(83.4 MB)
(88 MB)

(~1:iMe)
Help

Figure 3a. HPFS Partition Information, Page 1

Backups and
Restores
The PartitionMagic manual frequently
stresses the importance of doing a
backup prior to modifying any hard
drive; however, the importance of
actually testing the restore process
can't be over-emphasized. Too often,
a user makes a backup but never
attempts a restore before a disaster
occurs. By then it is too late to correct the procedure. If the procedure
doesn't work, you can lose valuable
data and time.
Always take the time to test your
entire backup and restore solution
before you're under deadline or in a
crisis situation. Once you've tested it,
or even as you test it, document the
procedure. Then, when (not if) the
need to restore arises, the restore
process will be a familiar routine and
should go smoothly.

partition is sized greater than 512 MB,
then the simple WORDPROC. BAT file used
to start your word processor consumes
one 16,384-byte cluster. If the partition
size is greater than 1,024 MB, that same
10- or 20-byte file consumes a 32,768-byte
cluster. With many small files, this can
add up to hundreds of megabytes of wasted
space on a large, single partition hard drive.
PartitionMagic 2.0 addresses this by letting you split one large partition into several smaller ones. It lets you resize the
clusters in those smaller partitions without
reformatting (Figure 4).

Hiding Partitions
A new feature that can be helpful in certain situations is the ability to "hide" a
partition. If you are developing a product
and want to be able to install it independently of an existing version of your
development code, you can "hide" all
partitions, install and test the product,
then "un-hide" and correct or modify the

product as indicated by your testing. This
feature can save a small developer the
cost of a dedicated test machine.
Another potential use is in an evaluation
lab within an organization that needs to
test new software without risking changes
or damage to the tester's existing workstation setup. Since many products now put
files in system directories as well as other
places (not always well documented), you
could have a "test" partition that is used
for this purpose only. By hiding your normal work partitions, you protect them
from modification by the new program. A
standard backup of the test partition
allows you to restore it without fear of
stray files being left around when you
remove the program being evaluated.

Improved Documentation
The PartitionMagic 2.0 user guide is
improved. Two major shortcomings in
the 1.0 guide have been completely corrected with this release: It now includes
many examples and screen shots, and it
thoroughly documents error messages.
The user guide not only thoroughly
explains how to make changes, but also
explains why you should make the changes.
The guide's improvements are welcome.

Overall Value
PowerQuest has taken PartitionMagic and
improved it with several new features and
enhancements that add utility without
significant "code bloat." The new version
still comes on only two diskettes and can
still be run from a command line if necessary. In addition, it provides a single,
informative interface for several utilities
that users have previously hesitated to
use because of the damage they can do.
By making these functions easier to use,
PowerQuest has made a great utility even
better.

Licensing and Pricing
Personal License allows you to use
PartitionMagic on up to two specific PCs.
■

Upgrades for 1.0 users of the Personal
License are $29.95.

■

Personal License for Windows 95
and DOS is $49.95 and handles FAT
partitions only.

ACIIYe
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Finl DlrAloci< \P.Clor
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ZN.591
442 out ol !19!:i

Spitre Dtr81ocb used

e out of ze

ij(it

9 (IUI of 18'

fbce1 Ulle4;

Phyf,lcal Geometry

1,181 Cyls, 16 Hds. 63 S&ts

Figure 3b. HPFS Partition Information, Page 2

Res1/P (lus ters

Current partition size: 258.8 MB
258.8 MB
New partition size:
Current cluster size:

4 K

New cluster size:

i;ancel

I

__ ~•P___

J

Figure 4. Resizing Clusters

■

Personal License for OS/ 2 and DOS is
$69.95 and handles both FAT and HPFS
partitions, plus allows conversion from
FAT to HPFS.

Professional License for DOS, Windows
95, and OS/ 2 is $495.95 and allows use
on an unlimited number of PCs, one at
a time.
Enterprise License allows remote configuration of multiple machines simultaneously throughout an enterprise. Contact
PowerQuest directly for pricing on the
Enterprise License arrangement.
For more information on PowerQuest
Corp., circle 20 on the reader service

Steven P. Schneer
is a certified OS/2
engineer. He has
been an application
developer, systems
analyst, and database analyst. He
has worked with
mainframe comput-

ers since the punch
card days and with personal computers
since the Apple II+.
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SystemView in
0S/2 Warp Server
System View provides a robust set offunctions to help administrator s
manage their PC workstations and servers. Its manager can manage
OS/2 and Windows clients. It can communicate with other platforms
and products, such as System View for AIX, as well as interoperate with
PC System View products that cover additional platforms such as
Net Ware, Windows NT, and Windows 95. System View is included in
OS/2 Warp Server and is also sold separately as System View for OS/2.
This article covers System View's major capabilities.
ost companies today use local area networks (LANs) to share
resources such as applications and hardware. These LANs enable
client workstations to access resources previously reserved for only a
limited number of systems.

M

To share resources efficiently,
you, as a systems administrator,
must know the location of
everything on the network. As
LANs evolve and become more
complex, tracking and maintaining their shared resources
becomes difficult.

Alice Turlington
IBM Corporation
Roanoke, Texas

Imagine, for example, having to
determine the current status of
LAN resources-all of the workstations, printers, monitors, and
software currently available.
This is an arduous task, especially in companies that have
hundreds of workstations located in one or more buildings.

Systems Management
Systems management on the
Intel platform addresses the
problem of maintaining a LAN
and its connected resources. It is
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a set of processes that informs a network's users and administrators about the
available resources. Systems management
addresses these issues:
■

Locating all LAN resources

■

Installing new software on clients

■

Locating, tracking, and fixing problems
efficiently

■

Backing up everything necessary to
recover from a severe error condition

■

Securing systems and their data

IBM's systems management tool is
SystemView, a set of applications that
gives administrators and end users the
power to manage the LAN, making network maintenance simple.

Alert Manager

Power-On Error Detect

Monitor and manage OS/ 2 and
Windows client systems

■

Track hardware and software resources

■

Provide software to managed systems

According to this model, tasks are functionally divided into two categories:
administrative responsibilities and enduser responsibilities.

Administrator Responsibilities
As administrator, you should:
■

Plan and manage the initial installation
of LAN resources and remote systems

■

Upgrade software resources on the LAN
as needed

■

Monitor the LAN for performance and
operational problems

■

Monitor software license compliance

■

Monitor resource usage and plan for
future capacity requirements

■

Add, remove, and modify user
characteristics

■

Report, track, and resolve problems

Through an easy-to-use graphical user
interface, SystemView offers several features
to help you fulfill your responsibilities.

~

Process Manager

Remote System Manager

Screen View

Event Scheduler

M

RAID Manager

I~ m

Security Manager

Serial Control

i~
~

Software Inventory

Software Installation

SystemView also provides the end user
with functions that perform systems management tasks on the user's local system.
To better understand the SystemView
approach, consider an example of a "typical" LA workgroup environment. Such an
environment consists of one central
administration and control point for all
workstations in the network. These workstations can also administer and control
their own resources. The OS/ 2 or Novell
NetWare LAN usually includes five to 300
workstations running DOS/Windows 3.1
or OS/ 2 and communicating through
NetBIOS, TCP/ IP, or !PX.

Critical File Monitor

CID Software Preparation

-

SystemView provides you with functio ns
that:
■

■

SystemView Service Manager

SystemView Overview

System Information

System Monitor

Software Preparation

System Partition Access

System Profile

Figure 1. SystemView for 0S/2 Folder

S stem Information Tool - HCSVHGR
.Eile ):j_elp _ _ _ _ __
-

Adapter Information

Operating System Information

Disk Information

Parallel and Serial Port Information

(S)

Error Log Information

~

~

Keyboard Information

S[SI

-

Memory Information

a

Hodel and Processor Information

ffi

0

Printer Information
SCSI Subsystem
Security Information
Video Subsystem Information

House Information

Figure 2. System Information Tool

Figure 1 shows the many icons contained
in the SystemView for OS/ 2 folder.
In our model LAN environment, if a
manager needs data about how many
machines are connected to the LAN and
what kinds of hardware and software are
installed, you might spend several days
going to each office and machine to get
this data. Worse, often you must physically open the machine to see what is
installed.
SystemView lets you electronically track
both hardware and software. It captures
this data by issuing commands to the
machines on the network, therefore obviating the need to physically inventory
each machine.

Hardware Inventory
SystemView tracks this information
through the System Information Tool,
which sets up a database of hardware
information that you can print or write to
a file. By simply clicking on the System
Information icon, you can get a list of the
resources on a particular system.
Figure 2 shows the System Information
Tool window and the different areas from
which you can capture information. Note:
If Figure 2 and some of the subsequent
windows look familiar to you, it is
because this version of System View is
based upon NetFinity 3.0.
During a hardware query, SystemView
gathers data about Pentium processors
(SystemView can detect the flawed
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Lo ,cal Dnve Information - MCSVMGR
File !3.efresh !:jelp

C: Fixed Disk Drive

Volume

because you can use this information
to plan for file server growth. Figure 3
shows an example of the information
available for a logical drive.

4

OS2

■

File system name

HPFS

Drive type

Local drive

Sectors per cluster 1
Disk size

388,080 Kilobytes

_________

Available space

155,859 Kilobytes

Bytes per sector

512

__.

Figure 3. Logical Drive Information

ot

■

Memory Hodut■a

-

Size and Speed

-

Memory address ranges recognized by this system

-

Installed Memory Amounts

-

Memory Module Types Supported by this System

N

Size and S
file J::!elp

d of Hamor Modules - SVSMAN13

■
□

11

! Your system contains the following SIHHs:
Connector A 1 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity
Connector 81 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity

I

Connector A2 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity

Connector 82 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity

Connector A3 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity

■

Connector B3 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity
Connector A4 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity
Connector 84 : 4 Megabyte 70 Nanosecond Parity
Total Megabytes Installed on System Board : 32 Megabytes

Figure 4. Memory Information

File

.

Help

□

Mouse Type

: PS/2 Mouse

Number of Buttons

: 2

House Sensitivity

: 80 mickeys / cm

Vertical Scaling Factor

: 16 mickeys / 8 pixels

Horizontal Scaling Factor : 8 mickeys / 8 pixels
Mouse Handedness

I

Double-click interval

: Right Handed
: 500 msec

Figure 5. Mouse Information

Parallel and serial port configuration-You can capture statistical information, such as the data transfer rate
on these ports, to help you understand
the system throughput and performance. Figure 6 shows statistical information about the port.
Video adapter type, screen resolution,
video display identification, and
power-on password-This function provides information ranging from the
amount of video memory installed to
the actual pixel and scan-line rates. If
your application requires a specific
type of video, you can look at this display to see if that type is supported.

■
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Disk information, such as file system
type, available space on disk drives,
disk drive size, and partition layoutYou can capture information for local
drives as well as for remote drives.
You'll find it especially helpful to
know the size and available space for
the remote drives on a file server,
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Logical Parallel Devices

: LPT1 , LPT2 , LPT3

Number of physical serial ports

: 1

Logical Serial Devices

: COM1

Serial Port Information
serial Port Information - COH1:

Data Transfer Rate : Minimum
Current

: 2 bits per second
: 1,200 bits per second

Max imum : 57 ,600 bits per second
Buffer Size

: Transmit : 2,048 bytes
Receive

: 5 1 120 bytes

Extended Hardware Buffer Active

Figure 6. Parallel and Serial Port
Information

Figure 7 shows an example of the video
information.
■

Micro Channel adapter identity-This
function furnishes information about
the adapters installed in a Micro
Channel system. You no longer have to
look at the back of a machine to try to
figure out which adapters are in the
system. Figure 8 is an example of the
Micro Channel adapter information
captured.

■

Extended Industry Standard
Architecture (EISA) and Peripheral
Component Interconnect (PCI)
adapter identity-This information is
similar to that for Micro Channel
adapters.

~□'

' n

,•-y· ··-• File

Primary Video Adapter reported by OS/2

Help

Video Adapter Information

Video Adapter Type : XGA Video Adapter

Video Adapter Type

: XGA Video Adapter

Video Display Type

Video Memory

: 512 Kilobytes

: IBM 8515 , 8516

Video Memory

: 512 Kilobytes

XGA Instance

: 6

Colors Displayed

: 16

1/0 Port Range

: 2160 - 216F

Screen Resolution

The System Information tool also
provides:

Number of physical parallel ports : 1

Keyboard information, mouse type,
and mouse settings-Figure 5 shows
information displayed about the mouse.

·□ Video Subsystem Information - HCSVHGR
· Eile t!elp

□

tjelp
1/0 Ports Found

Memory configuration, including
total physical memory, installed single
inline memory module (SIMM) identification, and supported memory upgradesYou can capture this information without rebooting a system or opening a
machine to see what is installed. Figure 4
shows a list of the items you can
capture, as well as an example of data
captured for the memory modules' sizes
and speeds.

. Screen Size

Pentium processor), plus information
about the model, model name, processor
type and speed, and BIOS date.

Parallel and Senal Port Information - MCSVMGR

E.ile

: 1,024 x 768

1 MB Aperture Location : Disabled

: 250 mm x 187 mm

4 MB Aperture Location : FD800000 - FDBFFFFF

Video Subsystems

CJ

XGA Video Adapter: Slot 5

Video Memory Location : FD800000 - FDBFFFFF
Coprocessor Location

: 000C1 F00 - 000C1 F7F

Video Display Information
Video Display Type

: IBM 8515 , 8516

Video Display Type

: Color CRT

Screen Size

: 250 mm x 187 mm

'n

1 024 x 768 Interlaced - MCSVHGR
File Help

Screen Resolution

: 1,024 X 768

Mode Attributes

: Interlaced

Refresh Rate

: 43.5 Hz

Pixel Rate

: 45,000,000 pixels / sec

Scan Line Rate

: 35 ,500 lines / sec

Minimum XGA Level Required : XGA Video Adapter

Figure 7. Video Information

Supported Video Hodes

II:J

1,024 x 768, Interlaced
640 x 480, Non-Interlaced

0
0

640 x 400 , Non-Interlaced
1,040 x 768, Interlaced

■

■

■

Error log display and interpretationThis facility gives you a consistent way
to view the error log, so that you can
find an error and display its related
information using a single graphical
user interface.
Printer configuration, including data
about installed printer drivers-You can
use this single interface to capture
information about multiple printers.
Figure 9 shows an example of printer
information.
Small computer systems interface
(SCSI), enhanced small device interface (ESDI), and integrated drive electronics/ Seagate Technologies 506
(IDE/ ST506) adapter informationFigure 10 is an example of SCSI
adapter information. In Figure 10, the
device is the disk drive, and its size is

Ada ter Information - MCSVMGR
Eile !::!elp

Expansion Slot Layout

MCA

Slot 1 : ID 8EFF - IBM PS/2 SCSI Adapter w/Cache

MCA

Slot 2: ID E001 - IBM Token-Ring Network 16/4 Adapter/A

MCA

Slot 3 :

No Adapter Present

MCA

Slot 4 :

No Adapter Present

MCA

Slot 5 : ID 8FDB - XGA Display Adapter/A

MCA

Slot 6 :

No Adapter Present

MCA

Slot 7 :

No Adapter Present

MCA

Slot 8 :

No Adapter Present

(Back of computer)

System Board Devices
Standard System Devices

-

Figure 8. Micro Channel Adapter Information

388 MB.
■

Operating system information, including version, DOS support, session limits, current task list, and CON FIG. SYS
information-This data is extremely
helpful during problem determination
or software inventory; when an error
occurs on a particular system, you
often need to know the software's version number as well as the service
level. Figure 11 illustrates the display
of operating system information.

Software Inventory
SystemView uses the Software Inventory
tool to gather and display information
about the software installed on managed
systems. You might want to search for a
specific software product or compile a
record of all software.
The Software Inventory tool checks the
software installed on a workstation
against a list of products in a dictionary
file, which comes with SystemView. You
can modify this dictionary file as needed
or even create multiple dictionaries for a
given software inventory.

Printer Information - MCSVMGR

!::!elp

Eile
Port

Queue Name

LPT1

HPLaserJ

In addition to inventorying hardware and
software, SystemView lets you gather
information about managed workstations
and specific users. SystemView uses the

Hodel

LASERJET

HP Laser Jet 111

Figure 9. Printer Information
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File

a

! Adapter 1 . . . . . Slot 1

b

~·
Eile

0

Help
; IBM SCSI Adapter

Fixed Disk ; 388,096 Kilobytes : PUN 6, LUN 0

!::!elp

------

~---------------------------: Fixed Disk

Device Type
Device Size

: 388,096 Kilobytes

Device Unit PUN

:6

Device Unit LUN

: 0

ANSI Level Supported

: ANSI SCSl-2

Unit Status

: Ready and Powered On

Media Status

: Present

Vendor ID

: IBM

Product ID

: 0661467

Product Revision Level : G I
: 0509760855F8335

Vendor Field

The Software Inventory tool provides
information in an easy-to-use table. The
table includes product name, vendor
name, version number, revision level, and
location of the file. Figure 12 displays an
example of software inventory data.

Driver

098091294 00022273F9128

Vendor Data

894756

73F9114

Device Filter ADD

: Present

Device Attributes

: Device supports synchronous data transfers

Device Attributes

: Device supports linked commands

Device Attributes

: Prefetch Not Supported

Device Attributes

: Device Not Defective

I-

894754

-

Figure 10. SCSI Subsystem Information
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System Profile notebook to track workstation information such as primary user
name, phone number, and emergency contact. This information complements that
collected by the hardware and software
inventory processes.

The Remote Workstation Control tool provides full interactive connectivity with
remote systems. On the managing system,
you can see a real-time image of the
remote workstation's monitor displayed
in a PM window. Thereafter, as the user
moves the mouse or types information on
the screen, you can see what the remote
user is doing.

Remote Problem Determination
Another area in which you often need
help is remote problem determination.
Suppose a user calls you about a problem
with his or her system. Depending upon
the nature of the problem, you may need
to see the information displayed on the
user's screen. If the problem machine is
located in a different building, you will
have to travel to that building or further
if the machine is located at a great distance. Wouldn't it be nice to have tools
that let you look into the user's machine
and see what is displayed on the user's
screen without having to leave your
office? You can do that with several tools
in SystemView Service Manager.

The Remote Session tool provides another
method of performing remote problem
determination. Through this tool's
interactive, text-based screen, you can
view the contents of log files or configuration files, plus execute text-based applications such as TED IT. EXE or E. EXE.
Because it is text-based, it processes much
less network traffic than Remote Workstation Control does; the Remote Session
tool has to transfer only text images
between the manager and remote workstations, rather than the entire graphical
desktop.

• D
!

file

The Screen View tool is the third method
that lets you see a remote system's screen.
It provides a static screen shot of the
remote system and transfers that image
to the managing system. Because it is
not interactive like the other two tools,
it greatly improves speed and reduces
network traffic.

t1etp
Operating System Information
Window List
Component CSD Levels
CONFIG.SVS File Information

~ ..Qe!!~I~ system lnlormation • HCSVHGR
~ile

ttetp

OS/2 Version

: 3 .00

Virtual DOS Support

: Enabled

OS/2 Boot Drive

: C:

Time Stice Duration

: Minimum

Maximum Wait Time

: 3 sec

Maximum Sessions

: Presentation Manager : 16

You can use the Critical File Monitor to
monitor critical system files. This tool
saves the system's configuration information in an .INI file called MONCRITF. INI.
Thereafter, an alert, whose severity is
specified by the user, can be generated
when a system file changes. This file can
be copied to the shared drive, allowing

: 32 msec

Maximum

: 32 msec

OS/2 Text Mode

: 16

Virtual DOS

: 1025

System Timer Interval : 31.0 msec

Figure 11. Operating System Information

'O · S stemVIew Software Inventor
!nventory Qictionary !::!elp
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Product Name

<.J'
i!I]
~
□

a
0

Q

a
fiil- .

,.;;;;;f,j _

Vendor Name

Version

■

A user accesses a managed system
using a specified userid and password

■

A user uses public access to access a
managed system

■

A managed system denies access to
a user

j IBM Corp.

3.00

XR03003-

I C:\0S2\I

IBM Corp.

1.20

WR00485-

C:\0S2

IBM OS/2 LAN Adapter and Protoc IBM Corp.

2.60.5

WR08000-

C:\ibmc

IBM OS/2 LAN Requester

4.00.1

IP08030-

C:\IBML

IBM OS/2 User Profile Managemen•' IBM Corp.

4.00

WR08000_

C:\MUGL

IBM OS/2 User Profile Managemenl IBM Corp.

4.00

IP08000-

C:\MUGL

IBM S"_stemView OS/2_Server
'-"

1.01

Figure 12. SystemView Software Inventory
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Additional conditions for which SystemView will generate an alert include:

A specific managed system goes online
or offline

C:\SQLL
C:\0S2\I

-----

For example, suppose you are monitoring
a system's CPU utilization and you want
to be notified when the CPU utilization
reaches 80 percent. When this condition
occurs, an alert is sent to the managing
system and displayed in its alert log.

■

WR08000_
XR03003-

>:I

that trigger the alerts and specify the system resources to monitor, as well as their
threshold values.

The predictive failure analysis (PFA)
service receives an indication that a
PFA-enabled hard disk is failing

2.10
3.00

IBM C
~-

It also lets you establish the conditions

■

IBM Corp.

IBM Corp.

Alerts! Alerts! Alerts!
The previously described functions let
you access each of the managed systems
from your own machine and capture
the information about those systems.
However, it is time consuming to probe
all systems, and you must consider the
system resources required to display hundreds of windows. SystemView provides
an alternative method by enabling a managed workstation to send an alert to the
managing system when errors occur.

A power-on occurs at a managed system

IBM Corp.

IBM OS/2 32·bit Graphics Engine

Anticipating that you may need to
capture many different types of information at a time, SystemView allows you to
display multiple graphs simultaneously. In
Figure 13, six different types of data are
captured and displayed simultaneously.

■

IBM 082 Software Davatopar's Kit

IBM OS/2 First Failure Support Te

Network Efficiency
SystemView provides you with tools that
monitor usage information for devices
such as CPU, memory, and direct access
storage devices (DASO). This information
is displayed with a graphical user interface and is updated dynamically while the
system is running.

Location

IBM OS/2

Inventory completed: 11 products found, 4022 files scanned in 263 directories.
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Revision

the Critical File Monitor to be configured
when SystemView is installed.

■

A SystemView manager restarts a managed system

■

A SystemView Manager's request to
restart a managed system is denied

■

A system monitor threshold is reached

■

Someone creates, changes, or deletes
critical files

31.6
25.3
19.8
12.6
6.3
8.8

Locked Memory

Disk 1: Workload
8.8 HB/s

e c= =::d
s /=B=
18=pk=t=
,.,,,,JJrt====::7::.9::H::B= = = =~tr.====

You can include the following items in an
alert:
■

Alert text-the name of the alert and
any textual commentary

■

Alert type-failure, error, warning,
information

■

Alert severity-a value from O (least
severe) to 7 (most severe)

■

Application ID-the name of the application that sent the specified alert

■

Application alert type-a numeric value
assigned to an individual alert by the
application that generated it

158.3 HB

228.6 HB

14.8 HB

Date

Time

Originator

02-08-1996

06:30:54p

10005A8CCD87

Adapter(s):

Slot

IBM PS/2 SCSI Adapter w/Cache

E001

E001

No Adapter Present

3

FFFF

FFFF

No Adapter Present

4

FFFF

FFFF

Export the alert information to a
database

■

Control a remote keyboard, mouse, and
monitor from your workstation

■

Generate a desktop management interface (DMI) indication and send it to the
DMI service layer

■

Transfer files and directories to and
from managed systems

■

■

Print the alert

Receive notification when selected
managed systems go online or offline

■

Append the alert to a text file

■

Receive notification when power-on
errors occur

Forward the alert to another
workstation

(VIM)

■

Send an SNMP reset alert

■

Add an error condition to the system

■

Play a .WAV file

■

■

Send a message to a digital pager by
modem

Remove the error condition from the
system

■

Automatically respond to certain alerts

■

Monitor enabled disk drives for failure

■

Capture the current screen image of a
managed system

■

Manage error-correcting code (ECC)
memory at managed systems

■

Send the alert to another user using
TCP/IP's SENDMAI L

■

Send an alert to Lotus Notes or cc:Mail

8EFF

2

Monitor the status of RAID arrays,
adapters, and drives

■

Send the alert information to an
alphanumeric pager by modem

Configured POS ID

8EFF

■

■

■

Actual POS ID

IBM Token-Ring Network 16/4 Adapter/A

through vendor independent mail

Display the alert in a pop-up window

Send a simple network management
protocol (SNMP) alert (available in
OS/ 2 only)

Swap file size

Figure 14. SystemView Alert Log

■

■

Drive C: Space Used

-

Log the alert to a file

Execute a command

1

Drive C: Spaca Remaining

6

■

■

166.3
133.8
99.8
66.5
33.3
8.8

Figure 13. Monitoring Multiple Parameters

Figure 14 is an example of the SystemView alert log. The log includes an alert
text area where the error condition is
specified. Based upon the information
provided, you may want to use some tools
discussed earlier to perform problem
determination.
You can specify any of a variety of
automatic responses to LAN generated
alerts. SystemView includes alert handler
programs to:

379.8
383.2
227.4
151.6
75.8
8.8

379.8
383.2
227.4
151.6
75.8
8.8

Software Distribution
SystemView provides several software distribution functions:
■

Preparing software products for installation on managed systems

■

Installing and removing system and
application software on managed
systems over the LAN
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■

Applying updates and fixes over the
LAN to installed software on managed
systems

■

Allowing multiple managed systems to
share applications installed on a
SystemView Manager

■

Tracking software licensing compliance

You can schedule any of these SystemView
tasks for any specified time.

■

Monitor local CPU, memory, and DASD
usage

■

Monitor the creation, modification, and
deletion of local files

■

Notify the administrator during alert
conditions

■

Monitor local disk drives

■

Manage ECC memory

■

Monitor RAID arrays, adapters, and
drives

■

View DMI-compliant hardware and software products

■

Request installation of administratorauthorized software

■

Prepare local software for installation
on other workstations

■

Run shared applications

End-User Responsibilities
The SystemView end user should:
■

Monitor the initialization and termination of application services

■

Schedule batch jobs

■

Run backup utilities

End users can perform many administrator functions but only for their own workstations. For example, end users can:
■

32

Track local hardware and software
resources
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SystemView Agent
SystemView Agent, a separate product, is
installed on the client system along with
the SystemView Client. It expands the

manageability of the client system by
making the client accessible to any SNMP
manager. This is done using a mapper
that converts the Desktop Management
Task Force/Desktop Management Interface
(DMTF/DMI) Management Information File
(MIF) variables into MIB variables that
can be queried by the SNMP manager.

Alice Turlington is
a senior marketing
support representa-

tive in the IBM
Personal Systems
Competency
Center, Roanoke,
Texas. She is currently the team
leader for the PC
Server pre-sales project. Previously,
she spent five years as team leader of
the OS/2 systems management team,
providing systems management solutions for customers through design
reviews , on-site planning, and installations. Alice joined IBM in 1989 after
earning BS and MS degrees in Computer Science from the University of
Texas at Dallas. Her Internet ID is
aturlington@vnet . ibm . com.

Implementing PC SystemView
(NetFinity) in Real-World
Environments
For those ofyou familiar with NetFinity, PC System View is its current
name. Announced in 1.9.93, NetFinity has always been a member of the
System View family, but to make this positioning more intuitive, its
name was changed to PC System View 4. 0. Like previous versions of
NetFinity, PC System View is compatible with earlier releases.
This article discusses factors to consider when implementing PC
System View in large- and small-scale environments. It also briefly discusses System View's architecture, features, and new Junctions, plus
lists additional resources for PC System View and other System View
products.
etFinity was designed to provide efficient hardware management in a
simple, easy-to-use product. With its immense success, NetFinity provided some additional systems management features, and it evolved into a
focal point of the IBM systems management strategy.

N

NetFinity encompasses extensive hardware management, as well as some
enterprise-level systems management, and provides easy, instant systems management capability in IBM PCs, whether server, desktop, or laptop systems.
(NetFinity is shipped at no
charge with all IBM PC Servers
and with some desktop and
Step 1
laptop models.)

breadth of platform coverage is a key
advantage in mixed environments.
Advanced management features are
available in SystemView for OS/ 2 and
SystemView for AIX if you require additional function. This scalability lets you
easily grow in systems management
sophistication as your business grows. For
instance, SystemView for OS/ 2 provides
software distribution and full remote console takeover, in addition to the NetFinity
3.0 base product. And SystemView for
OS/ 2 will continue to grow in advanced
function to provide additional management features from the OS/ 2 managing
station. SystemView for OS/ 2 comes with
OS/ 2 Warp Server but can also be bought
separately. (See the accompanying article,
"SystemView for OS/ 2," in this issue of
Personal Systems.)

Message to base to
activate and gather
configuration information

Christopher Gaskins and
Patricia Davis
IBM Corporation
Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina

GUI
H

NetBIOS
Mapper

Step 2
Message to activate
base is sent via the
transporter

,,

TCP/IP
Mapper

Transporter

.

IPX
Mapper

PC SystemView
PC SystemView 4.0 is the core
of the Intel-based SystemView
product set, which provides a
manager plus clients on
Windows, Windows 95, OS/ 2,
OS/ 2 Warp, NetWare, and now
Windows NT. PC SystemView's

Step 6
GUI translates data
and displays on screen

Serial
Mapper

Step 3
BASE integrates
hardware and
prepares data

,,
BASE

Step S
Tronsporter sends
message to GUI

Step 4
BASE sends the data
bock to the GUI as a
message, then unloads

Figure 1. PC SystemView Local Architecture
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GUI

Step 2
Tronsporter sends message via mapper
to second copy on remote system, which
then loods the BASE and sends message

Steps 1,6
Some

Transporter

NetBIOS
Mapper

NetBIOS
Mapper

TCP/ IP
Mapper

TCP/IP
Mapper

IPX
Mapper

IPX
Mapper

Serial
Mapper

Serial
Mapper

~
Transporter
Steps 3,4
Same

Step 5
Tronsporter sends message via mapper
to monaging system and send to GUI

BASE

It is important to understand that PC
SystemView is not server-centric and does
not require any server hardware to run
PC SystemView manager or services in a
LAN environment. The PC SystemView
services are what most people might
generically call a client; however, we call
them services because they provide actual
end-user value, not just to a manager but
to any PC user.

Figure 2. PC SystemView Remote Architecture

PC
System View
Manager with
TCP/IP

·····

r

Manager
with
TCP/IP &
IPX ,.-,lllllllil',!c:,,

Figure 2 illustrates how PC SystemView
works remotely when a manager makes a
client station call. The transport layer permits communication through multiple protocols, so that a PC SystemView manager
can control multiple network nodes running different protocols. This control is
accomplished either by installing (on the
managing station) the multiple protocols
used in the network or by using PC
SystemView's peer-to-peer, pass-through
management feature. Thus, a manager at
station A can control station B simply by
selecting it, just as though he or she
resides at station B and uses the protocol
at that station.

Manager
with
TCP/IP &
NetBIOS

Figure 3 illustrates PC SystemView's
pass-through management function and
peer-to-peer access. A PC SystemView
manager installed on a traveling
ThinkPad can dial into a LAN through PC
SystemView serial support and gain full
control of another manager.

PC SystemView Architecture
··•. ··············
Server
with IPX

·············
Client
with IPX

Server with
NetBIOS

Figure 3. PC SystemView Pass-Through Management

PC SystemView 4.0 encompasses the best
of some essential systems management
capabilities, including process management, file transfer, remote session, screen
view, RAID management, remote systems
management, comprehensive hardware
and software inventory of all systems,
desktop management interface (DMI)
browser, system monitors, alert management, and much more.

Product Overview
A key advantage of the PC SystemView
product is its modular design, which
enables easy customization for varied
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environments, while simultaneously
affording easy installation in less than
five minutes.
Figure 1 illustrates PC SystemView's three
major components: the base function,
which resides on each system and executes the actual commands; the transport
layer, which relays the information
between the base and the graphical user
interface (GUI) through several protocols,
such as IPX, NetBIOS, TCP/IP, and phone
line (serial) connection; and the GUI,
which presents the information on the
screen.

In general, each PC SystemView service or
function has a base and a separate GUI
file. This design lets you customize your
installation so that a service can be disabled by removing or renaming its base
file. Its GUI can also be removed.
This design also enables you to install
client stations without a GUI front-end.
This option, termed passive services, is
intended for a manager who wants full
control of the client stations with no
intervention from the end user. It also
requires less disk space-now 10 MB.
And, like NetFinity, PC SystemView still
requires only about 340 KB of memory,
all above the 1 MB extended memory
boundary, to run in idle mode.
Conversely, installing the GUI services on
the client lets you take advantage of all
the PC SystemView services features, such
as workstation monitoring, hardware and
software inventory, security, and alert

actions, whether or not that station is
connected to a LAN.
To aid in our discussion of how the manager and client communicate, we now
briefly describe how PC SystemView discovers all PC SystemView managers and
services in a network across the IPX,
NetBIOS, and TCP/IP protocols. During
the discovery, PC SystemView also discovers any SystemView for OS/ 2 managers
and clients and, of course, any etFinity
stations using that particular protocol.
In the !PX protocol, the PC SystemView
manager issues a Get A11 Networks
request. All addresses and internal network IDs are returned. The manager
sends a broadcast to each specific !PC
socket on each server and network segment. For example, with 10 servers and
five segments, 15 broadcasts are sent.
The NETFBASE, or base code, running on
each client examines the discovery keyword conditions. If a match occurs, the
system responds with its system name,
type, and network address. Further
exchanges between the manager and
client at this point are performed directly.
Note: For communication between client

and manager to take place, NETFBASE
code must be running on the station to be
managed by PC SystemView. This is the
first area to check when troubleshooting.
If discovery or communication between
client and manager is not occurring,
verify whether NETFBASE is running
in the task list. (After PC SystemView is
installed, NETFBASE should start automatically every time the system is started.)
PC SystemView uses two unique NetBIOS
names during discovery: the network
address name and the PC SystemView
group name (which is non-textual). The
PC SystemView manager broadcasts the
datagram to the unique NetBIOS name.
(NetBIOS cannot resolve the MAC layer,
so it effectively issues a single-route
broadcast.) The NETFBASE on the client
examines the discovery keyword conditions, and if there is a match, the client
responds with its system name, network
address, and system type. After this,
information exchange between client
and manager is performed directly.

\

= PC SystemView CD root directory

\OS2\MANAGER
\WINDOWS\MANAGER

= OS/2 manager code
= OS/2 services code
= Windows manager code

\WINDOWS\SERVICES

= Windows services code

\NETWARE

= NetWare services code

\OS2\SERVICES

Figure 4. PC SystemView CD Root Directory

When using TCP/IP, the PC SystemView
manager uses a local IP broadcast address,
which must be enabled, to issue a broadcast to a TCP/ IP socket. The IP broadcast
is derived from the IP address and the
subnet mask. For example, if the IP address is 9.80.128.1 and the subnet mask is
255.255.0.0, the local broadcast address
becomes 9.80.255.255.
To discover other subnets in TCP/IP, simply create a text file named TCPADDR-DSC
in the \NET FIN directory and enter the IP
address and subnet mask. The NETFBASE
on the client examines the discovery keyword conditions and responds (if there
is a match) with the system name, type,
and IP address. Further communication
between manager and client is performed
directly via the address routing protocol.

PC SystemView on the
World-Wide Web
PC SystemView 4.0 has a new Web-ability
feature in the PC SystemView manager.
This feature is offered as an option during installation; if selected, an additional
hypertext markup language (HTML) front
end is installed on the managing station.
This front end lets you access a PC
SystemView manager through Web
browsers (such as Netscape 1.12 or 2.0
and OS/ 2 WebExplorer) that support
HTML version 2 and tables.
For instance, an AIX, Macintosh, or other
system installed with a supported Web
browser can fully access PC SystemView's
systems management features from a
TCP/IP network. This access assumes
that you have proper security access
and are within your company's firewall.
Additionally, the services accessible to
that manager are the "public" services,
set by the security manager at that station, which require no password entry
into that system. You need a password to
access services not open to "public" access.

In a typical scenario, you might suddenly
be contacted about a critical situation at a
remote location-perhaps the PC SystemView alert manager beeped your pager
with a severity 1 alert. You need a PC,
Macintosh, or AIX system with a Web
browser to access that machine-probably
by first dialing into your company's
intranet, then typing the URL for the PC
SystemView manager installed with the
Web-ability code. Pass-through management allows you to remotely access the
systems as needed to fix the situation.
Remote systems management doesn't get
much easier!
Note: Remote-session service is not avail-

able in the current version of OS/ 2 WebExplorer 1.03 but is enabled on any
browser with Java support, such as Netscape. Security on the Web is an important issue. PC SystemView 4.0 uses NetFinity's security to encrypt passwords
and user IDs. In future releases, PC
SystemView will use secure socket layer to
provide full encryption on the network.

Planning for PC SystemView
Installation
PC SystemView comprises two separate
pieces: manager and services. Usually,
there are more services (clients) than
managers.
Installing either services or managers
on a small number of systems is easy
and straightforward, especially when
done from a CD-ROM drive (either a local
CD-ROM drive or a shared CD-ROM drive
on the LAN). Adirectory of the PC SystemView CD (see Figure 4) shows a subdirectory for each operating environment
that PC SystemView supports (\OS2 ,
\NETWARE, and \WINDOWS). On the \OS2
and \WINDOWS subdirectories are further
subdirectories indicating services or
manager code.
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To install PC SystemView Manager for
OS/ 2, simply execute the installation program in the \0S2\MANAGER subdirectory.
Similarly, you can install the other components by executing the installation programs in their respective subdirectories.
If you install PC SystemView on a small
number of systems (less than 25), then little planning is required. Install the product and customize each system's monitoring, thresholds, alerting, and security features. If you perform normal installations,
then you must individually customize
each machine; however, in a small environment, this is usually not a problem.
At the other end of the spectrum is implementing PC SystemView for a large environment, which could mean installing and
administering PC SystemView for hundreds, thousands, or even tens of thousands of systems. Modifying each system
is overwhelming and certainly not feasible. Consequently, to use PC SystemView
in the enterprise environment, a considerable amount of planning must occur to
make the installation simple as possible.
PC SystemView is designed to help with:
■

Help desk support

■

System resource monitoring and
alerting

■

Hardware and software asset
management

Among the first installation planning considerations is to determine the proper
ratio of PC SystemView managers to PC
SystemView services. The ratio depends
upon how you will use PC SystemView.
Following are rough guidelines to determine this ratio. (Remember that each
installation is unique, and many factors
apply in determining the correct ratio.)
When using PC SystemView as a help desk
support tool, determining the ratio of
managers to services is simple-it boils
down to how many help desk personnel
will need to use the manager console. For
example, if three employees in the help
desk organization serve 500 end-user
workstations, then the ratio of managers
to services will probably be very low.
The process grows more complicated
when PC SystemView is implemented for
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monitoring and alerting. In fact, it is
probably the most difficult implementation to size properly. Why? Because PC
SystemView's alert manager is so flexible
that an infinite number of situations can
be created where alerts are being generated. Let's look at two scenarios.
Scenario 1: You are using PC SystemView to monitor the resources of 50 OS/ 2
application and file servers. On these
servers, the following resources will
have thresholds configured to generate
severity 1 alerts:
■

When CPU utilization is 100 percent
for five minutes

■

When memory utilization is 50 MB for
five minutes

■

When free disk space drops below
10 MB

■

When any RAID drive drops into a
critical state

■

When the UPS incoming voltage drops
below 110 vac

When using PC System View
as a help desk support
tool, determining the
ratio of managers to
services is simple ...
How many PC SystemView managers
should be installed in this situation? You
should install at least two, primarily so
that two system administrators can be
notified of the problem. Each server being
monitored should be configured so that
all severity 1 alerts are forwarded to the
two PC SystemView managers. In this
case, with a relatively low number of systems being monitored, one or two PC
SystemView managers will suffice.
However, what happens in an environment where PC System View is going to
be installed on 10,000 workstations?
Scenario 2: You are using PC SystemView to monitor 10,000 workstations,
with the following thresholds configured
to generate alerts:
■

When free disk space drops below
10 MB

■

When the

■

When CPU utilization is 100 percent
for 10 minutes

CONFIG.SYS and
AUTO EX EC - BAT files are changed

There is no way that one or two PC
SystemView managers can effectively
handle alerts generated from 10,000
workstations. Here, an implementation
of hierarchical PC SystemView managers
is beneficial. Local PC SystemView managers that "catch" alerts from about 200
to 250 systems each can, in turn, forward
the most critical alerts to another PC
SystemView manager or convert the alert
to a simple network management protocol
(SNMP) trap that can be sent to an enterprise management console, such as
SystemView for AIX. Creating this hierarchy of PC SystemView managers ensures
that no alerts escape because the system
is too busy to "catch" them. The number
of systems that a regional or mid-level
manager is responsible for can vary; it
depends upon the amount of alert traffic
generated by each client and your particular policies.
Before you use PC SystemView to provide
hardware and software asset management
for all PCs on the LAN, you must answer a
few questions:
■

How often will the hardware/software
inventory be collected?

■

During which hours of the day or night
is the inventory collected?

■

How many systems will be inventoried?

Once again, the answers to these questions greatly change the manager-to-client
ratio. Let's look at two more scenarios.
Scenario 3: You are asked to inventory

150 clients once a week, between 11:30
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. on Thursdays, then
export the data to a Lotus Notes database.
Since PC SystemView collects data from
each system consecutively, you must know
the amount of time it takes to perform a
full software and hardware inventory. To
determine this, allow about two minutes
per system to collect hardware and software data. This conservative number may
be tuned for specific environments but is
a good starting point for planning purposes.
With 150 clients to inventory, multiplied
by two minutes per client, you need 300

NETDRVR. INI
SEC IN. INI
SECOUT. INI
ALACTION.INI
MONCRITF. INI
MONTHR. INI
PROCMAN.INI

= network protocol configuration and keywords

= incoming security IDs and passwords
= outgoing security IDs and passwords
= configured alert actions from alert manager
= files configured for monitoring via critical file monitor
= thresholds configured via the system monitors
= programs to monitor from the process manager

Figure 5. PC SystemView .INI Files

minutes. However, the timeframe for collecting this data is tight-only a 90-minute
window from 11:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
on Thursdays. So, to determine the
required number of managers, divide the
total minutes required (300) by the actual
number of minutes available (90), which
yields 3.3. Round up this number to find
the answer, which is four managers.

per day multiplied by 20 days per month
yields 7,200 available minutes per month
for inventory collection.

We know now that four managers will be
required for 150 clients; therefore, each
manager will be responsible for about 38
clients. When the hardware and software
inventory is collected, each manager will
gather data from its 38 clients during the
90-minute window. (This scenario will
work, because at two minutes per system,
the inventory requires 76 minutes.) Each
manager can insert the data directly into
a Lotus Notes database on a centralized
server.

When implemented, five managers will
query and collect data from 150 clients
each day. Therefore, the total number of
systems inventoried per day is 750.
Earlier, we used 20 working days in a
month, so 750 clients per day multiplied
by 20 days per month equals 15,000
clients inventoried per month.

Scenario 3 was straightforward, with few
variables. Now, let's look at a more complex scenario for a much larger environment.
Scenario 4: Here you inventory 15,000

clients at least once a month, anytime
between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and export the data
to a DB2 database. The inventory does
not have to be gathered from all clients
on the same day.
While this example is more flexible, it
adds more variables to the equation.
There are 15,000 systems to be inventoried, so it will take 30,000 total minutes
to collect the data (15 ,000 clients multiplied by two minutes per client).
Now you must calculate your window for
collecting the inventories. The time period for collecting them is one month. The
collections can be done during 360 minutes per day; there are (conservatively) 20
days per month. Therefore, 360 minutes

Finally, to determine the required total
number of managers, divide the total
number of minutes (30,000) by the available minutes (7,200); this yields 4.1 managers, which you round up to five.

When configuring the five managers to
collect the inventory, each manager will
have 20 groups of 150 clients (that is,
150 different clients on each of 20 days).
Each manager will collect data from a different group each day and insert it into a
centralized DB2 database.

a PC SystemView manager when being
managed or when forwarding alerts,
each client must be properly configured
for such things as thresholds on system
resource monitors, critical file monitoring,
security access, and alert actions.
If the normal PC System View installation
is completed on 500 clients, and then customizations are made, the same actions
would have to be taken manually for each
of the 500 clients. It is much easier to
install PC SystemView on one system most
typical of your environment, customize it,
then roll out these changes to all systems
while installing PC SystemView.

Before rolling out PC SystemView, you
may want to consider customizing the
following items:
■

Security access

■

Thresholds for the system monitors
(memory, CPU, disk)

■

Critical files to be monitored

■

Alert actions for alert notification

■

System keywords for logical groupings

Once you have decided about these items,
install PC SystemView on a client that is
typical of the majority of all of the target
clients. After the installation is complete,
make customizations to the above items,
which might include:
■

Creating IDs and passwords for
security

If the organization grows and more clients
are added, simply add another manager
to handle another 20 groups containing
150 clients each.

■

Selecting which critical files will be
monitored for changes

■

Creating thresholds on all applicable
system monitors

Installing PC SystemView on
Large Numbers of Systems

■

Creating alert actions in the alert
manager for forwarding alerts to PC
SystemView manager systems

■

Configuring the transport protocol to
be used, as well as which keywords are
installed for logical groupings

As mentioned earlier, PC SystemView is a
true peer-to-peer-based product. This
structure offers many advantages, such as
flexibility, network operating system independence, and the ability to work in
small, medium, and large environments.
In large environments, however, you can
roll out and customize PC System View
more easily by cloning a single system's
customization. Why is this preferable?
Since PC SystemView services monitor
themselves and only communicate with

All of the changes made are held in PC
SystemView's . IN I files. Figure 5 lists the
PC SystemView .INI files and their
descriptions.
After you complete the customizations,
you must perform a few more steps. First,
copy the contents of the appropriate PC
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a Windows, Windows 95, Windows NT, or
NetWare system.

option name
dll-entrypoint filecount commandcount
option file
option file
command
command

where:
option name

=

identifying comment, which must be unique

dl 1 -ent rypoi nt

= identifying dll, which will usually be NULL

fi 1ecount

= number of lines in this option/section to be treated as file
identifiers. Parameters are:
type = type of file:

L = long unpacked file
P = packed file

size = file size
diskette = diskette number where the file resides
filename = file name
commandcount

command code:

CP = copy file
UP = unpack file

CCP = conditional copy file
filenumber = the file number in the option file section
Note: CCP, or conditional copy, indicates that if the file is present on the source, copy it to the target.
Figure 6. A Section of the INSTALL.IN! File

UP 0

--> system monitor section
--> no dll, I file, and I command
-->file# 0, packed file, size=27456I, disk# 3
--> unpack file # 0 (monbase)

Figure 7. Default System Monitor Base Section

System Monitor Base
NULL 2 2
P 274561 3 MonBase
L O 3 monthr.ini

System Monitor Base section, for
M0NTHR.INI

■

NetFinity Client Base section, for
NETDRVR. INI

■

Process Manager Base section, for
PR0CMAN.INI

■

Critical File Monitor GUI section, for
M0NCRITF. IN I

--> system monitor section
--> no dll, 2 files, 2 commands
--> file # 0, packed file, size 274561, disk# 3
--> file # I, long file, size 0, disk #3
--> unpack file # 0
--> conditional copy file # I

Each relevant section in the
INSTALL. INI file has the structure
shown in Figure 6.
An example of the default System Monitor
Base section in the INSTALL. INI file is
shown in Figure 7.
To ensure that the MONTH R. IN I file is
copied to the target system, Figure 8 lists
the changes you should make to the section in the INSTALL. INI file shown in
Figure 6.
You must similarly edit the other affected
sections. Once you have edited one or
two sections, the process becomes easy
to understand. (Refer to either the PC
System View User 's Guide or the
NetFinity User's Guide for more details.)

Figure 8. Changes to INSTALL.IN! for MONTHR.INI

Now the rollout can begin. On each
workstation that is going to install the
client, issue a NET USE command (when
accessing a LAN Server machine) or MAP
a drive letter (when accessing a NetWare
machine) to the file server, and install
from the shared directory.

SystemView Installation CD subdirectory
onto a shared directory on a file server
running LAN Server, NetWare, or
Windows NT. If you are going to roll out
multiple different agents, place each agent
into a separate shared directory on the

If you require an automated approach, PC
SystemView is CID-compliant, so you can
invoke CID response files to make the
installation much easier. Again, please
refer to either the PC System View User 's
Guide or the NetFinity User 's Guide for
CID installation assistance.

UP0

CCP 1
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■

= number of lines in this option/section to be treated as
command codes. Parameters are:

System Monitor Base
NULL I I
P 274561 3 MonBase

As part of the basic installation, the
SECIN.INI, SEC0UT.INI , and
ALACTI0N. IN I files will be copied
automatically to the target system
during installation. For all other . IN I
files that are to be copied during installation, changes must be made to the
INSTALL. INI file in the appropriate sections and their corresponding . IN I files:
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file server. Next, copy all of the .IN I files
from the customized client into the directories where you copied the PC SystemView files. The .IN I files are common
across all platforms that PC SystemView
supports. Therefore, the . IN I files customized on an OS/ 2 system will work on

How can managing so many workstations
be integrated with AIX, UNIX, or MYS
enterprise management consoles? As mentioned earlier, by using a Web browser,
you can now fully manage any PC SystemView- or NetFinity-enabled client from any
platform that supports a Web browser.
Furthermore, PC SystemView/NetFinity
can create SNMP traps that can be forwarded to the enterprise management
console.

PC SystemView Partners
in Management
The PC SystemView Partners in Management program (formerly the NetFinity
Partners in Management program) allows
key non-IBM hardware and software vendors to integrate and extend the PC
SystemView product via the PC SystemView Software Developers Toolkit. Using
this toolkit, partners write extensions or
snap-in modules that extend or add function to PC SystemView.

storage device (DASO) tower. PC
SystemView/ NetFinity performs the
automatic switch in case of a server
failure.
■

■

■

This program is available only to companies that meet the requirements and have
the synergy to significantly increase the
value of PC SystemView.
Current members of the Partners in
Management program are:
■

■

American Power Conversion (APC)http://www. a pee. com. APC has
developed snap-in extensions to PC
SystemView that let you actively monitor an APC uninterruptible power supply (UPS). When installed, six new
system monitors appear, providing
detailed information about the
attached APC UPS. These extensions
are shipped with every IBM PC Server
on the ServerGuide CD-ROM set.
APCON-http://www.apcon.com.
APCON resells PC SystemView/
NetFinity with their external small
computer system interface (SCSI)
switch box, called PowerSwitch.
PowerSwitch allows two PC Servers to
be cabled to one external direct access

■

■

BMC Software (formerly HawkNet,
Inc.)-http:// www. bmc. com. BMC has
integrated their NetTune Pro product,
which snaps in 40 NetWare server
monitors. These new monitor extensions provide detailed data about the
NetWare server attributes such as dirty
cache buffers and LAN adapter traffic.
Diagsoft, Inc.-http : //www. di agsoft.
com. Diagsoft is one of the world's
largest suppliers of PC-based diagnostics. Diagsoft plans to develop a snap-in
diagnostic module that integrates with
PC SystemView to allow system and
LAN administrators to run diagnostics
from within PC SystemView.
Lexmark International-http://www.
l exma rk. com. Lexmark has created a
new snap-in service that allows PC
SystemView to collect alerts that are
generated from Lexmark LAN-attached
printers. These alerts can range from
paper jams to out-of-toner. These extensions will soon be shipped with
Lexmark's MarkVision for OS/ 2.
Motorola-http://www. motorol a .
com. Motorola is currently integrating
PC System View with their client/ serverbased paging software, AirApparent.
This integration will allow PC SystemView to use AirApparent as a numeric
and alphanumeric paging device in
more sophisticated environments.
Vinca Corp.-http: I /www . vi nca.
com . Vinca is currently reselling PC
SystemView/NetFinity with every
Standby Server 32 for OS/ 2. Standby
Server 32 is an OS/ 2 mirrored server
product that takes advantage of PC
SystemView's monitoring and alerting
capabilities.

The partners listed above are the current
members of the PC SystemView Partners

in Management program. Other partners
are currently being pursued to add functionality to PC SystemView. For more
information about the PC SystemView
Partners in Management program, contact
Chris Gaskins at cgas ki ns@vnet. i bm.
com or Denise Collins at dco 11 i ns@vnet.
i bm. com.
More information about IBM System View
and NetFinity can be found on the following World-Wide Web sites:
■

http://www.pcco.ibm.com

■

http://www.soft ware.ibm.com

TALKlink users can use NETFIN CFORUM.
Questions can be addressed to
netfin@vnet.ibm.com.

Christopher Gaskins is a SystemView
market manager in IBM's Systems Management Division in Research Triangle Park,
NC. He manages the PC SystemView Partners in Management program and does
technical marketing. He was previously on
the NetFinity brand team and also spent
four years providing worldwide level 2 support for PC Server products. Chris joined
IBM in 1990. He has a BS degree in Computer Science from Berry College and is
an avid bass fisherman . His Internet ID is
cg as kin s@vn et . ibm. com.

Patricia Davis is a SystemView market
manager in IBM's Systems Management
Division in Research Triangle Park, NC. She
is responsible for defining product strategy
and for marketing IBM's Intel-based systems
management products. Her previous IBM
jobs include U.S. product manager for
NetFinity, product manager for DatagLAM:e
Network Analyzer, site services analyst
and coordinator in the IBM RTP Materials
Engineering Laboratory, and a semiconductor development engineer. Patricia joined
IBM in 1989 after earning a BS degree in
Chemistry and an MS degree in Analytical
Chemistry from the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill . Her Internet ID is
davi sp@vnet.ibm. com.
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Lotus Notes-Based Meetings
Lotus Notes is a powerful clientjserver application that effectively supports business processes. One of the
most compelling uses of Notes is in support of meetings, including Jace-toface, telecons, and videocons. This
use requires a well-defined Notes application for meetings (meeting databases); upgraded conference rooms
with network-attached PCs and
projection panels; an easy means
of creating meeting databases;
and a paradigm shift in the way
meetings are set up and run. This
article describes this paradigm
shift and how it improves information sharing and reduces the
use ofpaper-based processes.

W

hen the IBM Boca
Raton, Florida site
began its journey
toward a client/server computing environment in mid-1993,
a Lotus Notes database was set
up to capture all tasks done by
the development and support
teams. Initially, these were
simple tasks of one-week duration. Each task owner was
responsible for keeping his or
her tasks current in the
database.

Steve Krantz
IBM Corporation
Boca Raton, Florida

At a set time each week, a twohour meeting was conducted
to review the tasks due during
that period. Prior to the meeting, the moderator sorted the
database by task, printed the
tasks due, and created transparencies; the meeting was a
traditional team status meeting.
This highly successful
approach was followed
through the spring of 1994.

40
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By then, the client/server environment
had matured, and such detailed, task-bytask reviews were no longer required.
At that time, the team was asked to provide summary information to management about the ongoing status of the
computing environment. A CIO (for chief
information officer) Notes database with
a standard format (see Figure 1) was created to contain this information. A status
document was then created for each
major project, and the project owner was
responsible for maintaining its accuracy.
Critical changes were made in the review
meeting's operation. A notebook PC was
brought into the conference room, then
connected to the site network and to a
projection panel. The moderator booted
the PC, brought up Lotus Notes, brought
up the CIO database, and ran the meeting
online. New items, changed items, and
new projects were entered directly into
the database during the meeting.
This approach was very successful in
running the large-scale, client/server
migration and support project and, simultaneously, informing management of the
project's current status. Anyone on site
could access the CIO database to learn the
status. All team members could create or
change their project status documents. In
addition, the team included measurements
information in the database, as shown in
Figure 2. No transparencies or hard copies
were used in the meeting at any time.
In August 1994, a major, in-depth review
of the client/server environment was
held. It required that each team member
prepare a chart presentation and deliver
it to the assembled reviewers. Traditionally, such a meeting would have required
hundreds of transparencies, hundreds of
pages of copied materials, hours at the
copy machine, distribution of meeting
minutes, and so forth.
It was decided to run a Notes-based

meeting instead.
All presenters were asked to attach or
imbed soft copy versions of their visuals
in the CIO database before the meeting,
which was conducted entirely from the
database. Because Lotus Notes supports
multiple windows to access individual
documents in a database, one window
was used for the meeting's agenda, one

STATUS
Status

Level/Release

Comments/Dependencies

Current Status

Lotus Outgoing vl.02a

Outbound only. Currently in production.

Future Upgrade

Lotus Fax Server vl.0

Inbound and outbound. Currently being
tested.

Activity
Define Inbound
Strategy - Review
Fax Works,
FaxRouter/2, and
Lotus Fax Server
products

MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Target Date
Ongoing Status
03/31/95
Complete
The Lotus Fax Server
(LFS) product will be
piloted.

Open/Closed Date
Open
01/31/95
Closed
04/04/95

Alpha Test

Complete

Start
05/22/95
End
06/02/95

Closed
06/02/95

Business Case

Complete

07/18/95

Closed
06/23/95

Beta Test

Active

Start
10/02/95
End

Open
08/16/95

10/13/95
Production Rollout

Dependent on
Postscript printer
rollout.

Start 4Q95
End lQ96

CURRENT PROJECT PROBLEMS/ISSUES/ACTIONS
Status Update Action Plans
Description

1·

,·. ·.·
Tool to view and
print faxes from
within Notes
mail

Will use Lotus
Image Viewer
(LIV) accessed
via NetDoor

Production
servers

Will use one
95/90

John

-

Kupsky

John
Kupsky

Closed

-

10/10/95

Closed

10/10/95

Figure 1. CIO Database Project Status Form

window was used for the meeting minutes,
and one window was used for the current
presentation. When the presenter stepped
up to speak, the current presentation
window was enlarged and the visuals
displayed.
The presenters used diverse formats, e.g.,
Freelance for OS/2, Ami Pro, and ASCII.
This presented no problem, because the
displaying PC was equipped in advance
with viewer programs for each file format.
This feature was previously developed as

part of an Attachment Viewer Smartlcon
created initially for our Notes Mail template. The Attachment Viewer accessed a
lookup table (in a user-customizable reference Notes database) based upon file
extension and invoked an associated
REXX string that called the appropriate
viewer program.

The Notes-Based Meeting
A Notes-based meeting (NBM) is a onetime or ongoing meeting where all presentation visuals, agendas, minutes, and
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Figure 2. Sample Measurements from CIO Database

■

Project x Status

Action
l. Reprioritize . .

2. Schedule ..
Problems .. .
1.

B
B

Moderator

Work at Home

Conference Room

During the NBM:
■

Each presenter accesses the document
containing his or her visuals and steps
through them using the PC.

■

The meeting initiator keeps the meeting's minutes in a separate document
in the meeting database. If the meeting
room is equipped with more than one
network port, this can be done with a
separate, Notes-enabled PC while presentations continue.

After the NBM:
■

The minutes document is finalized in
the meeting database.

■

Presenters and attendees can independently access all visuals, minutes, agenda, and any other documents in the
meeting database.

Figure 3. Notes-Based Meetings

action items are displayed and stored in a
Notes database. To support NBMs, meeting
rooms must be equipped with networkattached PCs configured with Lotus Notes
and connected to a projection panel device.

■

The meeting initiator notifies each
attendee and presenter of the meeting's location and the associated meeting database.

■

The meeting initiator places the meeting agenda as a document in the meeting database.

■

All presenters access the meeting
database and either import or attach
the file containing their visuals to a
new database document. They ensure
that each visual in the file can be effectively viewed when displayed.

Prior to the NBM:
■

42

The meeting initiator establishes the
meeting database on the meeting server, which can be any Notes database
server. The attendee list is used as the
access control list (ACL) for the
database.
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Prior to the meeting, the meeting initiator boots up the network-attached
PC configured with Lotus Notes, accesses the meeting database, and ensures
that it can be projected onto the display screen in the meeting room.

Figure 3 illustrates the general concept
of Notes-based meetings. Observe that
Notes-based meetings easily support
remote attendees as well.

Run Your Own
Notes-Based Meetings
To adopt Notes-based meetings in your
organization, you need to:

■

■

■

Install Lotus Notes and educate all
employees in its use. Lotus Notes
Release 4.0 has now integrated an
attachment viewing feature for easy
display of visuals files.
Make it easy for any employee to set up
meeting databases. Your Notes administrator should be aware of this process.
A suggested approach is to set up a special meetings server for this purpose.
Don't forget to use the attendee list as
the database's ACL.
Equip each conference room with a PC
installed with Notes, a projection panel,
a projection screen, and one or more
network ports. Don't forget to secure
the system if it is placed in a public
conference room.

Face-to-Face

Finally, teach employees how to conduct Notes-based meetings without
using transparencies or hard copies.
Make sure they understand the need to
attach or imbed, then test their visuals
files prior to any NBM.

After face-to-face meetings are conquered,
the next step is to address telecon operation. In general, telecon attendees simply
need simultaneous access to the meeting
database and audio telephone connectivity.
Two additional steps may be necessary to
support this requirement. First, remote
attendees may need to be certified to the
meeting database in advance. This process
step should be included at the meeting
setup stage. Remote attendees must send
their Notes IDs to the Notes administrator
for certification.
Second, remote attendees with only a single telephone connection with which to
communicate should plan to replicate the
meeting database to their PCs before the
meeting, so they can see the visuals in
disconnected mode and use the telephone
for voice connectivity.

Videocons

Voice

Visage

lotus Notes

lotus Notes

Visuals

Best Communication

Pros

Cons

Least SSS

Conserve Time

Conserve Time
Most SSS

■

Telecons

Travel Time

No Faces

Workstation Network
Capitol

Figure 4. Meetings in the 1990s

Meetings of the Future
Peering into the future, we see that
Lotus Notes is a critical ingredient in the
operation of meetings. Stepping through
Figure 4, we contrast the three primary
meeting modes-face-to-face, telecons,
and videocons-in regard to their three
primary elements: voice, visage, and visuals.
Face-to-face meetings will continue to be
the best method of communicating, but
will also remain the costliest. Telecons
lack "visage" or faces but are a low-cost,
effective communication method. Finally,
videocons, facilitated by emerging highspeed telecommunications, will emerge as
an alternative to telecons where real-time
images are important. These images may
be talking heads or white-board images
for brainstorming sessions. In all three
cases, Notes meeting data-bases can be
the visuals repositories of choice.

Steve Krantz is a
senior technical
staff member in
Information
Technology within
the IBM Real
Estate/Site Operations Division in
Boca Raton ,
Florida. He is
responsible for information technology
architecture for his division . From 1993
through 1995, Steve was the project
leader of IBM Boca Raton's migration to
clienVserver computing ; he has also
held several management and technical
positions during his 27 years with IBM.
Steve is the author of Real World

Client/Server, published in 1995 by
Maximum Press, which provides a
comprehensive guide to clienVserver
computing migration based on the experience of the Boca Raton site migration
as a case study. He has a BA degree
from Queens College, an MS from
Syracuse University, and a PhD from
Nova Southeastern University. Steve's
Internet ID is
steve_ krantz@bocaraton.ibm.com .
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0S/2 Warp Server: An
Architectural Primer
If you are an existing LAN Server user or are considering moving to a
local area network (LAN), IBM OS/2 Warp Server has many app ealing
features and benefits. This article reviews basic LAN architecture and
then discusses unique features of OS/2 Warp Server.

0

S/ 2 Warp Server is built to operate across local area networks, but
before discussing this package in detail, let's review the concept and
functions of LANs.

A LAN connects machines so that they can share information. Users of LAN-connected machines can collaborate, as well as share printers, files, and modems.
The simplest LAN is known as a peer-to-peer LAN or simply peer LAN (see
Figure 1). In a peer-to-peer LAN, each machine can share its files and printers
(and some peer LANs can also share modems) with other machines on the
LAN. Peer LANs are the simplest to set up and are the least expensive for
small LANs of fewer than 10 users.
To make a workstation operate on a peer LAN, you must be running an
operating system, such as IBM OS/ 2 Warp Connect, Microsoft Windows for
Workgroups (WfWG), Windows
95, or NT Workstation, that supports peer-to-peer LAN operation. You can also add the peer
capability to an existing DOS or
Windows machine with software from Artisoft (LANtastic)
or Novell (NetWare Lite).

care who you are, as long as you have
the right password to access a resource.
Once you have provided the password(s),
everything within a resource (a directory
or printer) is available to you. Share-level
security is the only security available
for stand-alone Windows for Workgroups
and Windows 95 workstations. (Note:
Windows 95 supports user-level security
on directories if a NetWare or NT server is
available to the Windows 95 workstation.)
User-level security (Figure 3) maintains a
database of users and passwords, as well
as extensive access control lists based
upon users and user groups. User-level
security is implemented in IBM OS/ 2
Warp Connect Peer Services as well as in
NT Workstation (but only if NT File
System [NTFS] is used) . User-level security

1G

Philip Lieberman
Lieberman and Associates
Beverly Hills, California

Security Issues for
Peer-to-Peer LANs
Each machine in a peer LAN
must implement some sort of
security to control who can do
what. There are two levels of
security: share-level and userlevel. Share-level security, the
weakest security system (illustrated in Figure 2), does not
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0

+- Peer-to-Peer
Workstotions

File and
Applicatian
Sharing

Windows 95

Windows

Windaws

OS/2

Printer

for

NT

Warp Connect

Sharing

Workgroups

PCs on a peer network con shore each other's
resources, independent of the operating system.
Figure 1. Peer-to-Peer LAN

is the industry-standard control system
for industrial-strength LANs.
The problem with a peer LAN is the distributed nature of access control. A user
needs an account and/or a password for
each machine to which he or she wants
to connect. In some peer LANs, such as
Microsoft's Windows for Workgroups,
the account name is not important for
resource (file/printer) usage-only a common valid password is needed for access.
(There may be two passwords: one for
read-only and another for full access.)

Shared
Disk and
Printers
on Peer
Machine

If you change a peer machine password,

you must coordinate the change with all
users. If a new user is added to a peer
LAN, each machine must be administered
to allow access for this user. An alternative solution is to use a minimal security
system, such as share-level access, and
freely give out passwords.

Why Use OS/2 Warp Server?
Instead of having each peer machine share
its resources with the other machines in the
LAN, OS/ 2 Warp Server enables you to
centralize the LAN resources into a group
of machines known as servers. The servers are grouped for administrative purposes into an entity known as a domain
with one of the machines in the domain
designated as the primary domain
controller.
The purpose of the primary domain controller is to hold the master list of users,
groups, and passwords for the LAN users
in the entire domain. When a user wants

In share-level security, the identity of the user is unimportant.
Instead, the key (the password) controls the type of access.

Figure 2. Share-Level Security

to access any of the resources (e.g.,
servers) within the domain, he or she
first logs on to the domain controller or
to one of its backups, known as a backup
domain controller. Once the domain controller verifies a user's ID and password,
the user is given access to all of the
servers in the domain, based upon the
permissions you set up for that user.
(Note: Any OS/ 2 workstation with the
appropriate software can remotely administer the domain controller.) Figure 4
depicts the domain architecture within
OS/ 2 Warp Server.
This architecture is scateable-it enables
the domain to add capabilities by adding

more servers, as needed, to the domain.
Practical experience with the OS/ 2 Warp
Server architecture shows that a single
administrator can handle hundreds, even
thousands of users in a single domain
using this architecture. Think about the
confusion of handling this number of user
accounts and passwords in a peer LAN!

What is OS/2 Warp Server?
OS/ 2 Warp Server is a family of integrated LAN software packages. It contains the
OS/ 2 Warp operating system, LAN Server
5.0, plus a rich set of connectivity and
powerful maintenance utilities. To
address different user requirements, OS/ 2
Warp Server comes in two versions: OS/ 2
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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If user name or
password is
wrong and guest
access is disabled,
no access is
allowed.

~ Password
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Shored Disk

Access
Control List

Validate
User and
Password

User and password
ore valid; now check
what the user is
permitted to do.

Phil
Amy
Frank
Betty

-

Read
Write
None
None

►

OK, here's your info

Figure 3. User-Level Security

DOMAIN
Warp Server:

Warp Server:

Primary
Domain
Controller

Backup
Domoin
Controller

111111111

Warp Server:

111111111
111111111
111111111

1111,1111
111111

111111111

111111111

11111111
1111111
11111111
111111111

Backup
Accounts
Database

Master

User/Group
Accounts
Database

Internet
UNIX/
AIX

0S/ 2

Windows

Warp

95 +

DOS

Windows for
Workgroups

-

Warp Server Domain Architecture

Figure 4. OS/2 Warp Server Domain Architecture

Warp Server (the entry version) and OS/ 2
Warp Server Advanced. There is also a
bundle called OS/ 2 Warp Server First
Step, which includes OS/2 Warp Server
and 10 licensed client connections.
All versions of OS/ 2 Warp Server use the
client licensing model called use-based
features , where individual client connections are purchased from IBM.
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OS/ 2 Warp Server Advanced includes all
of the features of OS/ 2 Warp Server plus
HPFS386 (an optimized Ring O file system
with unlimited access control lists), fault
tolerance (disk mirroring and duplexing),
user disk limits, and Intel Pentium optimization. OS/ 2 Warp Server Advanced is
designed to handle up to 1,000 concurrent users on a single, powerful server.

What makes this package different
from previous versions of LAN Server is
the seamless integration of its components. With a pair of kicker diskettes and
a CD-ROM, you can install everything in
one installation session. You can add,
remove, or configure components through
a single interface without the need for
multiple diskettes, CDs, or different
menus-no more searching through a box
crammed with different diskettes, CDs,

and ServicePaks. The OS/ 2 Warp Server
package is also maintained as a single
entity for easy application of ServicePaks
when they are needed.
Specific OS/ 2 Warp Server features
include:
■

File and print share services (shares
disks and printers)

■

NetWare file and print gateway services
(transparent access to NetWare
resources)

■

Remote access services (dial-up access
to LAN and mainframe)

■

Systems management services (IBM
SystemView)

■

Backup and recovery services (standard
and disaster recovery)

■

Advanced print services (Postscript
printer translation)

■

Complete TCP/IP services (for both
client and server components)

■

Dynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCP) support (automated TCP/ IP
configuration)

■

Dynamic domain name services (DONS)
support (dynamic TCP/IP DNS support)

applications reside on one or more
servers within a domain; in fact, they
really reside on the hard disks of the
server machines shared among LAN
users. Print sharing services share
printers attached to the servers within
the domain.
In OS/ 2 Warp Server, file and print services are provided by the LAN Server 5.0
code (an upgrade of LAN Server 4.0) that
has been integrated into the total OS/2
Warp Server package. This latest version
provides the same easy drag-and-drop
graphical administration capability first
introduced with LAN Server 4.0. In fact,
all of the administration programs work
and appear exactly as they did in LAN
Server 4.0 (see Figure 5).
If you have previously set up a LAN
Server 4.0 domain, you'll be familiar with
the type of information and configuration
decisions the file and print services installation requires. The primary difference
between installing OS/2 Warp Server and
LAN Server 4.0 is that this information is
requested through a new common installation program. You will find that OS/2 Warp
Server defaults a lot of decisions for you.

To sum it up, file and print services are
essentially LAN Server 5.0 under a different name. Isn't marketing wonderful?

■

Password coordination among different
systems

■

Artificial intelligence problem resolution database

■

All the features of the OS/ 2 Warp
32-bit operating system

■

Unlimited number of access controls
(provided when using OS/ 2 Warp
Server Advanced and the optional
Distributed Security System [DSS])

Having understood that the file and print
services function is really LAN Server 5.0,
you might have the impression that the
only change from LAN Server 4.0 is the
installation program. If so, you might be
surprised to learn that there are some
important new features, including:

■

Unlimited number of groups•

Compatibility with:

■

Access controls on all objects, including
user-defined*

■

Novell's and Microsoft's network operating systems

■

Kerberos security system*

■

■

Seamless integration to Distributed
Computing Environment (DCE)*

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups, NT
Workstation/NT Server, and LAN
Manager clients

*When using optional DSS components

File and Print Services
A server's core functions are to provide
file and print sharing services to the
network workstations. File sharing services provide both application and file
sharing capabilities. The shared files and

Something New in
LAN Server 5.0

Support for:
■

DEC PATHWORKS

■

AIX and Apple Macintosh clients with
add-on software

■

NetBEUI, NetBIOS, TCP/ IP, !PX/ SPX,
and SNA client protocols

D

LAN Server
Create 366 HPFS OS/2 ERROR. lXT LAN Server
Admm1strcbon Audit Log l.J\illty
Startup Diskette

Legoff Logon
LAN Server
Error Log Utilrty

a

Network ODE Network Messeig1ng
Md 01pboeJ'd

~

REAOME DOC StM Server
OS/2 LAN SeMces
lns1e.llat1on/Configure.t1on

Werp Server
Tumn9Ass1stant

Figure 5. OS/2 Warp Server File and Print
Services Administration Folder

Implementation of:
■

Gateway services for NetWare
resources using LAN Server and OS/ 2
Warp Server client software

■

Peer services on servers

■

Revised OS/ 2, DOS, and Windows 3.x
requesters

■

Windows 95 requesters

■

Advanced printer support (APS) allowing Postscript jobs to print on nonPostScript and high-speed printers on
the LAN

New Support for
Windows Protocols
Compatibility with Microsoft's network
operating systems (NOSs) was achieved
primarily by supporting the protocols
within the Windows for Workgroups operating system. (The WfWG network protocols are implemented in Windows 95 and
Windows NT.) This support is provided by
the new peer support within OS/ 2 Warp
Server. The peer software used in OS/ 2
Warp Server is based upon the rock-solid
peer software in OS/ 2 Warp Connect. The
result is that existing WfWG, Windows 95,
and NT systems can connect to OS/ 2 Warp
Server with no changes in their client
code. OS/ 2 Warp Server includes an
enhanced requester for Windows 95 that
adds LAN Server-unique features, such as
public applications and aliases, to a
Windows 95 workstation.

NetWare Goodies
OS/ 2 Warp Server introduces many
different solutions for clients that need
to connect to NetWare systems.
For clients that need to connect to a
NetWare server but have only LAN Server
or OS/ 2 Warp Server client software,
OS/ 2 Warp Server provides the NetWare
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Automatic IP Assignment
New Laptop Just
Plugged into OS/2 Warp
Server-Powered LAN

I

Step l
Hi DHCP,
My Nome Is
"PORT101 "

Step 4

OS/2 Warp Server
with
DHCP and TCP/IP

I Step 2

I

OS/ 2 Warp Server
with
DDNS and TCP/IP

I Step 3

OK "PORTlOl ," your
IP = 144.19.74.1
Gateway = 144.20.1.5
Subnet= . ..
DNS= ...

Update
DNS

Information
About PORTl 01

Figure 6. Automatic IP Assignment Using OS/2 Warp Server's DHCP and DONS

If you have ever tried to set up multiple

protocols and client LAN packages under
DOS or Windows 3.1, you can appreciate
how much work and memory you can
save with OS/ 2 Warp Server's NetWare
Gateway Service. Memory conservation is
particularly important on DOS workstations. (In case you are wondering, the
NetWare gateway does support NetWare
3.12 and 4.02, including NDS).
Suppose you already have NetWare clients
and want to use OS/ 2 Warp Server. No
problem! OS/ 2 Warp Server can appear
just like another NetWare server. It
includes the ability to access OS/ 2 Warp
Server resources and applications, as well
as to retrieve home directory assignments
(if logon is allowed).
OS/ 2 Warp Server also includes the native
NetWare client for OS/ 2, which supports
NetWare 4.02. This software can be loaded onto your OS/ 2 workstations to support your existing NetWare environment
or to access OS/ 2 Warp Server.
To help you migrate and synchronize
users and resources from NetWare, OS/ 2
Warp Server includes the NetWare
Migration Utility, which supports the
migration of NetWare 2.lx, 2.2x, 3.x,
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■

Support for a wide variety of modems
and multiport serial port hardware

■

Encrypted logon transactions (very
comprehensive)

■

Optional dial-back support

■

Extensive logging and error reporting

■

Access restrictions by time of day

■

Filtering

I

Success in using
TCP/ IP network resources

Gateway Service, which runs on an OS/ 2
Warp Server machine and connects to
existing NetWare Shares. The NetWare
Shares are then presented to the OS/ 2
Warp Server clients as regular OS/ 2 Warp
Server resources.

software. OS/ 2 Warp Server also includes
the remote access client software for
Windows. Remote access services provides
a complete bridging function that allows
the transport of virtually all protocols
(NetBIOS, TCP/IP, SNA, DLC, etc.). This
remote-access product includes:

and 4.x (bindery emulation only) into
OS/ 2 Warp Server. It provides a drag-anddrop interface to move directories, their
permissions, and user accounts. Because
NetWare's password structure is not
compatible with OS/ 2 Warp Server, the
migration utility provides strategies for
automatically resetting the passwords
of user accounts migrated to OS/ 2
Warp Server.

Getting Information
on the Road
How many times have you gone on a trip
and found that you forgot something from
your office PC? Wouldn't it be easy to dial
into your machine and retrieve that missing file, check your e-mail, and take care
of those online jobs you do at the office?
In OS/ 2 Warp Server, two components
make remote work easier: remote access
services and file synchronization services.
Packaged in every copy of OS/ 2 Warp
Connect is LAN Distance Client. This software package enables a remote connection to your office's network, provided
you install the LAN Distance Server
software product.
The LAN Distance Server package is
integrated into OS/ 2 Warp Server and
is another component that can be added
at installation. This saves money, time,
and hassles. The remote access services
package is fully compatible with existing
OS/ 2 Warp Server LAN Distance client

The mobile file synchronization runs on
OS/ 2 clients to allow network-attached
PCs to synchronize file versions between
LAN-based and workstation-based files.
For example, you might go into the office,
connect to the LAN, download a bunch
of documents, and then go on the road.
While you are out, you make file changes,
and others at your office are changing
the same files. When you return and
reconnect to the LAN, the file synchronization program tells you which files are
newer on the network and which are
newer on your workstation. You are
offered the choice, file by file, of updating
your machine's version or the LAN's version of the files in question. You still have
to keep track of this stuff, but at least the
software helps you figure out what is old
and what is new.

TCP/IP Plus .
The underlying architecture of the Internet is TCP/IP. Even if you do not use the
Internet, there is little question that
TCP/IP has become the dominant protocol in the world of network computing.
OS/ 2 Warp Server implements a comprehensive suite of the latest TCP/IP technology to make usage and support as
easy as possible.
To ease workstation configuration, OS/ 2
Warp Server now provides dynamic host
configuration protocol (DHCP), as well as
dynamic domain name services (DONS),
as shown in Figure 6.
One of the biggest headaches in administering a TCP/IP installation is assigning
IP addresses and TCP/IP settings for each

workstation. DHCP enables a workstation
to simply provide its name (which is
simple enough to assign) to the OS/ 2
Warp Server machine running the DHCP
server. Then, like magic, back comes the
machine's IP address, subnet mask, gateway address, and domain name server
(DNS) address. All of the right settings
are returned automatically from the DHCP
service with no user or administrator
muss or fuss.

The systems management components are
one of OS/ 2 Warp Server's strongest features. These components help you:

Another time-consuming area of TCP/IP
administration is looking up TCP/ IP
names and returning the corresponding
IP address. The translation function is
normally provided by a fixed file called
hosts or via a DNS. The problem with the
DNS is that you have to manually update
the database with network changes. The
new DONS provides the same name-lookup function, but can dynamically and
automatically update its database as new
machines are added to the TCP/ IP network via DHCP.

■

Schedule operations into the future

■

Back up and restore directories and
files to a variety of media

■

Simple network management protocol
(SNMP), so that OS/ 2 Warp Server
servers can be managed by SNMP management systems

OS/ 2 Warp Server includes a comprehensive client and server suite of the most
common TCP/ IP utilities. The TCP/ IP
package includes the Web and Usenet
utilities needed for Internet surfing and
supports PPP and SLIP connections. The
TCP/ IP folder of applications is shown in
Figure 7.

■

Desktop management interface (DMI),
which supports systems management
using the DMI management systems

■

AskPSP, a case-based reasoning system,
which looks for possible solutions to
problems you describe

Want to Sleep at Night?
A lot of companies offer LAN software
supposedly designed for enterprisewide
installation. Certainly you can install just
about any software wherever you wish,
but how do you maintain ongoing control
over thousands of computers?
OS/ 2 Warp Server implements many
innovative, yet proven, software components to deal with the enormous job
faced by corporate information services
organizations. OS/ 2 Warp Server includes
tools to aid in its support: IBM SystemView, electronic software distribution,
license management, and backup and
recovery services.

r.i

f ( P/IP

I(

_!

Oil VIPW

111

TCP/IP

T elnet FTP..PM 3270 Telnet 5250 Telnet

Configuration

~

~

■

Track hardware and software resources

■

Monitor workstation and server
operation

Introduction to TCP/IP Network WebExplorer NewsReader/2
Dialer

■

Distribute software across the network

Gopher

■

Logically break up systems in groups
for segmenting administration tasks

•

• ti
Ultimed10.

.I I

RE>O< Sockets API RE»: FTP AP1

Mo.11/2'L1te'

□

TCP/IP Read Me Information DOS/Windows
TCP/IP Access
Utllrtles

□

DHCP Server
SeMces

DONS Server Apphcabon
Templates
Services

Figure 7. TCP/IP Application Suite Folder

Optional management and support components included with OS/ 2 Warp Server,
but not installed by the integrated installation utility, include:

State-of-the-Art Network
Operating System
In today's world, it is essential that a network operating system integrate with
existing networking solutions. OS/ 2 Warp
Server is comprehensive in its ability to
support the broad range of existing LAN
clients and servers, while providing
industrial-strength application and
resource sharing. IBM OS/ 2 Warp Server
is a single, easy-to-set-up LAN networking
solution that scales beautifully from small
businesses to the largest enterprises.
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0S/2 Warp Server:
An Installation Primer
OS/2 Warp Server provides a massive number of services and capabilities that allow the construction of simple LANs as well as large,
complex, enterprise LANs. This article describes a typical OS/2 Warp
Server installation and gives tips and techniques for making your own
installation a breeze.
xperienced LAN Server users have seen its installation and configuration
evolve from text-mode interfaces to graphical user interfaces. Now, in
OS/ 2 Warp Server, IBM has provided a single, consistent interface for
installing the operating system as well as LAN software and accessories. Bid
farewell to the master corporate box of diskettes and CDs needed to install a
single server; they have been replaced by a couple of kicker diskettes and a
pair of CDs. Also say good-bye to the different installation programs, now
replaced by one installation program for the whole package.

E

Requirements: You Get What You Pay For
Where do you begin the installation of OS/2 Warp Server?
First, make sure you have the right amount of memory, disk space, processor
power, and LAN adapter card(s). These requirements are listed in appendices
A and B of the OS/ 2 Warp
Server "Up and Running!" reference guide that comes with
OS/ 2 Warp Server. Appendix A
gives you worksheets for OS/2
Warp Server's server and client
components. Appendix B lists
the supported network adapters
(there are a lot of them) and the
modems that are compatible
with the LAN Distance (remote
access server) component, also
known as the dial-up capability
(this list is also very large).

Philip Lieberman
Lieberman and Associates
Beverly Hills, California

If you are like me, you probably
don't want to bother with filling
out worksheets-you just want to
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install the software . .. now! For those
who cannot wait, read Chapter 3,
Planning Overview, in the OS/ 2 Warp
Server "Up and Running!" book.
Oh, you don't want to read that, either? In
that case, the requirements for running
OS/ 2 Warp Server are given in Figure 1.
As you look through the requirements in
Figure 1, it may appear that my recommendations are written in stone and any
divergence will cause OS/ 2 Warp Server
to behave badly. My recommendations
merely consist of the different types of
hardware I tried that seemed to improve
overall performance.
When diverging from the minimum recommendations, I have found that the best

improvement comes from additional memory and a faster processor. If you do a lot
of disk 1/0, then a fast small computer
system interface (SCSI) adapter combined
with a fast SCSI disk drive provides the
best performance. This is really obvious
stuff-better hardware means a better
server.

Minimum

Component

Author Recommendations

Processor

Intel 386

Intel Pentium or Pentium Pro

Speed

16 MHz

90 MHz or more

RAM

16 MB

32 MB or more

Disk Controller

Not specified

PC! Wide Fast SCSI-II or SCSI-III

Hard Disk

120 MB

320 MB (or more) Fast SCSI-II
or better

Video

VGA

PCI Accelerated SVGA Video,
1024x768 minimum

Diskette

1.44 MB

1.44 MB

Mouse

IBM-compatible

Whatever you like that OS/2
Warp supports

CD-ROM

OS/2-compatible

4X SCSI CD-ROM or faster

Kicker Diskettes

LAN Adapter

See list for
LAPS*

PCI LAN Adapter in LAPS list

Within the OS/ 2 Warp Server package,
you will find two diskettes and two CDs.
Begin the installation by inserting the
"Installation Diskette for CD-ROM" into

Modem

9600 BPS

28.8 KBPS or better (for multiple
modems, use external, processor•
assisted, multiport serial card)

The good news is that OS/ 2 Warp contains support for just about all the hardware built in the past few years. By the
way, OS/ 2 Warp Server works great on the
wide variety of non-IBM disk controllers,
video boards, CD-ROMs, and motherboards that I personally tested in our lab.
Now, on to the installation itself!

Should You
Accept the
Installation
Defaults?
All of the hardware scanning during
installation is intended to simplify
your decision making. Even with all
of this automated hardware detection, however, you should still
review the proposed installation
choices for their "correctness."
For example, the installation
automatically chooses names
(based upon your name and company information) for your servers
and domains that you might not like
(I certainly didn't). You can blindly
keep pressing the Enter key and get
a workable installation, but reviewing and editing the options during
installation can make the outcome
of the installation more in line with
your particular corporate LAN
standards.

*LAN Adapter Protocol Support (LAPS) software provides device driver and protocol stack support.
LAPS was the name used in LAN Server 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0; it is now called Multiple Protocol
Transport Services (MPTS), but you will still see references to LAPS in MPTS. The list referred to is
Appendix 8, Supported Modems and Adapters, in the 0S/ 2 Warp Server "Up and Rttnnillgr' book.

Figure 1. 0S/2 Warp Server System Requirements

the A: drive, and CD number 1 into your
CD-ROM drive. Then reboot the machine.
After about a minute, you are asked to
insert the second diskette, "OS/ 2 Diskette
l for CD-ROM" (yes, the names of the
diskettes are goofy), then press the
Enter key.
It takes between two and four minutes to
read the two diskettes. During this peri·
od, the software scans your machine for a
wide range of hardware. The initial hardware scanning is needed so that the base
operating system, OS/ 2 Warp, can be
properly installed. Later in the installa•
tion-usually after a couple of automatic
reboots if disk formatting is requestedanother scan is done to determine the
type(s) of network adapter cards installed
in your machine. (This is sometimes
called a "sniffing" operation.)

Installation Decisions
After the two initial diskettes have been
completely read in and processed, you are
given a choice of two installation options:
easy or advanced.

In the easy installation, only the most
common options are available for installation. I prefer the advanced installation,
because it presents all available options
and features during the installation pro·
cess. (In fact, there is really nothing
advanced in the advanced installation-it
just sounds intimidating!) In this article,
we'll take the advanced installation route.
One of your first options is to select the
file system, which determines how the
disk is formatted. OS/ 2 provides three
different ways of formatting your disk for
data storage: FAT, HPFS, and HPFS386.
FAT (File Allocation Table), the most prim·
itive disk format, has been around since
day one of the PC and is the default for
systems that already have DOS/Windows.
A more efficient and powerful format is
HPFS (High-Performance File System),
which is a more common way to format
the disk for OS/ 2 systems. HPFS is better
than FAT because it is optimized for
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Personal Systems

Have you used
the reader service
card to request
fast, free
information
about the products
and se1•vices
advertised in
Personal Systems?

Caution.

With the heavy traffic of
new technology to choose
from in the personal
computer market, you need
to know about all the most
recent developments.

l ist• tht" advt"1•tise1•'s indt"x
to get the 1•t"ader servict"
numbe1•s of tht" p1•oducts
and st"rviees fm• which you
want to 1•ect"ive lite1•atu1•e.
( :it•ele the samt" numbe1•s
on the 1•eade1• se1•vice ca1•d
and fill out tht" necessaa•y
infm•mation.
Drop it in the mail ( at no
eharge!), and we'll give
your request the g1•een
light!
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mission-critical operations where large
volumes (greater than 500 megabytes)
and a large number of files are used.
HPFS has many advantages over FAT, such
as more efficient data organization on the
disk and some fault-tolerant capabilities.
The bottom line is that, unless you need
to boot to real DOS on the hard disk, you
should probably be using HPFS.

little or nothing on your hard disk.
Furthermore, you may find your ability to
make changes on the HPFS386 volume
extremely limited due to access controls
on the disk(s). (You'll be in an equally
bad situation if you attempt to use the
OS/2 Warp Utility diskettes from another
OS/2 Warp system.)
If you don't create a 386 HPFS recovery

The installation gives you the option of
reformatting your drive. If you decide
not to reformat your drive and you
already have a desktop in place, the
installation utility automatically migrates
your existing OS/2 desktop, settings, and
applications into OS/ 2 Warp Server.
If you are changing the file system type

from FAT to HPFS or if you just want a
clean start on the disk, you will want to
reformat your drive. The upside of formatting is that you always get a clean start,
but the downside is that you lose all of
the programs and data on that disk-formatting is a one-way trip to oblivion for
any existing data on your disk!

HPFS386 Upgrade in 0S/2 Warp
Server Advanced
If you already have HPFS on your
machine and you are installing OS/ 2
Warp Server Advanced, the installation
utility automatically upgrades your file
system from HPFS to HPFS386.
After OS/2 Warp Server Advanced is
installed, you will want to create a 386
HPFS recovery diskette. The 386 HPFS
recovery diskette replaces the OS/ 2 Warp
Install Diskette 1. This new diskette
allows you to access HPFS386 disk
partitions.
To create this diskette, insert the OS/2
Warp Server CD number 1 into the CDROM drive. Open the System Setup folder
and double-click on the "Create 386 HPFS
Diskette" icon. When prompted, insert a
blank 1.44 MB diskette and press Enter to
create the diskette. Save this diskette in a
safe place.

diskette and you ever need to boot from
diskettes, your only recourse is to find
another system running OS/2 Warp Server
Advanced and create the 386 HPFS
diskette on that system.
HPFS386 is an upgraded version of the
venerable HPFS that ships with OS/2
Warp. Whereas HPFS limits entries in an
access control list to 64, HPFS386 has no
limit. HPFS386 also has structural implementation details that allow it to run closer to the operating system and thereby
run faster (technically, HPFS386 runs at
processor Ring O privilege for tighter integration with the LAN adapter, which also
runs at Ring O; the result is faster network
responses to disk requests).

need the 386 HPFS diskette, but you will
get a rude surprise if you attempt to
repair your hard disk with the original
installation diskettes. When you boot
from the original OS/ 2 Warp Server installation diskettes, there may appear to be

Two versions of OS/2 Warp Server
are available: the base version and
OS/2 Warp Server Advanced.
The base version is suitable for
servers with 100 or fewer users.
The Advanced version is designed
for servers used by up to 1,000
users. The Advanced version accommodates more users by providing
HPFS386 and fault-tolerance features
that are not available in the base
version.
There is also a First Step package
consisting of the base OS/2 Warp
Server and licenses for 10 OS/2
Warp Server clients.

Who Are You?
The next part of the installation (shown
in Figure 2) prompts you for your name
and information regarding your work.
This information is used to automatically
create unique names for your OS/ 2 Warp
Server machine. As mentioned earlier,
while these names are created for your
convenience, I strongly recommend that
you verify them (you will see how to do
this shortly). Check that the automatically
created names conform to your corporate
standards. For example, your server might
need to be called "S1234xx" instead of
the name OS/2 Warp Server gives it.
For future reference, if you decide to reinstall at some point (without reformatting)
and neglect to fill in this information,
OS/2 Warp Server will remember and use
your most recent settings.
Hint! In OS/ 2 Warp Server's initial

Warning! You may feel that you won't

Base or
Advanced 0S/2
Warp Server?

release, the information fields are very
narrow (especially the company name
field) . Therefore, don't be too surprised
if you have to abbreviate in some of
the fields.

What's on the Menu?
Now that you have told OS/2 Warp Server
about yourself and your company, you
are presented with a dialog box showing
what is and isn't installed (see Figure 3).
In Figure 3, you can see that I installed
almost everything there is to install.
If you need to change any component

settings within OS/ 2 Warp Server, make
certain that you check the box to the left
of the service that will require review
or changes; you will be able to change
settings after you close (confirm) this
dialog box.
If you want to add or delete something,

first check the service and then click on
the "More ... " button to the right of the
service. By making changes in the dialog(s) that appear after you click on the
"More ... " button, you can control the
installation or removal of components
within services in OS/ 2 Warp Server.
After you complete your selection(s), click
on the OK button to proceed. If you made
mistakes and realize that you do not want
the selections to take effect, just click on
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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the "Cancel" button, and you will return
to the previous panel (who were you
again?).

l11for111<1t1on

Welcome to 0S/2 Waip Server installation.

You Say Tomato, I Say Potato

The following information will be used during
configuration to establish names for your workstation.
First name

Once you have selected the services you
want to add (or to modify, if this is not
your first installation), the OS/2 Warp
Server installation utility constructs a dialog similar to that shown in Figure 4. This
dialog is divided into left and right panels. The panel on the left is an outline
view of the services previously selected
for change (add/delete/modify). The trick
to configuring OS/ 2 Warp Server properly
is to select each of the entries, then confirm that the panel on the right reflects
your preferences.

Last name

ILieberman

!Philip

Department
!Magic Tricks

Company
!Lieberman Assoc

I

OK

Cancel

I/

Help

Figure 2. Tell Us About Yourself

This is the part of the installation where
you must pay close attention. Notice that
the outline view (the tree structure of
available options on the left side of the
window) contains two types of check
marks-solid and empty-and a red arrow,
as shown in the key on the right side of
Figure 4. Each check mark and arrow that
you choose in the left panel corresponds
to a series of settings that will appear in
the right panel.

OS / ? Wnrp Server SPtllp i-ind Installation

Select the services to Install, and then select More to choose
further details about that service.
Current Status
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Figure 3. What Would You Like to Add to OS/2 Warp Server?
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Use the default settings in the "advanced"
installation at your own risk. They may
not conform to your corporate naming
standards; also, the installation program
may not have identified all the hardware
needed for OS/ 2 Warp Server operation.

Key

~

"'.

Figure 4. Configuring Services in OS/2 Warp Server
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~

Welcome to Configuration

•

The solid red arrow represents setting(s)
that must be configured. A hollow check
mark means that the installation program
selected some sort of default setting for
you. When you click on a hollow check
mark, the right part of the panel changes
to present the details of the setting. If you
move to another check mark or arrow, the
setting that you reviewed turns to a solid
aquamarine check mark (as long as the
settings are reasonable).

~

If you use the "easy" installation path,
you will be methodically presented with
each default setting, shown in its own
dialog window. Each dialog window
requires either a confirmation or a change
of the value(s) and then a confirmation
(click on the OK button). "Easy" installation is designed for the new administrator, so that the most common installation
configurations can be accomplished with the
least trouble. The "advanced" configuration

,ft.
Installation Drive:

File and Print Sharing Services

le

1•1

Select the type of server you want to Install.

Reinitialize the domain control database.
Type a name or accept the default name (If specified)
both the server and the domain.
Server name

l1NTEL99
Domain name
IDMNPL1

Figure 5. Domain Configuration Option

gives you complete flexibility and the
ability to add and configure all of OS/ 2
Warp Server's features, although you must
be more diligent in checking and configuring your particular installation.

Configuring the Domain
The most important setting is the "File
and Print Sharing" check mark. When you
select the "File and Print Sharing" check
mark in the left panel, the right panel will
appear similar to the one in Figure 5.
If this machine is the first in the domain,
then you should select its role as domain
controller. In all cases, you should make
sure that you are happy with the domain
name as well as the name of the server
about to be installed.
It is important that all of the machines in

the domain refer to the same domain
name. Also, all of the servers on the network must have unique server names.
Having two servers with the same name,

even if they are in separate domains, will
cause severe operating problems!
Before you add more servers or backup
domain controllers, your primary domain
controller must be fully functional and
available to the other servers in the
domain. One of the first things that happens when the servers are installed is
that they synchronize with the primary
domain controller; therefore, if there is
no primary domain controller, installation will not occur properly on the member servers. By the way, you can have
only a single primary domain controller
per domain.
You may be wondering about the
"Reinitialize the domain control database"
option. If the machine on which you are
installing was the domain controller, then
you would normally want to migrate all of
the domain information into OS/2 Warp
Server. To enable migration of the domain
information, you must turn off this check
box. You also want to keep this check box
clear if you are reinstalling the software
on the domain controller (in case you
accidentally erased some critical files). If
this is the first domain controller in a
new domain, or your account database is
hopelessly corrupted, then you should
check the box.
Once you have chosen the names of the
servers and domains, as well as the role
for each machine, you then go through
the other check marks, verifying the
adapter settings and other settings,
depending upon what you selected
for installation.

After you check all of the settings, click
on the "Install" button. At this point, give
yourself a pat on the back-that's all there
is to the installation!-and go get a cup of
coffee. In about 30 to 45 minutes, and
after numerous automatic reboots, OS/ 2
Warp Server will be up and running, with
no further work on your part.

Simplicity!
OS/ 2 Warp Server provides a single, consistent interface for the installation and
configuration of OS/ 2 Warp, LAN Server,
LAN Distance, IBM SystemView, TCP/IP,
and more. In this article, you went
through the process, from creating the
kicker disks to configuring and installing
OS/ 2 Warp Server. Pretty simple, isn't it?

Philip Lieberman
is a well-known
author, lecturer, and
consultant. Phil is
also the owner of
Lieberman and
Associates, which
produces the LAN
Intensive Care
Utilities for IBM LAN
Server and now for
OS/2 Warp Server. His organization also
provides end-user support, corporate
software development, and all types of
training services for OS/2 and OS/2
products . Phil can be reached at:
Lieberman and Associates
221 N. Robertson Blvd., Suite C
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Phone: (800) 829-6263 or (310) 550-8575
Fax: (310) 550-1152
BBS: (310) 550-5980
CompuServe: 76426,363
Internet: l ani c u@i bm. net

Wor1d-Wide Web: http: //www. l ani cu. com
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0S/2 Warp Server
Performance Highlights
and Tuning Tips
This article updates the performance cap abilities of LAN Server 5. 0, a
key component of OS/2 Warp Server. It f eatures the OS/2 Warp Server
Tuning Assistant, a utility that assists a LAN administrator in configuring and tuning a system for optimum p erformance when several
OS/2 Warp Server services (applications that come with OS/2 Warp
Server) will coexist in that system.
S/ 2 Warp Server integrates several key IBM networking products into
a single package. These products include file and print sharing services,
systems management services, remote access services, backup and
recovery services, advanced print services, and Internet networking connectivity. OS/ 2 Warp Server will extend OS/ 2's industry leading market share of
application server installations with these additional functions.

0

The file and print sharing services, also known as LAN Server 5.0, are the
cornerstone of OS/ 2 Warp Server; they provide the basic file and print
sharing services needed in practically all network environments.
As a starting point in discussing LAN
Server 5.0's performance capability,
you might want to read the LanQuest
Labs report, dated October 1994, in
which LanQuest compared, evaluated,
and reported its findings on LAN Server
4.0, Windows NT Server 3.5, and NetWare 4.02. LanQuest found that IBM LAN Server 4.0 was faster than the other
two products in running a set of tests with industry-standard applications and
scripts. (For a copy of this repor~ call [800] IBM-4FAX and request document 2014.)

Ken Whitfield
IBM Corporation
Austin, Texas

IBM employed these same tests while developing and testing OS/ 2 Warp
Server. The hardware that IBM used was not identical to the hardware used
in the LanQuest Labs report, so LAN Server 4.0 was run on the new hardware
to provide an accurate basis for comparison.
These new tests showed that LAN Server 5.0 was faster than LAN Server 4.0
by 14 percent at the 400 equivalent client load and by 13 percent at the 800
equivalent client load. This improvement is attributed to better integration
with OS/ 2 and additional improvements in OS/ 2 Warp print performance.

DOS TCPBEUI Protocol Stack
In addition to LAN Server 5.0's improvement in file and print performance, a
major improvement was made to the DOS LAN Services (DLS) client's TCP/IP
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performance. A completely new DOS
TCPBEUI protocol stack is included with
the DLS client shipped with OS/ 2 Warp
Server. It is integrated in the installation
procedure and is as easy to install as
NetBEUI or LAN Support Program (LSP).
TCPBEUI is software that intercepts
NetBEUI protocol functions and maps
them into TCP/ IP protocol functions. This
enables LAN Server and its clients to use
TCP/ IP wide area connectivity, even
though both server and client normally
use the NetBEUI protocol to control data
flow over the network. The disadvantage
to this technique is the additional overhead and the resulting performance
impact of mapping from NetBEUI protocol
to TCP/IP protocol, and vice versa.
The TCPBEUI protocol stack shipped with
the DLS client in LAN Server 5.0 is dramatically improved over the one in LAN
Server 4.0. Whereas LAN Server 4.0 was
able to support only 40 equivalent clients
running the DLS 4.0 client TCPBEUI protocol stack, LAN Server 5.0 has been tested
up to a load of 800 equivalent clients with
no functional problems.
The performance of the new DLS client
TCPBEUI protocol stack is extremely good.
When running the file and print application tests used in LanQuest Labs' report,
DLS clients running the new TCPBEUI protocol stack can run as much as four times
faster than the DOS TCPBEUI protocol
stack shipped with LAN Server 4.0. Under
a moderately heavy server load, DOS
TCPBEUI is approximately 25 percent
slower than NetBEUI.

LAN Server must also be running the
TCPBEUI protocol to communicate with
DLS TCPBEUI clients. Although some additional CPU workload is placed upon LAN
Server when compared with running the
NetBEUI protocol, this workload is usually
insignificant, because file and print
servers normally under-utilize the CPU
resource.
Because file and print servers are usually
under-utilized, in most cases you won't be
able to distinguish TCPBEUI performance
from that of NetBEUI. This means that
dual protocol stacks are not necessary to
maintain good local performance along
with wide area connectivity, so valuable
memory can be saved in DOS machines.
Another significant addition to the DLS
client for LAN Server 5.0 is a TCP/ IP protect mode stack that runs under Windows
3.1 or Windows 95. Like TCPBEUI, it provides TCP/IP wide area connectivity, but
with the additional benefit of requiring
no conventional memory.

IBM OS/2 Warp Server
Tuning Assistant
The OS/ 2 Warp Server Tuning Assistant is
an extension of the LAN Server 4.0
Tuning Assistant. (See the article "LAN
Server 4.0 Performance, Capacity
Enhancements, and Tuning Tips" in
Personal Systems magazine, May/June
1995, for a description of the LAN Server
4.0 Tuning Assistant.) In LAN Server 5.0,
the Tuning Assistant is extended to allow
system configuration and tuning when
additional OS/ 2 Warp Server services will
coexist with the LAN Server 5.0 file and
print services. Note that the Tuning
Assistant is installed and available only if
the file and print services are installed.
The Tuning Assistant can assist you in two
important tasks. It can allocate NetBIOS
resources among the various installed services as well as among other installed
OS/ 2 applications. It can also efficiently
allocate system memory between the various services and other applications to
provide good overall system performance.
The Tuning Assistant is executed without
user input when the install process completes, and it automatically configures the
system's NetBIOS resources and memory.
When you install OS/ 2 Warp Server, the
system is configured to provide good

performance in most environments, but it
may not be optimal for your particular needs.

Hint: Launching the Tuning Assistant
enables you to define the requirements
for services and applications running on
the system, including NetBIOS and memory resources for applications not included
in OS/ 2 Warp Server. Custom tuning your
system this way provides the best system
performance.
Additional information, such as the number of clients to be supported by certain
services, provides even more detail to aid
configuration and tuning. When Tuning
Assistant knows this information, it can
calculate new values for key parameters,
then update the system's configuration
files when you are satisfied with the
results. The system always makes backup
copies of all configuration file changes.
The changes that Tuning Assistant makes
to system configuration files improve systemwide performance most of the time.
To obtain the best results, however, you
must be prepared to provide accurate
memory and NetBIOS data for the various
installed applications.

Solving NetBIOS Restrictions
with Tuning Assistant
NetBIOS has existed since the earliest PC
networking days. Its architecture did not
anticipate some of the changes that
occurred when networks expanded into
enterprise and global geographical entities. For example, NetBIOS limits a system
to only two network interface cards
(NICs) with a maximum of 254 sessions
per NIC. These limits were extended to
four NICs and 1,016 sessions with the
advent of busmaster NICs, which allow up
to four NICs per system using LAN Server
for file and print sharing.
This section discusses some additional
NetBIOS restrictions and how they are
handled in OS/ 2 Warp Server. A clarification of terminology will help in understanding the following material.
NetBIOS is an application programming
interface (API), not a protocol. Along
with this API, an underlying network
protocol is required; implementations
include NetBEUI, LAN Support Program
(DXMJ0MOD), NetBIOS over TCP/ IP, etc.

Unless otherwise stated, NetBIOS in this
article refers to both the AP! and the protocol. Reference is also made to the
NetBEUI protocol to discuss specific data
structure considerations.

Constra ints of the NetBEUI
Data Segment
One NetBIOS restriction that must be
addressed is that the size of a certain set
of parameter data structures cannot
exceed 64 KB, since some of the NetBIOS
code uses 64 KB memory segments. The
NetBEUI 64 KB segment can cause problems if the combination of these parameters exceeds 64 KB, which results in a
configuration where NetBIOS will not
start until the values of some of the
parameters are reduced. The NetBEUI
data segment's content and default values
in OS/ 2 Warp Server are shown in Figure I.
Some of the NetBIOS code has been
rewritten to eliminate some 64 KB segment restrictions. For example, during
NetBIOS initialization, a message may
appear saying that a 32-bit data segment
is being used. The NetBEUI parameters
sessions and namecache have been
moved from 64 KB data segments to larger data segments.
Because several OS/ 2 Warp Server services use NetBIOS resources, you might
expect that NetBIOS configuration could
be problematic. The design approach for
NetBIOS configuration was to set the critical NetBEUI parameters to their maximum
values within the constraints of the 64
KB data segment size. The NetBIOS
resources are allocated to the various services as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 mentions LAN Server Advanced.
OS/ 2 Warp Server is also available as
OS/ 2 Warp Server Advanced, which
includes LAN Server Advanced. LAN
Server Advanced's additional functions
include:
■

High-Performance File System
(HPFS386)

■

Improved file and print performance
and capacity

■

Fault tolerance via disk mirroring

■

Per-user disk limit management capability

Readers experienced with NetBIOS might
observe that the installation of LAN
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Value
(bytes)

Data Size
(bytes)

Total Size

254

64

16,256

Names

42

76

3,192

Packets

330

108

35,640

Selectors

15

10

150

Datagram packets

10

124

1,240

8

148

1,184

NetBEUI Parameter
Commands (NCBs)

Looppackets
Overhead

7,620

Total

65,282

Maximum Size

65,535

Figure 1. NetBEUI 64 KB Data Segment

Service

Sessions

Commands

Names

Remote Access

9

27

1

Systems Management
(Software Distribution
Client option)

5

51

7

Systems Management
(Software Distribution
Server option)

29

94

8

LAN Server

32

50

18

8

8

2

100

220

18

8

8

2

+ Network SignON

Coordinator
LAN Server Advanced
+ Network SignON

Coordinator
Figure 2. Default NetBIDS Resource Allocations

Server Advanced and either version of
systems management services requires
more NetBIOS commands than are available on a single NIC (254). This is where
Tuning Assistant comes into play.
When you start the Tuning Assistant,
it examines a configuration file,
WSC0NFIG.CFG, looking for the keyword All Products, then it parses that
line to identify the services installed in
the system where Tuning Assistant is
being executed.
It then reduces the LAN Server Advanced
NetBIOS resource requests in the netl
line of the I BM LAN. IN I file by an amount
sufficient to allow the other installed services to obtain the resources specified in
Figure 2.'
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more than two N!Cs. This 64 KB data
segment is used to keep information
about commands, also referred to as network control blocks (NCBs). The formula in
Figure 3 shows the condition to be satisfied
to ensure that the total amount of data
to be kept in the 64 KB NetBIOS data
segment does not exceed its capacity of
65,535 bytes.
Tuning Assistant incorporates routines
that check both the NetBEUI and NetBIOS
64 KB data segments. If the parameter settings for the NetBEUI data segment exceed
64 KB boundary, the parameter's packets
and names will be reduced until the limit
is no longer exceeded. Packets was
chosen to be reduced because it is the
biggest overall contributor, and the resulting
performance impact is negligible. Name s
was chosen to be reduced because most
NetBIOS applications use very little of this
resource.
If the combination of NetBIOS NCBs,
Requester NCBs, NetBIOS Bindings, and
Requester Bindings causes the NetBIOS
data segment to exceed the 64 KB boundary, Tuning Assistant increases the values
of the x2 paran1eters in the netl , net2, ...
lines of the I BM LAN . IN I file. Increasing
the number of Requester Bindings, as
shown in lines 4 and 5 of Figure 4, produces the same effect as increasing the
value of x2-that is, it increases the Total
Requester NCBs, which then reduces the
amount of data to be contained in the
NetBIOS 64 KB data segment (see the formula in Figure 3). Approximately 456 NCB
data structures can be stored in this data
segment when NetBIOS has bindings to
four adapters; you may use this value for
estimation purposes.

Because LAN Server's requester (LAN
Requester) component is an OS/2 installable file system, it loads and initializes
during system configuration. This initialization includes requesting the NetBIOS
resources specified in the IBM LAN. IN I
netl line from the total available
NetBIOS resources, which are defined in
the PROTOCOL. IN I file. Consequently,
the total NetBIOS resources available
for other NetBIOS applications can be
restricted by the LAN Requester's resource
specification.

Configuring the 64 KB NetBIOS data segment can become quite complex, because
there are many combinations of services
that may be installed, possibly using different N!Cs as well as different ways of
binding LAN Distance Connection Server
to LAN Server. Tuning Assistant addresses
these situations and configures NetBIOS
resources for proper operation and good
performance.

Constraints of the NetBIOS
Data Segment
A second data segment restriction specific
to the NetBIOS API must be addressed
if the system configures NetBIOS to use

'During a re-installation of 0S/ 2 Warp Server, the
SYSVIEW.CFG file is examined to determine
whether a software distribution client or server
is installed.

'
If you have special configuration needs,

a use-as-is utility tool, TUNENB. EXE, is
available that lets you quickly experiment with different values of the parameters that affect both the etBIOS and
NetBEUI 64 KB data segments. To obtain
TUNENB. EXE , download the self-extracting
pkzip file TUNENBZP. EXE using anonymous FTP from ftp software. i bm.
com in the directory fp s /products/

(Total NetBIOS NCBs - Total Requester NCBs) • 95
+ (Total NetBIOS NCBs - Total Requester NCBs - 15) • 15
+ (NetBIOS Bindings) • 990
- (Requester Bindings) • 990
+ 11310
must be less than or equal to 65,535.
■

Total NetBIOS NCBs is the value of NCBs in the PROTOCOL. INI file multiplied by
the number of NetBIOS bindings to NICs (also called network adapter cards). See
NetBIOS Bindings below for more detail.

■

Total Requester NCBs is the sum of the x2 parameters on the netl, net2 •...
lines in the I BM LAN - IN I file.

■

NetBIOS Bindings is the number of bindings of NetBIOS to NICs and is equal to
the number of drivers specified in the Bindings - line in the NetBEUI section of
the PROTOCOL. INI file. The LAN Distance PDFH_ nif driver, the TCPBEU l _ n if
driver, and the IP xNB_ n if driver count as bindings in this parameter.

■

Requester Bindings is the number of LAN Requester bindings to NICs and is equal
to the number of netl, net2, ... lines in the IBMLAN. INI file.

lan/tool s .

OS/2 Warp Server
Memory Allocation
OS/ 2 Warp Server, in addition to including the base OS/ 2 Warp operating system,
offers the ability to run many services, of
which all or any combination may be
installed and active on a system.
Since memory is a limited and expensive
resource that can dramatically affect
performance, you must understand the
various services' memory requirements
to properly size the system. Figure 5
shows the memory requirements for an
operational system. The memory values
are "working-set" numbers, meaning that
the specified amount of memory was
touched (used) during a defined time
period. For each service, the memory values were measured when only that service was active and performing its typical
functions. The memory requirements in
Figure 5 should be considered minimum
requirements, because the number of
active clients was not large.
You should size your system memory
requirements by adding the memory
requirements for the base operating system plus each service that will be concurrently active. A generous allowance for
file-system cache is important for good
file and print sharing (LAN Server)
performance. (See the document titled
IBM OS/ 2 Warp Server Up and Running:
Planning Overview, which accompanies
the OS/ 2 Warp Server product, for more
information about system memory sizing.)
Another important Tuning Assistant function allocates as much memory as possible
to the file-system cache LAN Server is using.
Recall that when Tuning Assistant starts,
it determines the amount of memory in
the system, examines the configuration
file (WSCONFIG.CFG) for the keyword
All Products , and parses that line to

.•
••
Figure 3. Formula to Ensure No Data Overflow

• • I

•;

•

; I

:,

I

I

Requester
Bindings
to NICs

Total (Using
Formula in
Figure 3)
29,015

254x1NIC

l00xlNIC

1

254 x 2 NICs

100 x 1 NJC

2

254 x 3 NICs

100 x 1 NIC

3

254 x 3 NICs

100 x 2 NICs

3

2

73,895 •

254 x 3 NICs

100 x 3 NICs

3

3

61,905

19lx3NICs

lO0xlNIC

3

1

57,211
86,875 *

65,095

* Exceeds 64 KB limit and would prevent NetBJOS from initializing.

Figure 4. Examples of 64 KB NetBIOS Data Segment Calculations

identify the services installed on that
system. Tuning Assistant conservatively
assumes that all installed services will be
active concurrently and sets aside the
memory specified in Figure 5 for the identified services. Most of the remaining
system memory is then assigned to the
file-system cache.
Tuning Assistant changes the appropriate
configuration files to set the cache size.
This approach should provide enough
memory for all installed services to run
well (assuming that the system memory is
properly sized), with LAN Server performance only minimally affected by a
reduced file-system cache size. Tuning

Assistant issues a warning message if the
installed system memory is insufficient.

Caution: If you intend to run additional
applications on your system, or will be
providing services for a substantial number of clients, you must provide application memory information to Tuning
Assistant to avoid too much memory
being assigned to the file-system cache.
You will know this has occurred if your
system slows down when loading and executing applications as a result of memory
being swapped out to disk. See the section titled "Using Tuning Assistant to
Reserve Memory for Applications" later in
this article.
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • MAY/JUNE 1996
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Operating System

Mem. Req. (in MB)

Base Operating System (OS/2 Warp)

4.0

Services

Mem. Req. (in MB)

Remote Access (LAN Distance Connection Server)

3.3

Systems Management (SystemView)

6.7

Backup and Recovery (Personally Safe and Sound)

1.9

Advanced Print (Print Services Facility)

1.8

File and Print Sharing (LAN Server 5.0)

6.1

File and Print Sharing - Advanced
(LAN Server 5.0 Advanced)

7.1

Figure 5. IBM 0S/2 Warp Server Memory Requirements

Customizing Your System
Memory Allocation

Reserving NetBIOS Resource
for Applications

It is likely that many OS/ 2 Warp Server
installations will not run all the installed
services concurrently. If this is your situation, you can improve your system's file
and print sharing performance by increasing the size of the file-system cache.
Tuning Assistant's flexibility helps you
accomplish this.

You can use Tuning Assistant to reserve
NetBIOS resource and memory for other
applications that you want to run on your
OS/ 2 Warp Server system. Click on the
"Tuning Assistant Services" tab, then click
on the right arrow to turn pages to view
the names of other applications that you
may have installed. Most of these application selections existed in the previous
Tuning Assistant version but are not integrated into Tuning Assistant as well as the
OS/ 2 Warp Server services are integrated.
For the most part, reserving NetBIOS
resources is the only effect of clicking on
these application check boxes.

Start Tuning Assistant and click on the
new Services tab. There, you see check
boxes for "LAN Distance Connection
Server" and for "Administrator Console."
Tuning Assistant places a check in these
check boxes when it determines that these
services are installed on the system. You
can tell Tuning Assistant not to reserve
memory for these services by removing
the check in either or both check boxes as
appropriate for your system.
To verify that memory is no longer
reserved for this service(s), click on the
Test Data tab and watch the APP RAM
memory value change. The result is an
increased file-system cache size and better
file and print sharing performance.
The backup and recovery services and the
advanced print services are not externalized in Tuning Assistant. If these services
will not be concurrently active on the
OS/ 2 Warp Server system, you can manually edit the file-system cache configuration files to increase the cache size by
increasing the appropriate memory
value(s) shown in Figure 5.
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enables that product to be easily configured. Clicking on its check box affects
only parameters in a LAN Server 5.0
Advanced file, HP FS386 . IN I.

Clicking on the "Lotus Notes on Server"
check box causes Tuning Assistant to
increase both xl and x2 in the netl line
in the IBM LAN - IN I file by the amount
specified in the "Maximum Concurrent
Users" entry field. The total is evenly
divided if there are multiple net lines
(bindings to NICs). The default protocol
for Lotus Notes is NetBIOS, which actually
uses LAN Requester's resources instead of
going directly to NetBIOS; consequently,
LAN Requester's resources are increased
to accommodate Lotus Notes.
It is possible that Lotus Notes is configured to use actual NetBIOS resources;
Lotus Notes calls that protocol EENB. If
that is your situation, you should use the
"Other NetBIOS Applications" check box
(described later in this article) instead of
the "Lotus Notes on Server" check box.
The "LAN Server Ultimedia" check box
added to this release of Tuning Assistant

The changes made to the HP FS386. IN I
file specify how many big buffers to
allocate when the file system is started.
You can use the "Maximum Concurrent
Users" entry field to increase the value
for the fspreal l oc parameter in the
HFPS386. INI file from its minimum of
two big buffers at start time to the minimum plus the value entered in the
"Maximum Concurrent Users" entry field.
If the "Dedicated Ultimedia Server" pushbutton is on, the 386 HPFS cache size is
set to its minimum value to make all
memory available for multimedia file
transfer. Caution: If your system will be
supporting normal file and print sharing
functions, the "Ultimedia and File Server"
pushbutton must be on to avoid severe
performance degradation caused by the
minimum file-system cache.

Note: For more information about the
fsprealloc and srvprealloc parameters, use a text editor to view the comments in the HP FS386. IN I file.
Clicking on the "LAN Network Manager
on Server" check box or clicking on the
"Communications Manager/ 2" check box
causes parameter changes only in the
LANDD_nif section of the PROTOCOL. INI
file. This has no effect on Tuning Assistant's NetBIOS or memory allocation
algorithms.
Clicking on the "DB2/ 2 on Server" check
box causes Tuning Assistant to set aside
45 NCBs, plus the total number of sessions specified in the two entry fields for
"Number of DOS and OS/ 2 Requesters,"
for the DBZ/2 product to use. As a result,
you will probably observe a decrease in
the xl and x2 parameters in the netl.
net2, ... linesofthe IBMLAN.INI file.
This decrease is intended to reduce the
NetBIOS resources claimed by LAN
Requester at initialization, so that a sufficient amount will be available when DB2
is started. This scheme is based upon
an older version of DB2 than is now
available, and it may not be the best way
to configure your system for DB2. The
following section outlines another method
that should yield better results.

From the "D82 on Server" check box, one
more right-arrow click brings up a panel
with a check box labeled "Other NetBIOS
applications." Under this check box are
the entry fields: "Number of Commands,"
"Number of Sessions," and "Number of
Names." I strongly recommend that these
entry fields be used to identify to Tuning
Assistant any NetBIOS requirements for
products or applications that are not OS/ 2
Warp Server services. (Those requirements should be available in the products'
or applications' specifications.) Tuning
Assistant uses the values given for commands, sessions, and names in its calculations and makes adjustments accordingly.
Since sessions and NCBs (commands) are
already set at their maximum value of
254, additional requirements must be
satisfied by a reduction in the LAN
Requester's NetBIOS resources, i.e., a
decrease in the xl and x2 parameters in
the netl line of the IBMLAN. INI file. If
more than 254 sessions or commands are
needed to satisfy the new requirements
and to maintain reasonable performance
for LAN Server, Tuning Assistant displays
a warning message that says additional
adapters are recommended.
Most NetBIOS applications use very few
of the names resources. If your product
or application specification requires a lot
of names, you should be aware of the
following detail.
Earlier in this article, I described the
NetBEUI 64 KB data-segment constraint.
Figure 1 shows that names is one of the
parameters that must be stored in this
data segment. An increase in names must
be accompanied by a decrease in one of
the other parameters. Tuning Assistant
uses an algorithm that takes the initial
values of packets and names and alternately reduces one, then the other, until
the 64 KB limit is satisfied. This means
that you must specify a larger value for
names than you actually need. Tuning
Assistant's trial calculations provide an
easy way to zero in on the right number.
Configuring NetBIOS resources for additional applications is more complicated
when multiple N!Cs are used in the system. Tuning Assistant can determine how

the OS/2 Warp Server services are configured to the NICs but has no provision to
obtain this information about additional
applications. Consequently, it configures
the N!Cs as though the applications were
using all of them.
Tuning Assistant must also ensure that
the NetBIOS 64 KB data-segment constraint is satisfied. For this reason, you
may see unexpected values for xl and
x2 in the netl. net2 .... lines of the
IBM LAN. IN I file. To improve LAN Server
5.0 performance or capacity, you can modify the netl. net2 .... lines in the
I BM LAN. IN I file, after Tuning Assistant
has been run, with values that satisfy the
formula given in Figure 3.

Using Tuning Assistant to
Reserve Memory for
Applications
Clicking on the Server major tab, then
clicking twice on the right arrow brings
up a panel that enables you to reserve
memory in your system for applications
not included in OS/2 Warp Server.
Click on the "Support user logged on to
the server" check box. After determining
(by consulting the specifications) how
much application memory is needed,
you can enter the amount of memory into
the "Application Reserve Memory" entry
field. Tuning Assistant adds this value
into its calculations to determine how
much of the system memory is available
to assign to file-system cache. I strongly
recommend that you use this entry field
to identify to Tuning Assistant the memory requirements for the additional applications that will be running on an OS/ 2
Warp Server system. You should also use
the "Application Reserve Memory" entry
field when any of the OS/ 2 Warp Server
services will be running in a multi-client
configuration that requires more memory
than that specified in Figure 5.
A final point about application memory
specifications: Often, the numbers are
given as a total-system size rather than
working-set size. If this is your situation,
the memory specification may be reduced
by 4 MB, the size of the base operating
system, to approximate the working set.
The working-set number will give Tuning
Assistant a more appropriate value for
properly tuning and configuring the
system.

Tips About Other Changes
from LAN Server 4.0
to OS/2 Warp Server
The following sections contain information about enhanced features of LAN
Server 4.0 contained in OS/ 2 Warp
Server.

New 386 HPFS Default Cache Size
The calculation to determine the default
value for the 386 HPFS cache
(cachesi ze) has been changed.
Previously, if less than 20 MB of memory
was available after OS/ 2 Warp and LAN
Server were loaded, then 20 percent of
the available memory would be assigned
to cachesize. But if more than 20 MB of
memory was available, then 60 percent of
that memory would be assigned to
cachesi ze.
To provide a more consistent increase in
cachesi ze with increases in system
memory, the default cachesi ze is determined as shown in Figure 6.
Available memory is determined by the
386 HPFS file system software at initialization and is the total system memory
minus OS/ 2 Warp memory requirements
(about 4 MB) and LAN Server 5.0 Advanced
memory requirements (about 7 MB).
Hint: This default 386 HPFS cachesize will

be replaced at the completion of the
installation process by the value that
Tuning Assistant calculated for cachesize.
To obtain the values given in Figure 6,
you must remove the cachesize parameter
from the HP FS386. IN I file.

24-Bit DMA Questions Eliminated
The LAN Server 4.0 (Advanced only)
installation procedures included two
panels that asked the user to indicate if
the system contained any network
adapter cards (busmaster type) and disk
adapter cards that supported 24-bit direct
memory addressing (DMA). If you were
unsure and accepted the default response,
then performance would not be optimum
in a system that had the required 24-bit
OMA adapters. (Note: The likelihood of
your system having either a busmastertype network adapter or a disk adapter
that does not support 24-bit OMA is very
small.)
The IBM OS/ 2 Warp Server installation
procedure does not ask these questions
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Available Memory

386 HPFS Cachesize

0 MB - ( 4 MB minus one byte)

256 KB

4 MB - ( 6 MB minus one byte)

506 KB

7 MB - ( 8 MB minus one byte)

838 KB

9 MB - (10 MB minus one byte)

1,222 KB

11 MB - (12 MB minus one byte)

1,652 KB

15 MB - (16 MB minus one byte)

2,630 KB

19 MB - (20 MB minus one byte)

3,748 KB

23 MB - (24 MB minus one byte)

4,992 KB

27 MB - (28 MB minus one byte)

6,350 KB

31 MB - (32 MB minus one byte)

7,812 KB

32 MB - (96 MB minus one byte)

(available memory minus 24 MB)

96 MB+ (available memory• 0.75)
Figure 6. Defaull 386 HPFS Cachesize in LAN Server 5.0 Advanced

Parameters:
/0:Domain name
/S:Server name
/T:Server type
/P:Package type

/M:xxx
/A:x
/U

but instead automatically detects known
network adapters of this type, and during
the installation process posts an error
message warning of the reduced performance. A disk adapter that does not support 24-bit OMA cannot be detected during the installation process but will be
detected and reported when LAN Server
5.0 Advanced is started. Instructions for
remedial actions are provided in the error
message.

Updated Tuning Assistant
Command-Line Options
Figure 7 lists parameters you can use
when executing the Tuning Assistant
program (WSTUNE. EXE) from the OS/ 2
command line in the \ IBM LAN subdirectory.
If /U is used on a system with no LAN
Server installed, then the I T parameter
must also be used. This is because Tuning
Assistant uses a net API call to determine
server type, and if no server is installed,
the API fails.

User-supplied files must be in the same
directory as WSTU NE . EXE. If the "Apply"
pushbutton is pressed, these files are
changed and no backups are created.

Example:
WSTUNE /0:00MNAME /S:SRVNAME /T:DC /P:ADVANCED /M:32 /A:2 /U
■

Domain name is used only to display a domain name on the first panel.

■

Server name is used only to display a server name on the first panel.

■

Server type is either AS for additional server or DC for domain controller.

■

Package type is either Entry or Advanced.

■

/M: xxx is the memory in MB.

■

I A: x is the number of adapters being used by LAN Server (1 to 4 only).

■

/U specifies to use user-supplied files. The possible user-supplied files are:
- CONFIG.SYS-Cache settings (x:\boot drive)
- IBM LAN. IN I-LS settings (x: \ i bm l an directory)
- PROTOCOL. IN I-MPTS settings (x: \ i bmcom directory)
- HPFS386. IN I-HPFS386 settings (x: \ i bm386fs directory)
- WCLLOCAL. I NI-LAN Distance settings (x: \wa l directory)
- WSCONFI G. CFG-OS/2 Warp Server install settings (x: \os2\ i nsta 11 directory)
- SYSV I EW. CFG-SystemView settings (x: \os2\ i nsta 11 directory)

Figure 7. Tuning Assistant Parameters
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TCP/IP CID Client/Server
Setup Procedure
This article provides a step-by-step procedure for building a TCP/ IP
OS/ 2 remote installation code server using tlie LAN CID Utility (LCU) as
tlie software distribution manager (SDM). NetBIOS is not being used!
Tlie procedure guides y ou tlirougli installing tlie TCP/ IP CID code server; setting up OS/2 Warp, LAPS, and TCP/ IP 2. O; and building tlie LAN
Transport (LT) client boot diskettes. It also enables you to incorporate
previous, current, and future OS/ 2 versions and its platform of applications (Communication Manager/ 2, LAN Server, etc.) into one structured directory tree on a single computer.

Figure 1 shows the executables used during an LCU installation via etBIOS,
NetWare, or TCP /IP. Notice that the
SR VREXX. EXE file is always used to load
the LCU REXX support and that the
CASAGENT . EXE file is used only in a
NetBIOS/ SRVIFS environment.
This TCP/IP CID client/server setup procedure was tested using the following server
hardware and software:

he procedure in this article does not use NetBIOS as the method of
transport (as did previous articles), but rather it uses the TCP/IP protocol. Although, compared
with TCP/ IP, NetBIOS is easy to
configure, it is not routable like
Remote Installation
TCP/IP unless you use the new
NetBIOS emulation over TCP /IP
protocol.

T

Redirected

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of
what I consider to be the two
categories of remote installation
under OS/ 2: CID and redirected.
Note that configuration/installation/ distribution (CID) is a specification, not a product.

Software Distribution Manager
(SDM)

NvDM/2

SYSINST2.EXE

RSPINST.EXE

REMOTE20

Erik Mintz
IBM Corporation
Austin , Texas

A CID installation can be implemented in one of two ways
using what are known as software distribution managers:
■

■

LAN cm Utility (LCU), a set
of REXX procedures
etView Distribution
Manager/ 2, a Presentation
Manager (PM) application

y

Notes:
LCU - Set of REXX Procedures
NvDM/ 2 - 0S/ 2 Application

LCU CMD File

Figure 1. Remote Installation Flowchart
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■ Intel 80486 processor with 16 MB

RAM, 1.44 MB 3.5-inch diskette drive
configured as drive A:, and 200 MB of
hard disk space
■

Token-Ring network

■ 16/4 IBM Token-Ring Adapter (ISA or

Micro Channel)
■

OS/ 2 Warp

■

Multiple Protocol Transport Services
(MPTS), CSD level WR08105 suggested

■

LAN Adapter and Protocol Support
(LAPS), CSD level WR07045 suggested

■

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 2.0

■

TCP/ IP for OS/ 2, CSD level UN50382

■

Network File System (NFS) CSD level
UN52836

■

■

Utilities from The CID Guide CD-ROM
(GG24-4295)
PKZIP2.EXE

This procedure was tested using the following client hardware:
■

Intel 80386SX or greater with 10 MB
RAM (minimum), 1.44 MB 3.5-inch
diskette drive configured as drive A:,
and 120 MB of hard disk space

■ 16/4 IBM Token-Ring Adapter (ISA or

Micro Channel)
The procedure is broken up into six
sections:
1. Code server setup
2. OS/ 2 Warp setup

Step 1.03: Install LAPS (WR07045) on
your primary partition, keeping the same
adapter driver and protocol. After the
installation is complete, shut down and
reboot.
Step 1.04: Install TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 on
your primary partition. After the installation is complete, shut down and reboot.
Step 1.05: Install TCP/ IP for OS/ 2
UN50382 on your primary partition. After
the installation is complete, shut down
and reboot.
Step 1.06: Install NFS on your primary
partition, then shut down and reboot.
After TCP/ IP and NFS are installed, configured, and running, click on the TCP/IP
configuration object and follow the steps
below to create a c: \ tcpi p\etc\exports
file:

1. Click on the "autostart" tab.
2. Enable the following services: NFS
Server, Remote File Systems, and
Portmapper.
3. Click on the "NFS" tab.
4. Click on page 2.
5. Add the following directories with the
following access rights:
\ci d
- read only
\ci d\ log - read/write
\cid\rsp - read only

3. LAPS setup

6. Save and exit the TCP/IP configuration.

4. TCP/IP setup

7. Shut down and reboot.

5. LAN CID Utility setup

6. LAN Transport (LT) client boot
diskettes creation

Code Server Setup
Step 1.01: Install OS/ 2 Warp. Create a
100 MB primary partition (drive C:) for
OS/ 2 Warp and format the remainder of
your disk drive as an extended logical
partition (drive D:) for your code server. I
suggest using FAT for drive C: and HPFS for
drive D:.
Step 1.02: Install LAPS from TCP/IP
on your primary partition, then configure LAPS with the LAN adapter (IBM
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Token-Ring Network Adapter) and IBM
TCP/IP protocol. After the installation is
complete, shut down and reboot.
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If correctly installed and configured, the
following TCP/IP services will appear in
your Window List: po rtmap. exe,
nfsd. exe, and NFS Control Program.
Step 1.07: On drive D:, create the directory
structure shown below:

d:\cid
d:\cid\client
d:\cid\compile
d:\cid\dll
d:\cid\exe
d:\cid\img
d:\cid\img\lcu
d:\cid\img\sample

d:\cid\img\sample\tcpip
d:\cid\img\tcpip
d:\cid\img\tcpip\bin
d:\cid\img\tcpip\dll
d:\cid\img\tcpip \ etc
d:\cid\log
d:\cid\log\lcu
d:\cid\rsp
d:\cid\scratch
Step 1.08: Copy MPTS disk 3 (Utilities)
to a working directory (d : \ c i d \
scratch) on your code server, then
unpack the files necessary for your code
server:

1. Insert MPTS disk 1 into drive A: and
type copy a:\pkunzip2.exe
d:\cid\scratch
2. Insert MPTS disk 3 into drive A: and
typexcopy a: d:\cid\scratch I s
3. Execute the instructions below:
cd d:\cid\scratch
pkunzip2 applets\mptsaplt.zip
applets
pkunzip2 lcu\lcu.zip lcu
copy lcu d:\cid\img\lcu
copy applets\cas*.* d: \ cid\
compile
4. Copy PKZI P. EXE to d: \ci d\ scratch
(client or user must obtain PKZI P. EXEshown in hardware/software list earlier
in this article)
Step 1.09: From the c: \ tcpi p directory
(assuming you installed TCP/IP in that
directory), perform the following steps to
copy some files that are necessary to set
up your code server:

1. From the code server's c: \ tcpi p\bin
directory, copy the files below to
d:\cid\img\tcpip\dll
arp.exe
cntrl.exe
ifconfig.exe
ifndis.sys
inet.sys
mount.exe
nfsctl.exe
nfs2000.exe
nfsbiod.exe
2. From the code server's c: \ tcpi p\dl l
directory, copy rpcdl l . dl l and
tcpi pdl l . dll to
d:\cid\img\tcpip\dll

Step 1.10: This step copies some utilities
from The CID Guide CD-ROM to your
code server. Place the CD-ROM in the
drive and execute the commands below
(where x: refers to the drive letter of your

CD-ROM):
copy x:\tcpip\hosts
d : \cid\img\tcpip\etc
xcopy x:\tcpip d:\cid\img\
sample\tcpip /s
xcopy x : \utility
d:\cid\img\sample Is

Step 1. 11: Execute the following commands, which require The CID Guide
CD-ROM:

1. Type copy x:\tcpip\hosts
c:\tcpip\etc
2. Edit this file to add your hostname and
the IP address of your NFS server. (You
can delete the existing entries in this
file.) Then execute the following
commands:
copy c:\tcpip\etc\hosts
d:\cid\img\tcpip\et c
copy c:\tcpip\etc\hosts
d:\cid\img\sample\t cpip

/*Add'l REXX functions to delete c:\tcpseed.cmd,
/*c:\crenvvar.exe, and the c:\tcpseed directory

ca 11 rxfuncadd • sys 1oadfuncs •• • rexxut il • • • sys 1 oadfuncs •
call sysloadfuncs
' del c:\crenvvar.exe'
'del c:\tcpseed.cmd'
call sysfiletree 'c:\tcpseed\*.*', 'file', 'SF'
do 1- 1 to file.a
parse var file. i . . . . filename .
'del' filename
end
call sysfiletree 'c:\tcpseed'. 'file'. 'D '
do i - 1 to file . a
parse var file.i . . . . filename .
·rd· filename
end/* do*/
Figure 2. Step 1.15

1. Change all references from os2 v211 to
os2v3a (this is a global change)

4. Insert disk 7 into drive A: and execute

2. Add x: \ i mg\ l cu to the path statement
on line 51 as shown below
l i ne=l i nellscllC l tarv II'
\TCPIP\aL L;X:\D LL \os2 v3a ; X:
\IMG\LCU ; ' IICltDr v II'
\IBMC0M\DLL; '

unpack2 a:\cid
d:\cid\exe\os2v3a
unpack2 a:\required
d : \cid\exe\os2v3a
/n:rspinst.exe
unpack2 a:\required
d:\cid\rsp\os2v3a
/n : sample.rsp
copy d:\cid\rsp\os2v3a\
sample.rsp
d:\cid\rsp\os2v3a\d efault.rsp

Step 1.12: Create the file
c : \ tcpi p \etc\ re sol v and place your
domain name and nameserver information in this file (see the example). Then
copy it to d : \cid\img\tcpip\etc.

Step 1.15: Add the REXX statements in

Sample domain name:
bocaraton . ibm.com
Sample nameserver: 9. 83. 1 a. 2

0S/2 Warp Setup

Step 1.13: Edit d:\cid\img\sample\
tcpi p\nfsrfi. cmd with the following
changes. Modify your mount statements to
reflect the changes below:

1. Change lines 25 and 26 as shown
below:
mount -u -g x: NFS Server
Name:d:\cid
mount -u -g y: NFS Server
Name:d:\cid\rsp
mount - u -g z: NFS Server
Name:d:\cid\log
(where NFS Server Name is your
server's hostname)
2. Change line

34 as shown below:

x : \client\os2v3a\ %hostname%
%hostname%
z:\os2v3a\%hostname %.log

Step 1.14: Edit d:\cid\img\sample\
tcpip\thintcp.cmd with the following
changes:

*/
*/

Figure 2 to the end of the file d : \ c i d \
img\sample\tcpip\tc de l ete.cmd (be

careful of syntax!).

Step 2.01 : On drive D:, create the fo llowing directory structure:
d:\cid\client\os2v3 a
d : \cid\d l l\os2v30
d:\cid\exe\os2 v30
d:\cid\img\os2 v30
d : \cid\log\os2 v30
d:\cid\rsp\os2 v30

Step 2.02: Use the following steps to
unpack the files necessary to set up your
code server fo r OS/ 2 Warp:
1. Inser t disk 2 into drive A: and type
unpack2 a:\bundle
d : \cid\exe\os2v3a
/n:setboot . exe
2. Insert disk 3 into drive A: and type
unpack2 a : \bundle
d:\cid\exe\os2 v3a
/n:xcopy.exe

3. Insert disk 4 into drive A: and type
unpack2 a : \rexx
d:\cid\dll\os2 v3a

the following commands:

Step 2.0 3: Edit the response file
default. rsp with the minimum changes
needed for a CID installation. Edit
d:\cid\rsp\os2v3a\d efault.rsp and
set the keyword exitonerror=l.

Step 2.04: Execute the command copy
d : \cid\rsp\os2v3a\de fault.rsp
d : \cid\rsp\os2v2a\joh ndoe.rsp.
I have changed the following keywords in
d : \cid\rsp\os2v3a\joh ndoe.rsp
so that the primary partition (drive C:) is
formatted as FAT during the installation:
basefilesystem=2
formatpartition=l

Note: J0HND0E. RSP is used as the example client response and LCU command file
name throughout this procedure.

Step 2.05 : Install the OS/ 2 images on
your code server:
cd\cid\exe\os2v3a
seimage /s:a:
/t:d:\cid\img\os2v3 a
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INSTALL_NAME •

BASE 7. 55 1 4 •ease Xit"

INSTALL.._NAME • BPOBS 1. 38
// INSTALL_NAME •

Base TCP/ I P for 06/2

5 5 "Base Kit "

Pubs for Base TCP/IP for OS/2

LAMAIL 1.90 6 6 *Base Kit"

// INSTALL_NAME • ILR 1. 32 l
// INSTALL_NAME • NFS

La.Mail

1 • IBM Libra ry Reader•

IBM Library Reader

1.10 1 1 "Network File System Kit•

// INSTALL_NAME • NFSCID 0.25 1 l

"Network File System Kit•

NFS Kit

NFS TCPIP CID Install

// INSTALL_NAME • DBOX O. 56 1 l 'DOS/Win<3ows Accesa Kit•
DOS Box Kit
// INSTALL_NAME • WSOK 2. 00 1 1 "00S/Win<lows Access Kit"
WINSOCK Documentation
// INSTALL_NAME • INT O. ,6 1 l 'Extended Networking Kit' Extended Networking Kit
// INSTALL_NAME • PGMG 0.85 1 1 "Programmer ' s Toolkit' Programmer ' s 'l'ooU:it
// INS'l'ALL_NAM.E • PMX 11.36 l 6 ·x Window System Server Ki t " PMX Kit
// INS'l'ALL_NAM.E • XCLI 2.68 l 2
Window System Client Kit• XClient Runtime Services
// INS'l'ALL_NAM.E • XCPR 1.40 1 l
Window System Clien t Kit• XClient Programmer ' s Toolkit
// INSTALL_NAM.E • MOTIF 1. 79 l l "OSF/Motif Kit•
OSF/Motif Runtime Services
// INSTALL_NAME • MTPR 1.38 2 2 "OSF/Motif Kit•
OSF/Motif Programmer " s Toolkit
// INSTALL_NAME • DNS
O. 7 5 l l • Domain Na.me Server Kit• Domain Name Server Kit
/ / INSTALL_NAME • MMBASE
2.2,
1
2 "Oltimedia Mail/2 Disk"
UltiMail Base Kit
/ / msTALL_NAME • MMCLI
2. 51
2 3 "Oltimed.ia Mail/2 Disk"
OltiMail Client Kit
// INSTALL_NAME • MMSRV
1.03
3
3 "Ultimedia Mail/2 Disk'
OltiMail Server Kit
// INSTALL_NAM.E • MMHLP
0.35
3
3 "Ultimedia Mail/2 Disk "
UltiMail Help ~ User' s Guide
// INSTALL_NAME • MMTOT
0.65
4
4 "Ultimedia Mail/2 Disk"
UltiMail Tutorial
EXEC • BASE call baHxt BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PATH MPTN_mSTALLED N'l'S2_DIR HOSTNAME IP_ADDR NE'l'MASK

·x

·x

7~~:E~N~D~:I:a~~!:::~E:o6~~ ~~~EF~~~~~~;:;;:ERVICES
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

EXEC - DBOX call dboxxt BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PATH
EXEC - PMX call pmxxt BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PA'l'H HOSTNAME
EXEC • PGMG call ptkxt BOO'l'_DRIVE TARGET_PAT H
EXEC • XCPR call xcprxt BOOT_ORIVE TARGET_PA'l'H
EXEC - XCLI call xclixt BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PATH ETC_PATH
EXEC - MOTIF call motifxt BOO'l'_DRIVE TARGET_PATH ETC_PATH
EXEC - MMBASE
call MMBASEXT BOOT_DRIVE TARGE'l'_PATH
EXEC - MMCLI
call MMCLIXT
BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PAT H
EXEC ... MMSRV
call MMSRVXT
BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PAT H
EXEC - MMHLP
call MMHLPXT
BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PATH
EXEC - MMTU'J'
call MM'l'UTXT
BOOT_DRIVE TARGET_PAT H
HPFS_NEEDED •

// the values suppl.led below for the keyword responses are made up for this example
IPADDR•9. 88. 20. 99
NETMASK•255. 255. 224. 0
HOSTNAME•johndoe
NTS2_DIR•C: \IBMCOM
LAPS_EXE_PATH•X: \IMG\LAPS
TARGET_PATH•C: \TCPI P
LOG_PATH•Z; \TCPIP2 0
ATTENDED•N
BOOT_DRIVE•C:
CONFIGURE•Y
CONFIGSYS•Y
INSTALL_LAPS•N
ROUTE•9. 85. 3. 40
NAMESERVER•9. 85 .11. 2

Figure 3. TCP/IP Response File Additions and Changes
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change v210 to oe2v30
change v210 to oe2v30
rsp_dir = d2
log_dir = d3
DELETE THIS LINE
DELETE THIS LINE
x .1. name = "0S/2 WARP"
x.l.inetprog = exepath"\eeinet /b:"bootdrive" /s:"img_dir 11 \os2v30 /t:c : ",
"/11: "log_di r"\os2v3 0\j ohndoe . log / r : "
change oa2v21 to oe2v30
change default to j ohndoe
change mpte to laps
"/11: "log_dir"\lapa\johndoe. log /r:"
change lapersp to johndoe
add three blank lines

line 131. x.tcpip = 10
x. 1 0.name
"TCP/ I P 2.0 "
x.10.statevar = "CAS_" 11 x.10 . name
x.10.inetprog = "x:\img\tcpip\tcpiost /e:x:\img\tcpip /t:c:\tcpip /tu:c:",
"/ 11: z: \ tcpip\johndoe. log /12: z : \ tcpip\johodoe. log / r:"
x ~ 10. repdir = rep_di r"\tcpip"
x.10.default
"johndoe.rep"
x.thintcp = 11
x. 11. name = "Th inTCP"
x.11.statevar = "CAS_" 11 x.11.name
x.11.instprog = "x:\img\eample\tcpip\thin tcp.cmd"
x.11.rapdir =
x.11.default x. tcdelete = 12
x .12. name = "TCP/IP Installation Cleanup"
x.12.statevar = "CAS_" 11 x.12.name
x .12. iostprog = "x: \img\!:lample\tc~ip\tcdelet e.cmd"
x.12.repdir = ""
x.12.default
NUM_INSTALL_PROGS = 12

Fon· ~-- ···· r"' •-·•u-•1 0 .... t

Figure 4. LCU Command File Additions and Changes, Part 1
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d:\cid\img\laps
d:\cid\log\laps
d:\cid\rsp\laps
Step 3.02: Copy the LAPS (WR07045)
diskette to your code server. Insert the
LAPS disk 1 into drive A:, and type
a:\lapsdisk a: d: \ cid\img\laps.
Step 3.03: LAPS (WR07045) does not
include the TCP/ IP protocol. The LAPS
diskette that comes with TCP/ IP 2.0 has
the TCP/ IP protocol but contains an older
version of the Token-Ring device drivers
and protocol. In this step, you repack the
TCP/ IP protocol to include it in the LAPS
(WR07045) p rotoco 1 . zip file.
1. Execute the following commands:

md d:\cid\temp
md d:\cid\scratch \ laps
md d:\cid\scratch\tcpl aps
2. Insert the LAPS (WR07045) diskette
into drive A: and type copy a:
\ibmcom\protocol\pr otocol .zip
d:\cid\scratch\laps

"Afn(Medmm) 6 pl

,

LAPS Setup
Step 3.01: On drive D:, create the following directory structure:

// Defaul.t response fil.e for Product Di sk Insta l l

3. Insert the LAPS diskette from TCP/ IP
2.0 into drive A: and execute the following commands:
copy a:\ibmcom\protocol\
protocol.zip
d:\cid\scratch\tcpl aps
cd\cid\scratch
pkunzip2 tcplaps \ protocol\
protocol .zip d:\cid\temp
pkunzip2 laps\protocol\
protocol .zip d:\cid\temp
( choose Y to overwrite NET

BIND.EXE)
pkzip2 -p -r protocol .zip * *
copy protocol .zip
d:\cid\img\lap s \ibmcom \
protocol
Step 3.04: Use the LAPSRSP utility to create a response file, based on your local
machine's protocol . i ni file, for a CID
installation of MPTS. Execute these two
commands:
cd\cid\img\laps
1apsrsp c: \ i bmcom\protocol. i ni
d:\cid\rsp\lap s\ lapsrsp.r s p
/t:c: / i : pr odu ct

TCP/IP Setup
Step 4.01: On drive D: , create the following directory structure:

d:\cid\img\tcpip (should have
already been created in step 1.05)
d:\cid\log\tcpip
d: \ci d\rsp\tcpip

..

~ !,ayout

Step 4.02: Copy the TCP/ IP 2.0 diskettes
to your code server. Insert each TCP / IP
diskette (excluding the LAPS and Library
Reader diskettes) into drive A: and type
the following command for each diskette:
xcopy a:\*.* d: \c id\img \ tcpip

Tools

Fg_nt

Graphics

Macro

Windo w

Help

line 166. Modify your runinstall statements t o reflec t th e
changes below:

Do Forever
Select
when OVERALL_STATE = 0 then do
if Runinstall (x.SEINST ) == BAD_RC then exit
BAD_RC then e x it
if Runinstall(x.LAPS)
BAD_RC then e x it
if Runinstall(x.THINTCP)
Call CheckBoot
end
when OVERALL_STATE = 1 then do
if Runinstall(x.TCPIP ) == BAD_RC the n ex it
ca ll Chec kBa.."St
end
when OVERALL_STATE = 2 then do
BAD_RC then exit
if Runinstall(x.TCDELETE)
call Rebo ot
end
end
end
e xit

Step 4.03: Copy the default TCP/IP 2.0
response file to the TCP / IP response file
directory:

copy d:\cid\img\tcpip\
default.rsp
d:\cid\rsp\tcpip
copy d:\cid\img\tcpip\
default.rsp
d:\cid\rsp\tcpip\johndoe.rsp
Step 4.04: Edit d: \ci d \ rsp \ tcpi p\
johndoe. rsp to match the example
shown in Figure 3. In this example, only
the base kit and feature applications are
installed. Keywords have been added for
the TCP/ IP values. These response file
keywords are included in the TCP/ IP references listed at the end of this article.

LAN CID Utility Setup
Step 5.01 : This step describes how to
compile your LCU command file . The following three commands are an example
for building a default LCU command file:

cd\cid\compile
casprep casadv.fil
d:\cid\client\default.cmd
copy d:\cid\client\default.cmd
d:\cid\client\os2v30\
johndoe.cmd
Step 5.02: Use an ASCII line editor and
refer to Figures 4 and 5 to edit, by line
number, the changes that must be made
to the d: \c i d\cl i ent\os2v30\
j ohndoe. cmd file.

LAN Transport Client Boot
Diskettes Creation
Step 6.01: Create your LAN Transport
(LT) client boot diskettes.

1. Type cd\cid\exe\os2 v30
2. Type sedisk /s:d : \cid\i mg \
os2v30 /t : a: (you will be prompted
for two formatted diskettes)

3. Label the first diskette "Install disk,"
and label the second diskette "disk l "
4. Leave disk 1 in drive A:

bp•

Figure 5. LCU Command File Additions and Changes , Part 2
~

f;;dit

Yiew

,bayout

roots

F.2,nt

graphics

_Macro

,klindow

!:!•Ip

buffers 3 2

iopl:=:yes
m@nvnan=swap, delayswap

protshell;:eys i nstl .exe
!1let os2_shell=cmd.exe /K a:\nforfi.cmd
d i ekcache=D2. LW
rem MEMMAN=SWAP, PROT ECT
rem SWAPPATH=C : \204 8 4 096

protectonly=yeej
libpath=.; \; \os2\d ll ; X 1 \ dll \or:.2v30; x: \ittq\ l c u
if!l= h pf!!.ifs /c:64
pau!leonerror=no
codepage=850
devinfo=kbd, us, keyboard . dcp
devi n fo=!!cr, ega, vtbl850 .dcp
device=\do!I. !IYS

••t

path =\; \os2; \os2\sys t em; \o!!2\install; . ;x : \ ittq \or:.2v30\diok_ 1 ;x : \ittq\oo2v30\dink_ 2 ;x: \inq \ lcu
ee t dpath=\; \os2; \os2\!lyetem; \os2\ ins ta ll ; X: \ ittq \ l cu
se t keys=on
basedev=printOl. sys
basedev=ibmkbd. sys
basedev=ibmlflpy. add
basedev=ibmls506. add
basedev=ibm2flpy . add
basedev=ibm2adsk . add
ba!ledev=ibm2scsi . add
basedev=ibmin tl3 . il3
basedev;;os2dasd. dmd
device=\testcfg. sys
basedev=xdflopp y . fl t
device=\refpart. sys
set so urcepath•x: \
SBT BTC•A: \ BTC
S BT TMP•A: \
DBVI CB• A: \ LANHSGDD .OS2 /I: A : \
DBVI CB• A: \ PROTMAN.OS2 / I : A :\
DBVICB•I9MTOK .0S2
DBVICB•INBT. SYS
DBVICB•IPNDIS. SYS
CALL• A : \ NBT9INO . BXB
RUN•A1 \ LANMSQBX. BXB
RUN•A: \ CNTRL . BXB
IPS•A : \ NP'S200. IPS

Font CDUrrer(Medwm) lOpt

Figure 6. CONFIG .SYS on LAN Transport (LT) Client Boot Diskette
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5. Type the following:
del a:\unpack.exe
copy d:\cid\img\tcpip\bi n a:
copy d : \cid\img\tcpip\dll a:
md a:\etc
copy d:\cid\img\tcpip\et c
a:\etc
copy d:\cid\img\sample\
crenvvar.exe a :
copy d:\cid\img\sample\
tcpip\nfsrfi .cmd a:
copy c:\ibmcom\lanmsgdd. os2 a:
copy c:\ibmcom\lanmsgex. exe a:
copy c:\ibmcom\protman . os2 a:
copy c:\ibmcom\protocol .ini a:
copy c:\ibmcom\protocol\
netbind.exe a:
copy c:\ibmcom\pro.msg a:
copy c:\ibmcom\lt2.msg a:
copy c:\ibmcom\ltO.msg a :
copy c: \ i bmcom\dll \ l anmsgdl. dll
a:
copy c:\ibmcom\ibmtok.os 2 a:
Step 6.02: Create a file named
ENV_ VARS .C MD on disk 1 of your LT client
boot diskettes and in that file, type these
two lines:

set ho s tname = Client's Hostname
set address = Client's IP Address
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Note: The client LCU command file is executed with the hostname and IP address
parameters set by ENV_ VARS.CMD.
Step 6.03: Edit the CONFIG . SYS file on
disk 1 to match the contents of Figure 6.
Add the highlighted statements to your
CONFIG. SYS file.

TCP/IP References
OS/ 2 Installation Techniques: The CID
Guide, IBM order number GG24-5295
MPTS Configuration Guide, Sl 0H-9693
NTS/ 2 Redirected Installation and
Configuration Guide, S96F-8488
README. CID

on OS/2 Warp disk 0

IBM Transmission Control
Protocol/ Internet Protocol Version 2. 0
for OS/ 2: Installation and Configuration,
SC31-6075
IBM TCP/ IP V2.0for OS/ 2: Network File
System Guide, SC31-7069

Erik Mintz is a
senior associate
programmer in the
OS/2 Service and
Support group in
Austin, Texas.
Currently a CID
analyst, he joined
IBM in 1990 in
environmental
engineering and later worked in multimedia development. Erik has a BS in
Hydrogeology and an MS in Civil
Engineering from Florida Atlantic
University. His Internet userid is
rabbit@vnet.ibm. com.
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Corrective Service Information
Figure 1 shows maintenance release
levels for the listed products. This
information is effective as of April 1, 1996.
CSDs may have been updated since press
time.
To order all service packages-except for
the OS/ 2 2.0, OS/ 2 2.1, OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows, and OS/ 2 2.0 Toolkit
ServicePaks-call IBM Software Solution
Services at (800) 992-4777. For the OS/ 2
2.0 ServicePak (XR06100), OS/ 2 2.1
ServicePak (XR06200), OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows ServicePak (XR06300), or the

Product/Component

IBM Developer's Toolkit for OS/ 2 2.0
ServicePak (XR06110) on diskettes or CDROM, call (800) 494-3044. Most OS/ 2 service packages are also available electronically from the following sources:
■

OS/ 2 Bulletin Board Service (BBS):

In Software Library, select Option 2.
(Corrective services are also listed
under the General category on the
IBMLink BBS.) To subscribe to the
OS/ 2 BBS, call (800) 547-1283.
■

IBM Personal Computer Company
(PCC) BBS: Call (919) 517-0001.

.... .
I.

I,

.

Service packages are located in
Directory 4.
■

CompuServe: Download service

packages from the IBM OS2 FORUM
library (GO IBMOS2 IBM DF2).
■

Internet: Do an anonymous FTP
from ps . boulder. i bm. com at
fps/produ cts/ . TCP/IP packages are
located at software. wat son. i bm . com
at pub / tcpi p/ os2.

-Arnie Johnson and Paul Washington,
IBM Corporation, Austin, Texas

Comments

1.3

XR05150

XR05150

02-10-93

OS/ 2 Extended Edition

1.3

WR05200

WR05200

05-12-93

WR05200 replaces WR05050, which can no
longer be ordered on diskette

OS/ 2

2.0

XR06100

XR06100

09-01-93

XR06100 replaces XR06055 .

OS/2 2.10 ServicePak

2.1

XRo6200

XR06200

03-01-94

This package is not for OS/2 2.1 for Windows.

OS/ 2 2.11 for Windows ServicePak

2.11

XR06300

XR06300

05-24-94

OS/ 2 Toolkit

2.0

XR06110

XR06110

09-01-93

1.3

XR05053

XR05053

03-23-92

OS/ 2 LAN Server/Requester ServicePak

2.0

IP06030

IP06030

04-25-93

OS/ 2 LAN Server/ Requester ServicePak

3.0

IP07060

IP07060

05-10-95

Supersedes IP07045.

IBM LAN Server/Requester
OS/ 2 Warp Connect LS 4.0 ServicePak

4.00

IP08152

IP08152

11-28-95

Supersedes IP08150.

IBM Peer for OS/ 2 Public FixPak

1.0

IP08185

IP08185

03-21-96

Available electronically only.

OS/ 2 Extended Services
Database Manager ServicePak

1.0

WR06035

WR06035

11-18-93

Supersedes WR06001 , WR06002, WR06003,
WR06004, WR0601 4, and WR06015 .

DB2/ 2 ServicePak

1.0

WR07042

WR07042

06-08-95

DB2/ 2 FixPak

2.1

WR08080

WR08080

02-02-96

DDCS/2 ServicePak

2.0

WR07041

WR07041

02-06-95

Database Manager DB2/ 2

1.2

WR07047

WR07047

06-06-95

DDCS/2 ServicePak

2.0

WR07046

WR07046

06-06-95

DDCS/2 ServicePak

2.2

WR07046

WR07046

06-06-95

Client Application Enabler/2 (CAE/ 2)

1.2

WR07043

WR07043

06-06-95

Software Developers Kit/ 2 (SDK/2)

1.2

WR07048

WR07048

06-06-95

OS/ 2 Standard Edition

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels (continued on next page)
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Product/Component

SOK/Windows FixPak

----

Comments

2.1

WR08081

WR08081

1.0

WR06025

WR06025

11-29-93

System Performance Monitor (SPM/2)
ServicePak

2.0

WR06075

WR06075

12-10-93

OS/2 LAN Server Macintosh ServicePak

1.0

IP06200

IP06200

03-13-96

1.1/ 1.11

1P08205

IP08205

03-08-96

Supersedes IP08175, which superseded
IP07050.

2.20.5/2.20.1 WR07060
2.20.2

WR07060

05-10-95

Must be LAPS 2.11 or above. If not, order
WR07045 first.

Extended Services Comm Mgr ServicePak

LAN Distance ServicePak
OS/2 Network Transport Services/ 2
SelectPak

01-30-96

LAN Server 4.0 MPTS ServicePak

4.0

WR08150

WR08150

10-18-95

LS 4.0 MPTS Warp Connect ServicePak

1.0

WR08152

WR08152

11-06-95

Communications Manager/ 2
Version l.01 ServicePak

1.01

WR06050 WR06050

06-11-93

Available only on diskette.

1.11

Available on diskette and CD-ROM.

CM/2 Version l.11 ServicePak

DOS
C Set/2 Compiler

WR06150

WR06150

05-31-94

4.0/4.01

UR35284

UR35284

09-26-91

5.0

UR37387

UR37387

09-22-92

1.0

CS00050

XR06150

06-29-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/2.01

CTC0002

XR06102

12-15-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/2.01

CTCOOlO

XR06190

09-15-94

C Set C++ Utilities

2.01

CTM0006

XR06196

09-15-94

C Set C++ Utilities

2.00

Cl'L0007

XR06197

09-15-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Base and Application Kit

2.0

UN64092

UN64092

08-24-94

TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 DOS Access

2.0

UN57546

UN57546

08-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Extended Networking

2.0

UN60005

UN60005

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit

2.0

UN57887

UN57887

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Domain Name Server

2.0

UN60004

UN60004

08-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/2 Network File System

2.0

UN57064

UN57064

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 X-Windows Server

2.0

UN68122

UN68122

01-20-95

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 X-Windows Client

2.0

UN59374

UN59374

08-24-94

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels

CSD Naming Conventions
In the past, CSDs were known as ServicePaks
and FixPaks. ServicePaks were more complete,
cumulative, regression-tested packages. They
were large in size and generally available both
in diskette and electronically. FixPaks were
smaller and more component-oriented than
ServicePaks and were generally available electronically only.

All future LAN Server service will adopt the
same naming convention for service that is
used by OS/ 2, 0B2/2, CM/2, and all the IBM
Personal Software Product (PSP) line of products. FixPak will be used for all future LS and
PSP service offerings; some will be Public
FixPaks and some will be Controlled FixPaks.
Public FixPaks may be total cumulative service

available both in diskette and electronically; or
they may be available electronically only.
Controlled FixPaks will not be generally available until they complete testing and will be
available only by contacting Software Solutions
Services.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the IBM CorporaLion in the United States or other countries or both:

Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking, AIX, AIX/ 6000, APPN, Aptiva, AS/ 400, BookManager, BookMaster, Common User Access, Communications Manager, C Set ++, CUA, DATABASE 2, DATABASE
2 0S/400, 082, 082/2, 082/400, D82/6000, Distributed Database Connection Services/2, Dl'rop, DRDA, OSOM, DualStor, IBM, IBMLink, IIN, L,IN Distance, LANStreamer, Micro Channel, MYS,
MYS/ OE, NetFinity, NetYiew, 0S/2, 0S/400, Person to Person, PowerPC, Presentation Manager, PS/2, RISC System/6000, Servicel'ak, SOM, SOMobjects, System/390, TalkLink, ThinkPad,
Ultimedia, YaluePoint, YisualAge, YisualGen, VM, VoiceType, WebExplorer, WIN-OS2, Workplace Shell, XGA
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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obligation whatever to inform any user of the modification.
Some of the information in this magazine concerns
future products or future releases of products currently
commercially available. The description and discussion of
IBM's future products, performance, functions , and availability are based upon IBM 's current intent and are subject to change.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications
covering subject matter in this document. The furnishing
of this document does not imply giving license to these
patents.
It is possible that this material may contain
reference to, or information about, IBM products
(machines and programs), programming, or
services that are not announced in your country. Such

references or information must not be construed to
mean that IBM intends to announce such products,
programming, or services in your country.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information
you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation whatever.
The articles in this publication represent the views
of their authors and do not necessarily represent the
views of IBM . This publication may contain articles
by non-IBM authors. IBM does not endorse any nonIBM products that may be mentioned. Questions
should be directed to the authors.
Publication of advertising material in this magazine does not constitute an expressed or implied recommendation of endorsement of IBM of any particular product, service, company, or technology. IBM
takes no responsibility whatsoever with regard to the
selection, performance, or use of any advertised products. All understandings, agreements, or warranties
must take place directly between the vendor and
prospective users.

LAN "Intensive Care Utilities"
For IBM LAN Server 3.0/4.0
INCLUDES INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH TOOLS TO:
■

Eliminate flying blind or worrying about
corrupted domains
Export your entire domain or just a part into simple and easy
to read text files. These text files can then be imported in part
or as a whole.

■

Fix your domain using artificial
intelligence techniques
Our LAN analyzer goes through your NET.ACC and DCDB files
looking for corruption and inconsistencies. Using a rule base,
the utility can correct most of the problems encountered. All
problems are logged.

■

Put into place a corporate wide security
policy on LAN Server
Our LAN analyzer will check each and every account against
a rule-based profile and alert you to accounts that contain
access and application assignments beyond their privilege and
memberships. Accounts that are missing assignments are also
flagged. Extra or missing assignments can be corrected on-line
immediately. Check hundreds of users in a matter of minutes.

■

Balance your loading
Reports are produced providing cross reference of alias usages
as well as permissions by user and group for better control of
your LAN.

■

Build and update your LAN FAST!
Rapid add/delete/update of users, groups, aliases, and applications using simple ASCII text files. Templates allow you to
define prototype resources or users. Templates allow you to type
in only those fields that are unique for users and resources.

ORDER TODAY! And receive your copy of IAN
Intensive Care Utilities electronically in minutes.

$97000

SITELICENSING
AVAILABLE AT
SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS

~-=----

Use your American Express, VISA, MasterCard or Discover Card.

Free demo disk available or download the demo
from our BBS, CompuServe or IBMLink.

Lieberman and Associates
Design and Engineering Group
221 N. Robertson Blvd./ Suite C / Beverly Hills, CA 90211

800-829-6263
IBMMail: USMVHLVH
Phone: (310) 550-8575
CompuServe: 76426,363
FAX: (310) 550-1152
OS2BBS 1: LANUTIL
BBS: (310) 550-5980
Internet: 76426.363@compuserve.com
Circle #10 on reader service card.
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There's only
one way to gain
control of your
environment PATROL

Performance and availability
issues are flaring out of
control. Worse, your users
are informing you of the
problems. To change the
scenario, you've got to proaclively monitor and manage
applications. the databases
they run on and the underlying
resources. You also have to
make the most of the system
and network management
frameworks you have
in place. There's only one
solution - PATROL from
BMC Software.
Only PATROL puts it all
together. And with 16 years
of experience. more than
100 products and numerous
technology partnerships,
BMC Software - the world's
largest database and applicalion management tool vendor is the company you can rely
on to deliver it TODAY.
Keep your cool. Discover
and correct problems before

Unrivaled
database
management • CA-Ingres
• CA-Openlngres
• 0B2 for AIX
• 0B2 for MVSt
• 0B2 for OS/2
• lnformix
• Microsoft SOL
Server
• ObjectStore
• Oracle
• Rdb
• Sybase
• With more in
development.

Unparalleled
application
management • Lotus Notes
• Oracle
Financials
• PeopleSoft HRt
• SAP R/3t
• TUXEDO
System
• With many more
in development.

Unmatched
integration
today• CA-Unicenter
• Cabletron
SPECTRUMt
• HP OpenView
• IBM NetView
for AIX
• POLYCENTER
Manager on
NetView
• Remedy ARS
• Solstice SunNet
Manager
• Tivoli TME

Unequaled
hardware &
operating
system
support Only PATROL
runs on more
than 20 hardware
platforms and
operating systems.
including:
• MVSt
• OpenVMS
• OS/2
• Unix
• Windows NT
• Windows 95t
• With more in
development.

tava,lab~10!16

they impact your organizational productivity. Only
PATROL can help you monitor
and manage the big picture.
For a white paper or for a free
trial , call 1 800 278-4262 or
713 918-8800 (ext. 1371).
Or visit our home page at
http://www.bmc.com/pat

Circle #30 on reader service card.
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